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Part I Cosmic Orphan

All that the archaeological and anthropological sciences can do is to place a
somewhat flawed crystal before man and say: This is the way you came; these are
your present dangers; somewhere, seen dimly beyond, lies your destiny. God help
you, you are a cosmic orphan, a symbol-shifting magician, mostly immature and
inattentive to your own dangers. Read, think, study but do not expect this to save you
without humility of heart. This the old ones knew long ago in the desert under the
stars. This they sought to learn and pass on. It is the only hope of men.

Loren Eisely
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Prologue – A Never Ending Nightmare until Death
................ with a gagged scream, I felt the talons of the creature slashing completely
through my body. Blood spattered onto my face and blinded my sight as tears flowed
from my eyes, I felt the claws flex and tear at my organs as I was picked off the ground.
The last thing I remember in my dream was seeing the beast's teeth clamping down on
my head as I, in turn, clamped my teeth down on the vile.
With a bright flash of light and a thunderous explosion, pieces of burned flesh spattered
against the forest trees. Though all pain ceased with my death I quickly realized my
visionary nightmare did not end as it had on previous occasions. I could see the remnants
of what my living body had once been. It sickened me to realize this would be my
ultimate destiny. Staring at the scattered corpse I heard an odd sound. It came from
another part of the forest and I found myself compelled to find its source. I had no legs,
yet I moved in the direction of the disturbance, no eyes but I could see the trees before
me pass.

It was the deafening squeal of a wounded animal I had heard. It was a wild boar. I saw
the great animal snapping its powerful head in blinding rage. Its awesome white tusks
left an immediate path of destruction. Trembling from fear and confusion, the creature
charge at moving shadows in the night. Its razor-sharp teeth then chewed up the forest
floor seeking the scent of the attacker while each surge of the animal's heart sprayed the land
with red, hot blood. To my utter amazement and confusion, I saw the trees burst into flames,
rich black soil transform itself into desert sand. With a mournful, heart-wrenching cry, the
mortally wounded animal succumbed to its own massive weight and toppled onto its
backside. As the creature thrashed its legs wildly at the heavens several children stepped out from
the trees to watch the ugly scene.
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Hearing the painful cries of their children, men rushed into the forest with clubs clenched in
their trembling fists. The mob was horror-stricken, as was I, upon finding the smoldering
remains of the children. 'How could this of happened?' they cried in grief. 'Who will pay for this
terrible tragedy?' And then I heard, at first light, an angry voice cries out, ‘The boar did this
terrible thing and look! The beast is a sow with large nipples filled with warm milk. Find its
piglets! Find all piglets and kill them so this might never happen again!' The cool air grew warm
and then hot with the death of the last piglet. Then I saw these men gather firewood in silence
and return to their homes.

I was drawn to the carcass of the dead sow. Spying a terrible gash on the creature's backside, I
questioned how such a wound might be inflicted and why? Did we see with our hearts or our
eyes? And what of the children's death? Evil laughter suddenly filled the grey forest, and it
was then my worse suspicions were confirmed.

“What foolish men!” I heard a voice whisper. “'They have made our task easy. Our masters
will be pleased.”
“Yes,” ' I heard another voice agree, “the seeds of their destruction have been sown. They
have condemned their lands to the sea and their blood to our success. Come, we must
leave before we are discovered. Another day we shall return and harvest.” I then heard the
flapping wings of two silhouetted figures which rose and disappeared as specks over a
horizon, chased by the first light of morning sun.
Here my letter ends, John. I see only visions; it is left to you to understand their meaning. I know
by the strange events of tonight and by your letter of warning, I will not see the first light of the
morning sun. They're out there waiting for me, I sense it, and my escape would only prolong
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the needless murders. I must find the strength to put an end to this tonight. You have been a good
friend, John. Give Glacius my best wishes. Goodbye.
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Chapter 01 A New Nightmare Takes Wing
The family’s camper emergency lights continued to blink…blink…blink out
warning…warning…warning. Taking a nervous breath, Matthew Peters
watched his father place a second emergency flare on the black asphalt near
where the vehicle skidded off the road.
"Matt," Ben spoke in a calming whisper, holstering his policeman’s revolver,
"I'm going to speak to your mother and the kids once more. Then we will go
for help. Stay near the flares and yell if you see or hear anything."

"Yes, Sir." Matt looked at his father's silhouetted outline against the brightly
lit flares. Ben looked ghostly yellow in the flickering light.

As an afterthought, "I just remembered, the second flashlight is behind the
driver’s seat," Matt continued. “Karen was reading with it earlier in the
evening.”
"Thanks. I’ll go check out the other side of the vehicle. Will you remember
what I told you?"

"Stay out of the middle of the road. Yell or whistle if I see anything!"

Matthew watched Ben speak calmly to mom, grab the flashlight, and then
disappear over the embankment to inspect the vehicle for any major damage.
Kicking some of the red clay off his sneakers, Ben’s oldest son of fifteen,
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paced behind the large camping van near where the emergency flares
continued to sizzle.

Ben and Matt had been initially asleep, along with his younger brother and
sister as mom took her turn behind the wheel driving. She said as she rounded
a turn, she suddenly saw a dark looming figure, almost as big as a bull moose
huddled in the middle of the road. Mom had slammed on the brakes and
swerved to avoid a direct collision. Whatever it was, they all heard a thump
upon clipping the creature.

The camper completed a 360 degree spin prior to sliding off the asphalt road
with a high screech. The front of the camper came to rest in a ravine filled
with a thick mire of mud and red clay from earlier in the day. All in all, they
were pretty lucky no one had been harmed.
Ben returned shaking his head. “The good news is the camper is fine except
for a dent on the left bumper. I did not see any blood or animal tissue.
“The bad news is we will need a wrecker. There is no way we can back
ourselves out of the ravine. There is no cell phone reception here. We need to
go to higher ground or find a house or business with a landline.”
As the campers emergency lights continued to blink…warning…warning...
warning…warning, the teenager looked up and down the mountain highway.
Not even a single car headlight could be seen anywhere in the area. Lifting
his eyes upward, the cloud-less night reveled a heaven filled with millions of
brightly burning fires. If only they could offer some warmth, Matt thought
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jamming his hands into his coat pockets. It was unseasonably cool for midsummer even here in the mountains. Lowering his eyes upon hearing a camper
door slam, Matt knew his father would be reappearing very soon.

"See anything?"

"No, nothing, Sir."

"Best we get going then," Ben sighed. "Your mother said she had just passed a
side road just about five minutes before the mishap. There is some kind of
industrial park lite-up under a sea of warm light. I promised your mother we
would be back within the hour. We will call for a wrecker there unless we get
cell phone reception as we climb the slope."

Matt and Ben began their hike back up the highway, Upon spying the skid
marks, Ben pulled out his old service revolver and carefully walked to each
side of the road. With his flashlight he scanned the red clay.
Matt saw puzzlement on his father’s face. Ben’s eyes suddenly darted upward
towards the heavens. Ben exclaimed joining his son again, “I didn’t see any
blood or animal tracks on either side of the road. It makes me wonder if we
struck some large avian creature.”
Holstering his revolver again, Ben said, “keep your eyes open Matt. There is
nothing as dangerous as a wounded animal. I told your mother to keep the
doors locked while we are gone. Let’s increase the pace so we can get back all
the sooner.
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Five minutes into their brisk walk, Matt spoke. "Dad?" the boy spoke
hesitantly.

"What's on your mind, son?"

"Are we in some sort of trouble."

"Not at all, Matt," Ben scoffed. "We'll have a wrecker out here in no time-“
"I'm not talking about the camper or the accident” the boy interrupted, “it’s
something else. Is someone after us? Are we on the run?"

"Matt, what makes you think-"

"This camping trip started out of nowhere ten days ago. You came home early
in the day, told everyone to pack quickly for a trip into the mountains and then
we were out the door. We have been traveling from camp-site to camp-site
and you have been using burner cell phones to contact associates. You have
been using cash instead of credit cards for food and fuel. Finally, you are
wearing your revolver for the first time in eight years.”
Ben smiled. “You have the makings of a good detective, Matt.”
“There is more…” Matt added. "Does it have something to do with Doctor
Jacobs's disappearance the day before we left town?"
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Ben's darken figure abruptly stopped and he turned toward his son and said.
"What makes you think…"
“A few months ago,”, Matt continued as they resumed walking, “I heard the
phone ring while I was in the kitchen. I must have picked up just when you
did. I was going say hello and good-bye and hang up, but John sounded so
distraught I froze in place. I could not make myself hang up. I just stood
there and listened."
"Matthew, John was a little upset.”

"Dad, John was terrified. I can't shake the hopelessness and fear I heard in his
voice. Suddenly, I am feeling a similar foreboding."
“Matt…” Ben said carefully, “we will all get through this together."

"Through what?”

There was a long moment of silence as the two stared at each other and finally
Ben said, "Alright but let's keep moving. I first declined to take John as a
client, but to calm him down, I told him I would make a few calls and
inquiries. What do you remember about the initial call?"
"I heard him say there had been a break in at his office…a list of names of
participants from some kind of experiment had been taken…and within a few
weeks these participants began disappearing.
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“The professor wanted you to track down some of the participants he recalled
from the list and quietly warn them to stay on guard and keep plenty of
company around them at all times. He mentioned a few names. I later found
them in your hand notes from the telephone call. The first names on your list
included Jose Rizal and Laura Hinds."

"Apparently you know a lot more than I would ever have imagined. Is there
anything else?" Ben quipped.
There was no response at first and then Matt continued. “I know as you had
discovered several dozen participants from that list had indeed disappeared.
When you attempted to get some of your media contacts to take an
interest…after first they thanked you for the lead. Eventually, they all stopped
returning your calls.
“I had been doing searches for articles on the rash of missing students. At first
there were a couple but then they stopped. Worse, the older stories had been
scrubbed.”

Ben began, "As you know John Jacobs and I were friends long after we had
established a professional relationship. He had occasional helped profile
suspects we were investigating while I was with the police. You are right.
John asked me to help him track down a number of these test participants.
Initially I told him I would check into it as a personal favor.

"That changed after the remains of Jose Rizal was found in the woods near
campus. I began investigating the case professionally after the Rizal case was
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quickly closed as a suicide by the police.”

The forensics suggested Jose Rizal went into the woods. He never returned.
There appears to have been an explosion and his remains were scattered over a
large field—but”
"but…” Matt probed, “there is something else your holding back?
“There was other unidentified fragmented pieces of flesh scattered around
field. The best anyone could speculate is it was some kind of large avian
creature.”

At that moment, both Ben and Matt eyes darted around the heavens as they
continued their brisk walk up the road. They then turned their heads
backwards toward the emergency flares seen off in the distanced. The camper
emergency blinders still flashed warning…warning…warning as they
continued their climb.
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Chapter 02 The Avian Comes Home to Roost
"Dad, there must have been more you are not telling me.” Matt exclaimed as
he stared to the eastern horizon. Dawn couldn't be more than twenty minutes
away.

"I received a call from John a day before his disappearance."

"John was beside himself. He said thousands of people were going to die, and
it couldn't be stopped.”
Matt whispered. “Are we dealing with terrorists?"

"I don't know, Matt. The good news is the disappearance of college students
stopped after Jose Rizal’s death. Doctor Jacobs confirmed to me he just
received a letter from Jose Rizal. It was mailed the night of the student’s
death in the campus woods. He did not want to read the letter over the phone
to me. Instead, John wanted to meet with me so I could read the letter
directly.” Ben pointed the flashlight towards a road going off to the left.
“There’s the road your mother spoke of.”

"Who is Laura Hinds?

"Laura Hinds," Ben repeated, "I'm not certain what her connection is or was in
all this. Apparently, the Hinds woman died in a plane crash some four years
earlier though Jacobs' interest in her did not stop there.
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As to the Rizal letter, Jacobs handed it to me, and I read it several times. It
was a queer manifesto of some sort. Each time I read it Matt I kept thinking I
was missing some basic information to make sense out of his words and his
warning."

"What was Rizal's warning?"

"A pending catastrophe I am certain but the how, whys and where are yet to be
answered. If I am to believe Doctor Jacobs, Jose Rizal was a remarkable
clairvoyant, or what some describe to as a remote viewer. There were selected
passages, John pointed out to me, which might eventually provide the clues I
needed to crack the case. The Rizal letter identifies some future events which
will make sense to me…but only after it takes place. John warned me I will
not be able to stop the incident from happening."

"I... I don't understand, Dad, what is it about the passages that has you
stymie?"

"Rizal spoke in riddles…of repeated visions that I can't yet piece together.
Some passages dealt with the death of an animal...a wild boar. While dying the
boar destroyed anything in its path. Its red blood surged out of its body and
transformed rich farmland to desert and wooded forest was reduced to ashes.
The public lashes out in anger and exterminates all such creatures afterwards.
“Jose Rizal painted a picture of frightening destruction, Matt. Most of the
public will be led to believe this coming catastrophe was accidental and
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merely the nature of the beast.

Rizal states inequivalently this was a deliberate act of sabotage, pure and
simple. I am presently on the trail of terrorists. After John’s disappearance I
received some inside information, possibly from John. It was suggested I and
the family should grab our camper and head out of town for two weeks.
Packets of information would be dropped off at different locations to aid me in
my investigation. The information packets assured me we would figure out the
puzzle before the event was triggered."

"But Dad, what if the terrorist succeed? What if this disaster
happens...thousands of people die...then we have failed?”

"Maybe but I don't think so, son," Ben said as the two now turned down a side
road. They paused briefly to check for cell phone reception. There was still no
reception.

The road dipped and then began to climb upward in the distance. "Whether we
stop it or not, if the world is convinced it was a deliberate act of terrorism and
not just a terrible accident, the terrorists lose. All I can say for certain is John
thought we were running out of time. That is what Jacobs and I concluded
from Rizal's posting.
“We need to be witnesses to this conspiracy and terror of the pending attack.
Dr. Jacobs was certain once the event had taken place it would all make sense
to us. If we can provide the public proof the coming event was unadulterated
sabotage as oppose to a freak accident, then the beast described in Rizal’s
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letter is preserved and not destroyed."

Ben grasped his son's shoulder. "We will be alright, Matt. I hope I have
overestimated our opponents cunningness. I have been continually a step
behind and on the defensive until recently. The leads are coming together-and
soon I'll have something that I can turn over to key authorities. After that I can
wash my hands of this matter."

The sky was brightening before the two hikers. The first light of morning was
about to peek above the distant horizon.

"Well, son, that industrial complex should be just over the rise. Hey, I'll race
you to the top. For now, let's leave our problems behind."
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Chapter 03 The Trap Erupts

The two silhouetted figures continued to stand on the ridge in silence and stare
in bleak despair and drained emotion. Before them was an island of white light
surrounded by a sea of black paint. Below their feet they saw a large, bullet-shaped dome rising up and over a huge rectangular structure at least twenty
stories high. As impressive as these were, they in turn were dwarfed by two
hour-glass shaved towers that appeared to reach up and dominate the eastern
horizon beyond. It was as if they had come across a slumbering, powerful
beast which was best left undisturbed. Unfortunately, they could hear muted
alarm shrieks from the building off in the distance.

Matt watched his father slowly reach inside his holster. Ben drew out his
revolver again. "Dad," he whispered, "you can't go down there."

"I must, Matt. I can't wait here merely to watch history unfold without trying
to alter it. I now realize we were led here by the terrorist themselves. They
hope to eliminate all loose ends including us. You have to run back to the
camper. Let your mom know what is happening. You and the others have to
escape the area. Start walking eastward and don’t look back. You have to get
another couple of miles away to survive the radiation. Again, go east to keep
up wind of this plant."
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“Dad, maybe I should stay and help!”

"You heard me, Matt! Now move!"

Matt staggered backward, turned, and ran quickly down the private road. Once
Matt disappeared over the crest, Ben's attention returned to the posted fence
before him.

KEYBORE NUCLEAR FACILITY
RESTRICTED AREA
TRESPASSERS WILL BE PROSECUTED

Taking a deep breath, Ben knew there was no turning back. Returning the
revolver to the holster, Ben stepped up to a ten-foot chain linked fence and
began to climb. Glancing at his watch it was ten minutes to five in the
morning. He had little doubt in his mind that he had indeed underestimated the
enemy and for this he and his family would pay dearly.

Looking down at the sleeping children, Cheri Peters hoped the boys would be
returning soon. The camper’s dash clock indicated it was a little after five.
Benjamin and Matthew should be back in another half hour. With the
morning sun Cheri realized how much mud and red clay they had kicked up in
the accident. The camper windows were smeared with the stuff. Cheri could
barely see a stream several yards in front of the camper and as the vehicle sat
at a downward angle, she could see partially up the road embankment in the
rear-view mirror.
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Cheri reached for the radio when she suddenly paused. She felt what was
initially a very faint vibration. She then thought she heard something. Then
she felt it again. It was a deep vibration from somewhere deep beneath the
vehicle. A loud clang of thunder began rumbling throughout the mountains
waking the children. Though the morning sun was bright before them was
there a thunderstorm approaching from their backside? Looking back at
Tucker, the small, muscular boy peeked out at his mother nervously from a
blanket covering him. Karen climbed over the seat and retreated into her
mother's lap.

"It's only thunder, Karen. We might even have a little rain." Smiling, Cheri
pointed to the roof, "listen....do you hear the rain coming."

The three listened in silence as rain droplets began striking the metal roof.
"Mommy…Daddy and Matthew will get wet!" Karen said with newfound
delight.

"I won't have to wash the car!" Tucker added.

"Well, we'll see, Tucker. I hope we will at least be able to see through the
windows." Cheri drew Karen close and gently caressed her hair.
The intensity of the shower grew. The morning sunlight faded to darkness.
The camper roof suddenly sounded as if it were the instrument of a thousand
drummers playing simultaneously. Cheri could barely hear the children's
screams of fright and alarm and the emergency lights continues to blink their
warning…warning…warning.
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Cheri suddenly felt extremely warm. Perspiration dripped from her forehead
and she suddenly filled with fright too. Not only had the rain failed to wash
the red clay from the glass, but it also appeared to worsen. Adrenaline shot
through her body as the back window, pointing outward and upwards, cracked
from the continual hammering of the heavy droplets. Turning on the ignition,
Cheri tried running the back windshield wipers. They wouldn't budge as if
fused to the red oozed stained glass.

Both children now pressed against her breasts and she rocked them
protectively. In the rear-view mirror, Cheri watched as the red liquid slowly
trickled into the back of the camper. Where was Benjamin? Why hadn't the
two returned yet? Cheri felt claustrophobic and on the edge of hysteria. She
had to control herself for the sake of the children.

A loud thump on the roof frightened Cheri and she squeezed Karen and
Tucker tightly.

"Benjamin?" she cried out. "Matthew?" she yelled.

Against the pounding rain Cheri watched the deep depression in the roof
slowly slide forward as it neared the wind-shield. Might it be the creature she
had hit earlier? Drawing her face closer to the mud smeared glass, the object
slides down the windshield wiping it clean. Cheri's face grew questioning as
she watched a heavy, red rain sear the smoldering mass before her. Upon
recognizing the sneakers, pain and panic struck as she continued to stare at
Matthew's disintegrating face.
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Chapter 04 Welcome to the NSBT
Doctor Thomas Rand rode in a limousine from the airport as he neared the end of
his journey. The day matched his mood. It was gray and gusty as a light rain
drizzled downward. Reaching into his suit pocket, Tom pulled a letter out and
silently read it to himself once more.
Doctor Thomas J. Rand,
Roundtrip tickets will be waiting for you at the airport, a limousine at your
destination. Pack for an overnight stay. Imperative you come.
Bureau of National Security
The doctor's face wrinkled as he scrutinized the note. What could he have told
Julie? He thought it odd that he had been given no time to prepare for a meeting
he knew nothing about. Eyeing the paper once more, Tom noticed he was never
asked or requested, rather, it was a necessity. For long moments he glared and
pondered but then, feeling the limousine slowing to a crawl, he stuffed the note
back into his pocket.
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"Are we almost there, driver?" Tom said leaning forward, so the driver was certain
to hear him.

"No, sir, we are about eight blocks from the security building and I'm afraid we are
not going to get much closer," the chauffeur answered, never taking his eyes from
the congested traffic.

"What seems to be the problem?" Doctor Rand asked softly over the faint hum of
the air-conditioning.
"Traffic jam, Doctor Rand. We can't go forward." He paused momentarily as he
investigated the sideview mirror. "And we can't go backward." The chauffeur
opened his door and, stepping out, tried to get some idea of their immediate
problem.
Doctor Rand was at first startled by the loud, chaotic sounds of the city around
him, but then his ears picked up a human sound, a chanting. He tried to listen
closer, but the chauffeur stepped back into the limousine and closed the door
behind him.

"There are protesters up ahead, Doctor. We'll have to try another route, sir."
How long will it take us to get around them?" Doctor Rand asked, examining
his watch.

"Oh, possibly fifty minutes if we can turn around, Doctor Rand."
"No, it would never do," the slightly grey-haired man sighed. "You will have
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to let me out here, driver."
Turning his head in surprise, the chauffeur protested the doctor's decision. "My
orders were to deliver you safely to the security building, sir. With all due respect,
Doctor Rand, you shouldn't be walking these streets alone, it is dangerous."

"I believe your orders included having me there in less than thirty minutes.
Pull over and let me out."
The chauffeur nodded his head slowly and pulled over to the curb. "Good luck,
Doctor Rand. I hope your meeting goes well, sir."
Doctor Rand watched the limousine turn and disappear in the direction from
which it came. There was quite a difference between the cool, air-conditioned
temperature of the limousine and the hot, humid weather experienced in the city
streets, especially after the drizzle had stopped. Proceeding down the street,
Doctor Rand noticed oxygen gas mask units on posts along the curb. For a small
amount of change, these could save lives on the smog-filled days.
The chanting sounds grew more discernable as he drew closer to their source.
"Down with big business ... give the country back to the people ... down with
BIG BUSINESS ... GIVE THE COUNTRY BACK TO THE PEOPLE! DOWN
WITH BIG BUSINESS... GIVE THE COUNTRY BACK TO THE PEOPLE!"
Doctor Rand passed through the chanting mob of men and women who stood on
the green of the President's home and over-flowed into the streets. The sounds of
sirens grew more intense as police and soldiers made their way through the traffic,
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attempting to quell the protest. Moving in, the soldiers fired tear gas, while police
fired rubber bullets and clubbed the protesters. It was an ugly sight and Doctor
Rand moved quickly to escape the random beating inflicted upon the crowd as men
and women were attacked like vicious dogs, knocked unconscious, and then thrown
into waiting wagons.
The chants and screams slowly died as he hurriedly continued, taking a deep
breath of relief once he knew he was safe and unharmed. Where did it all go
wrong, Doctor Rand asked himself. Everything seemed so vile and corrupt. The
Doctor pinched his suit as it stuck to his wet skin. He had made it a habit to stay
away from the large cities whenever possible.

It was a well-hidden statistic that individuals who lived in the country, far away
from the large industrial centers, had a life expectancy thirty to sixty years longer
than those who remained trapped in these city swamps filled with 5-G radiation,
crime, murder and mayhem. Doctor Rand figured that if he could die a natural
death, he might live to see his 150th birthday, more than a century into the future.
Medical advances had been remarkable in the last three decades, far beyond the
scope of many other fields of technology, including his own, nuclear physics.

Doctor Rand again pondered the questions which had haunted him for a lifetime.
Where and when did the world lose its zest for technology, its zeal for discovery
and scientific advancements? Throughout the history of man-kind, technology had
always, to some degree, been given a high priority. For centuries humanity, in
many ways, had reminded him of efficient dragon flies which were so good at
catching and devouring the lake mosquitoes in summer around his family’s cabin.
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He smiled remembering the swarms of them he looked forward to appearing one
summer day at first light. Sometimes he could stick out his finger, in the heat of
the day and one might land upon it for temporary respite. They would stare at each
other in curiosity before the dragon fly, once more energized, would take flight
again. It seemed the three things dragon flies enjoyed most was capturing blood
sucking mosquitoes, mating, and bathing themselves in the sun’s radiant warming
energy before night set in. But if that light was suddenly extinguished, the tiny
creature would become confused and flutter back and forth in the darkness until it
was either destroyed and devoured by a bat or some other creature of the night, or
until it discovered another radiant energy source to fly towards until first light of
the new day.
Humanity reminded him of the nighttime dragonfly presently. Mankind was
rudderless since more graduates shunned away from scientific curiosity and creating
the next radiant energy source to benefit all.
Coming from a family of scientists, he knew the ordeal his parents and grandparents
had experienced in their life-times. Doctor Jonathan Jacobs, his grandfather, had
even been driven to suicide by his peers and the public; or so he had been told by
his mother.
Doctor Rand wiped his forehead as he continued to walk toward the security
building. Stepping around a block corner he could now see the building, one third
of it obscured by the smog. The world of today is very far from the Utopia
dreamed of in the middle of the prior century. The country he had known and
loved was slowly withering and dying as money's grasp grew tighter around
world governments.
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First a republic, then a democracy, the country was now becoming socialistic and the
power of the people and the states had almost been completely diminished. This
wasn't an isolated case; it was happening world-wide. Companies were becoming
as large as small countries, and more powerful. Who would have believed it
would be the bankers that would eventually rule the world and not the bullet?
"Well," he mumbled to himself, examining the hands on his watch, "I guess I am
going to be a little late." His thoughts jumped backed to his family. He could only
imagine how the kids and his wife were now enjoying the lake while he had to ruin
his weekend here in the city.
As he entered the building, the temperature dropped to a very comfortable level.
Stepping up to the desk, Doctor Rand pulled his identification disk out from the breast
pocket of his suit and handed it to the guard. Doctor Rand watched the security guard slip
the disk into a slot that hummed for a few moments.
"Ping:" the tape sounded as it popped into his view.
"Everything seems to be in order, Doctor Rand. Please go right up, sir." The guard
pointed to an elevator and continued. "The meeting is on the thirty-seventh floor. You
might want to keep your I.D. handy. You will be needing it again."
The Doctor nodded with a smile.
Doctor Rand let himself off at the thirty-seventh floor of the security building. Stepping
onto a slide-rail, he was carried several hundred meters before he stepped off at a door
marked:
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NATIONAL SECURITY BUREAU FOR TECHNOLOGY (NSBT)
DIRECTOR
"What could be so important as to drag me here?" he asked himself. As he moved
toward the door, it suddenly swished open and Doctor Rand was immediately met by
another guard.
"

Identification, please'." snapped a security guard.

Handing the tape to the unpleasant guard, Doctor Rand watched the guard's hand
disappear behind a wall next to the door. "Confirmation," he thought, hearing the
pinging sound of the tape.
"You may go in, Doctor Rand. Sorry to keep you waiting." The guard nodded his
head as he handed him the tape.
Doctor Rand stepped through the door and glanced around the lobby. There were
several other armed guards standing at attention as he passed them.
"There it is," the Doctor thought, eyeing a door marked 'private'. The door slid open as
he approached it. He could hear several voices escaping from the room beyond. One
voice he had heard many times before. It couldn't be anyone but-"Come in, Tom; we were waiting for you:" A soft, warm hand grasped his hand as
lips met his cheek. Tom Rand's eyes brightened.
"AMANDA MYERS " Tom exclaimed, "How have you been?"
"I'm fine, Tom, just fine:"
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Tom eyed her closely. She hadn't lost a bit of her beauty. "I don't think we have
seen each other in what, seven years?"

"It has been a long time, Tom, too long." Amanda smiled at her old friend and
classmate. "I was afraid you weren't going to make it," Amanda continued.

Tom laughed. "For a while I didn't know if I would make it. In the last thirty
minutes I have seen enough traffic jams, protests, riots, and policemen to last
a lifetime. How is Kirk?"

"Oh, he is just fine, Tom. So are my two daughters. How are Julie and your two
children…junior and bright eyes? They must have grown considerably since I last
saw them."
"They have, and Julie, Tom Jr. and Ayn are doing fine. Right now, they are
better off than either you or me. They're with my parents at my summer camp on
the lake back home. They will be fishing and swimming all weekend." Tom
glanced around the room, attempting to match the voices with the faces they
originated from. There were six, no, seven other people present in the room, he
thought to himself.
"Tom," Amanda said, "there are coffee and doughnuts on the table in the corner.
Get yourself something, if you want, while I check with the guards on some lastminute details. I'll be right back." Amanda squeezed Tom's hand as she slipped
by.
"Tom?" someone called out in an excited voice, "Is that you, Tom?"
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"

Jason Rooney." Tom cried back and then stepped over to embrace him with a warm

handshake. “I see the years have been kind to you. I see you haven’t age much even
after all these years."
Jason turned his head and nodded to the two men standing beside him. "Tom,
I'm not sure if you know these two gentlemen. This is Doctor Seth Ward,"
pointing to the man on his left. Doctor Ward was a medium built, intense man
in his mid-forties, with thinning, gray hair parted to one side. "And this is Noah
Hart," Jason continued, pointing to the gentlemen on his right. Noah Hart was
slightly younger and taller and had a pleasant face with a small moustache.
Wearing business suits, they looked as distinguished as they truly were. They
were top men in their own respective fields.
Tom Rand shook hands with the men Jason had just introduced. "Yes, Jason, we do
know each other, or at least I should say I have been introduced to them." Tom
turned his head toward the two men. "We met several years ago at an international
environmental conference."

"Why, yes," remarked Doctor Ward in mild surprise, "that was where we met,
wasn't it? I remember now. Didn’t you speak about the remarkable properties
of a heavy element which presently heats up the interior of our planet? I believe
you were suggesting the same isotope could be capable of generating endless
power at atmospheric pressure. Unfortunately, the funding well has been
poisoned against anything associated with nuclear technology. Did you ever
get financial support for your research?”
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Tom shook his head and sighed with a shrug of his shoulders, “Last I heard, the
powers-that-be continue to lobby the government against any energy
opportunity with the word nuclear in the same sentence. I couldn’t even get a
credible hearing on my molten salt energy proposal.”
Doctor Hart sadly nodded his head in agreement. “I can’t disagree with your
assessment…and yet your atmospheric chemical reactor proposal still appears to
have such great promise. Have you pursued private funding…”?

Jason injected, "Why don't we continue this discussion with an early dinner
tonight?"
Jason’s eyes suddenly brightened with a different memory. "I know this place on
the west side, where the food is great, and the waitresses are out of this world."
Tom laughed. "Jason," he said, "You'd better remember that I am a happily married
man. If you don't, I am quite sure my wife will be happy to remind you."

"Now, Tom," Jason replied, "just remember an old chauvinist adage, 'Just because
you are on a diet, it doesn't mean you can't look at the menu.' All four men broke
out into suppressed laughter hoping not to be overheard by the ladies in the
room.

"Well," Tom grunted quietly, "if the menu is that good, and I don't fondle it, I can't
see any harm in looking." He grinned.

There were four other people in the conference room, three of whom Tom
recognized. There were General Peterson, dressed in full uniform; Sidney Nelson,
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the President's economic advisor; and Bertha Pierce, head of domestic affairs. A
fourth person, the one Tom had almost over-looked earlier, had been semicrouched in the far corner of the room, quietly mumbling to himself while he
fumbled through some papers. As Tom neared the refreshments, he spied the old
man now drinking coffee and standing alone.
"How do you do," Tom said to the old man, “how is the coffee?"

"Hot and wet," the stranger responded dryly.

Pouring himself a cup, Tom then extended his free hand to that of the stranger's and
shaking it said, "My name is Thomas Rand."
"Glacius Dharma." the gray-haired man replied with a deep, reserved coldness.

"That's a very odd name," Tom commented as he brought the black brew to his lips.
Tom's face grew bitter as he drew the cup from his lips. "You need a knife to cut
through this coffee!" The old man stared at Tom once more to acknowledge his
statement. Tom searched his memory. Though this old man's face was not
familiar…the name was.

Tom's face lit up and he said, "My mother once knew a man with the same unusual
name, Glacius Dharma." Tom began to feel uneasy at the one-sided conversation. He
was about to return to the others when the old man mumbled something faintly.
"Through the grandson shall your seed be remembered."
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"I'm sorry, did you say something?"

"Yes, I did. I was commenting on the fact that I noticed a striking resemblance between
you and your grandfather."

"Oh, you know my grandfather, Michael Rand?"
"No, I knew your other grandfather, Doctor John Jacobs."

Tom eyed him skeptically. The old man continued.

"In another century, another place. I was first his student. Later I became good
friends with him. He was a great man, your grandfather. We remained friends up
until the time of his-" The old man interrupted himself but Tom, filled with curiosity,
wouldn't let him stop.

"

"

Suicide?" Tom finished.

Let's say his death," the old man answered soberly.

The two stared at each other. Tom was about to pursue the matter further,
when he was suddenly interrupted by Doctor Myers, who spoke as she
returned to the room.
"

Ladies and gentlemen ... " Amanda's voice was firm but pleasant, "if you will

all be seated at the conference table, we will get this meeting started."
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Chapter 05 A Planet’s Upheaval
The room quieted, and the guests seated themselves in the heavy mahogany chairs.
Doctor Myers stepped to the head of the long, rectangular table and pressed a
button to her right. The window drapes began to close slowly as the lighting in the
room brightened. Tom glanced at the old man who returned to his briefcase and
thrashed through his papers with a determination that could not be denied. The old
man's wrinkled hands then found what they had been searching for as Amanda
continued to speak.
"

First, let me apologize for any inconveniences each of you may have

experienced due to the little time allowed to prepare for this meeting. I know
many of you had plans you had to cancel just so you could attend. I trust each
of you will come to realize your valuable time hasn’t been wasted." Amanda
Myers smiled. "At least I hope so."
Doctor Myers extended her hand to the old man, who now sauntered over to
the table, and drew him closer to her. Turning back to the people seated at the
table, she continued.
"In case you don't all know each other; I'll identify each person seated. On my
left is Doctor Thomas Jonathan Rand, a particle physicist. Beside him is Doctor
Jason Rooney, a biophysicist. Next is Doctor Seth Ward, a leading compiler
expert and mathematician, followed by Doctor Noah Hart, the renowned
architectural and geophysical engineer."

Doctor Myers turned her eyes to the other side of the table and continued. "We
also have from the President's cabinet, General Peterson, Mr. Sidney Nelson,
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and Ms. Bertha Pierce.

"I am Doctor Amanda Myers, head of the National Security Bureau for
Technology. I called this special meeting to introduce you to our speaker,
Doctor Glacius Oscar Dharma."
"

Doctor Dharma received his Bachelor of Science degree in physics at John

Bennett’s Institute of Technology, his master’s in mathematics while
attending Roart Institute of Technology, and his PhD at Capitol University,
presenting a double thesis in medicine and archaeology. Doctor Dharma
accepted a position at the University of Hudec with the physics department
for over thirty years. He retired to private life fifteen years ago."
Amanda took a deep breath and sighed, "Well, with the formalities out of the way,
I now yield the floor to Doctor Dharma."
Stepping aside, Doctor Myers allowed Dharma to take her place. The two women
and six men seated at the table scrutinized the old man very closely. Doctor
Dharma nodded his head and forced a slight smile. He then placed a pile of papers
on the table.
The committee members might have seen an ancient man standing before them,
but Tom Rand sensed this image belied the individual he now had an opportunity
to scrutinize closely. He knew from an earlier, brief handshake, Dharma’s hands
were like steel, steady and powerful. Dr. Dharma had a long, thin mouth with pale
red lips. With a few strands of white hair on his aging head, the blue-eyed doctor
wore a bland, tattered, greenish-gray suit. The old man's face, and each of the
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wrinkles that covered it, were evidence of the many years dedicated to the learning
and knowledge of the scientific profession. Still, when you looked directly into
Dharma’s eyes, they were burning with life and intensity. Dr. Dharma spoke. The
voice while soft, was firm and commanding.
"I wish to express my appreciation to Doctor Myers for arranging this meeting."
Doctor Dharma pulled a handkerchief from his suit pocket and wiped his wrinkled
brow as he looked out over his small audience. He then returned it to his briefcase,
reached in and pulled out some complier chips. He handed Doctor Myers the chips
and asked her if she might distribute them around the table. Once each person had a
complier chip, he continued.
"I think it best that I get right to the point. Our planet is going to face a series of
upheavals over the next two centuries associated with fire and ice. Our solar
system is passing through a part of the galaxy which is bombarding the planet
with dramatically more cosmic radiation particles. While they pass through each
of us undetected, the interior plasma, at the planet core, is capturing this energy
and converting it into mass. The internal production of matter will result in ever
increasing planet quakes and volcanic eruptions as the diameter of the planet
expands over the next few centuries.
“There will be initially, decades of climate warming. We have all begun
witnessing the acceleration of reports of melting polar caps. Ensuing global
quakes from shifting weight distributions will trigger tsunamis. Coastal cities
will be destroyed with tremendous loss of life. Local governments will attempt
to rebuild but encroaching oceans will eventually win out. New coast lines will
be mapped out as old ones disappear under ocean waves.
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“Volcanic activity eventually intensifies. This is when humanity will be hit by
ice.

Hundreds of billions of tons of volcanic gases are injected into the

atmosphere. These particles will act as a gigantic mirror in the upper
stratosphere. Over the ensuing decades they will reflect increasing amounts of
warming radiant sunlight away from the planet’s surface. At this juncture we
will be transiting from fire to ice.
“Glaciers will be developing in areas which will defy all reason and logic. Crops
will fail. Humanity will face famine and disease all about the globe. Conflict
will arise. A major war will ensue as autocratic governments attempt to secure
limited planetary resources.
“Due to advanced weapons technology, most if not all the planet surface will be
irradiated at the end of the second century. The worst-case scenario”, Dharma
continued, “is human extinction. The best-case scenario is still a 50% loss of life
to the general global population." Dharma paused momentarily to allow his words
to be chewed upon and digested.
The seated people remained silent and stunned. If Dr. Dharma had spoken
anywhere else, they would have quickly claimed him a lunatic or a crackpot, but
here, in the Bureau of National Security for Technology, he must be given some
benefit of credibility.
"Within two centuries,” one attendee finally repeated. “If your claims are proven
to be accurate, why would the best-case scenario still be the loss of half the
human population?”
“Yes”, commented another attendee, “two centuries are a large timespan to
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possibly correct whatever is threatening our survival…that is if the parameters
of your thesis are proven correct?”
Dharma replied while shaking his head slowly, “We just do not presently have
the recognized energy technologies necessary to fight major climate cycle
upheavals associated with our solar system’s passage through certain portions of
the galaxy.”
Dharma looked slowly at each attendee and continued. “The younger
generations have been encouraged to shy away from the technical sciences as if
by design. No one is any longer interested in solving problems and figuring out
how the universe works. Technical innovation has all but disappeared when we
need it most…especially over the next two centuries. Where is the next
generation of great problem solvers and scientists to come from?”
There was no response and Dr. Dharma continued. “While we are lacking in
future problem solvers, there has never been a shortage of problem creators.
Dictators are the worst of the bunch. They have hearts of pure evil. Tin-pot
dictators around the world seeking absolute power…all with their own vision of
what utopia is. The only thing they agree on is that there are too many people on
the planet to easily control.
“We have all heard of the dictator’s motto ‘it is easier to kill a billion than to
control a billion’. Such malevolence embraces plagues, starvation, and chaotic
times. It is their opportunity to unleash terrible weapons to fulfill their own
perverted vision of a perfectly functioning world.
“If one such dictator succeeds in global domination, we lose half the planet’s
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population. If two or more dictators seek the same prize, two-thirds of the
planet’s surface will be transformed into a burned radioactive cinder. The few
who survive on the surface will be exposed a prolonged nuclear winter. It will
take thousands of years before the planet eventually heals from war’s terrible
weapons.
“If humanity does not completely perish, it may take fifty to one hundred
generations in the birth/death cycles for mankind to attempt to recapture all the
knowledge which would be lost through a prolonged dark age.”
If there were any truth in what Professor Dharma said, Dr. Rand pondered, any truth at all,
what did the future hold for his wife and children, let alone, their world?
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Chapter 06 Anticipated Dark Age of Man
"Are you saying, Doctor Dharma, that all of mankind will be destroyed... become
extinct?" asked Ms. Pierce.
"Not at all," the old man replied. "I have estimated that if the world space
program is reactivated and accelerated, two hundred years hence, almost one
billion people may have colonized the planets within our solar system by the
time disaster hits. I have all this on the compiler chips handed out to each of
you. Run my calculations through your personal compilers to verify. It will
only take you a couple of minutes."

Dharma paused as each committee participant slipped their chip into their personal
compiler. They viewed the output. Unseen to the committee, Dharma motioned to
Doctor Myers, who then turned and moved toward the door.
"

Your data seems correct, Doctor, or at least have not flagged any errors. But how

do we know the results before us are still not mathematically flawed?" mumbled
one of the participants. Our personal compliers are limited in the extent of
analysis possible.”

The committee was suddenly startled by the abrupt swishing sound of the door
behind them. Two guards carried in a desk size integrating compiler and placed it on
the table before Dharma.

"I anticipated such a question. For this very reason I'll allow you to verify it yourself
on the latest, most powerful compiler model."
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Several men left their seats and stepped over to the desk sized compiler. Doctor
Ward, being most familiar with such a processor, slipped his chip in, initiated a few
keystrokes, and pressed the execute key. Within seconds the analysis was complete and
transferred to each of the individual compilers in the restricted conference room.
Dharma paid no attention to their conversation - no need to, he knew what the results
would be, and the expression on each of their faces confirmed his earlier statements.
The committee members refilled their chairs and sat silently. Tom eyed the
electronic readings in front of him, trying to comprehend the significance of what he
had just confirmed to be true. There was a sick emptiness filling his soul. He recalled
the first time he experienced this emotion. It involved the death of his grandfather.
It was the first time he had been personally touched by death. His parents also
informed him death will leave no one untouched. Now to learn humanity possibly
has less than two centuries to live, on the planet, left a bitterness in his mouth.
Tom examined the expressions on each of the other faces. Some mirrored his own
feeling - utter helplessness. Humanity had come too far to just give up and die.
Tom's fear transformed itself into anger, almost a hatred for the messenger for all his
facts. Tom clenched his teeth as his mind cried out in silence. My family ... my wife
... their future ... NO! Answers, he thought, I need answers. Why ... how could this
have happened? Tom glared at the old man; his eyes burned with abomination.

"DOCTOR DHARMA," Tom said very loudly. He grinned awkwardly, embarrassed
at the sudden outburst of emotion. "Doctor Dharma," he continued more calmly, "you
seem to be correct about the pending disaster, but ..." Tom hesitated as he tried to find the
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proper words, "how ... why did this happen?"
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Chapter 07 The Bloodbore Catastrophe
Doctor Dharma bit his lower thin lip in reflection and then spoke. "I wish I knew how many
times I've asked myself that very question, Doctor Rand. I understand how you feel, how
many of you feel. I have experienced those very emotions myself." The doctor eyed each
attendee before continuing.
"Civilization’s wrong turn began 50 years ago, 50 years ago to this very day. This is when
society turned away from advancing energy technologies." Dharma again motioned to
Amanda as if they anticipated this very question. Amanda immediately took the gesture
as a signal to douse the room of light. A bright hologram image suddenly appeared on
the middle of the conference table for all to see. There stood a three-dimensional image
of a windowless, bullet-shaped dome structure. It rose out over a rectangular shaped
building. Behind it, stood two large cooling towers with a river running alongside it.

Doctor Dharma voice was heard, in the darkened room, as he continued. "To answer
your second question of 'why', Doctor Rand, you need look no farther than this image.
What you are looking at is a hologram of the Keybore Nuclear Power Plant just after
completion." Dharma paused as he heard noises of recognition. "I'm certain most of you
have, on some occasion, read or seen films related to the Bloodbore Catastrophe therefore
I am not going to review it in any great detail here. Still it does deserve some passing
comments about its impact on future generations of college graduates. The Keybore
Reactor was the 99th reactor put into commission. It was a pressurized light water reactor
(PLWR) fueled with uranium.
“Please bear with me as I turn back the clocks of time more than seven decades. During
the middle of the prior century, the entire world was attempting to abandon barbaric fossil
fuels for cleaner and more efficient energy sources. Nuclear energy appeared very
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promising at the time. Unbeknownst to the general public, a bait and switch scam arose
and was imposed on a young and inexperienced nuclear industry.
“The overall objective of the scheme was to deliberately vilify and raise fear against
nuclear power. At the same time the industry was sabotaged and positioned to eventually
implode. The oil industry never wanted nuclear power to be seen as a viable energy
source and competitor to fossil fuels in the future.
“This was easily accomplished since oil lobbyists had been bribing government officials
for decades. The lobbyists convinced key government officials they must invoke
national security to suppress and hide any superior nuclear technology which operates at
atmospheric pressure. In a crime against humanity, these government officials
suppressed and banned a remarkable nuclear process which has been naturally heating
the interior of our planet for billions of years—all in the name of national security. It was
just as critical the general public never learn this remarkable technology ever existed.
“At the same time lobbyists successfully suppressed knowledge of these superior nuclear
processes, they encouraged the more highly dangerous, complex, and expensive nuclear
technologies, which operated at tremendously higher pressures. The oil cartels favored
the inferior nuclear technologies because they were so expensive to build, maintain and
operate, the oil moguls could economically compete against them.
“Once the “bait and switch” was successfully accomplished, the oil cartels spent the next
few years stealthily wiping away all traces of evidence suggesting they were even
complicit in the future implosion of the young nuclear industry. They would merely sit
back and wait for a window of opportunity to hype growing doubt and fears against their
competitor.
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"I'm not sure I follow, Doctor Dharma…” a female voice from the darkened room
exclaimed. “What window of opportunity?"

"Rumors were being purposely spread to the general public through a corrupt
media concerning viable hazards associated with the inferior nuclear technology.
At the same time, nuclear engineers were legally prohibited from educating the
public on other, simple, and less expensive nuclear solutions which could remedy
their concerns.
“As anticipated, the general public grew outraged when more PLWRs were being
ordered built in spite of growing protests. It was now taking up to a decade or more
just to license a pressurized light water reactor. This resulted in huge overruns in
construction costs. At the same time politicians were continually blocking any
attempt to reprocess the spent fuel into a breeder program. Thus, radioactive waste
material was piling up.
“It was argued that an abundance of plutonium waste, by breeder reactors, would
make it far more readily available for nuclear bombs if stolen by third world powers.
“While this public battle was being waged before the general public, a highly
secretive government testing program, involving what proved to be the superior
nuclear technology, the GALT (Geothermal Atmospheric Liquified Thorium)
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chemical reactors, continued on at the taxpayer’s expense in secret laboratories.”
Dharma eyed Doctor Amanda Myers, as an afterthought and added, “Of course all
this had taken place long before Amanda Myers was even born.”

Dharma's voice trailed off as he stared up at the screen while waving one hand.
"These were but a fraction of the problems our predecessors had to deal with."
Dharma's voice strengthened once more. "But with all the opposition and fear shown
by a sizable portion of the public, the research and development continued up until
this terrible accident fifty years ago."
"An accident called the Bloodbore Catastrophe," another voice commented from
the darkened room.”
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Chapter 08 Nuclear Sabotage

"Yes," Dharma sighed softly, "the Keybore Reactor incident, known better as the
Bloodbore Catastrophe by newspaper accounts, not only dealt a fatal blow to the
nuclear industry, but it also retarded any further energy research in a number of
promising fields. Government funding dried up. Engineering and other technical or
scientific college degrees fell dramatically over the next half century. Next image
please." The old man was heard to say.
The scene of the Keybore facility, blended in with the background of a green, lush
forest, an unpolluted river running beside it had now been transformed into a
grotesque and gruesome sight of charred ruins. Green forest had become red,
parched desert. Silence filled the room as everyone eyed a startling glimpse of
devastating destruction. "A taste of an apocalypse." was Dharma's momentary
comment.
"Why is everything so red?" Bertha Pierce was heard to ask as she examined the
rare image.
"Red clay deposits found throughout the mountainside valley," Dharma responded
before continuing. "Now, there were no survivors from the nuclear facility. What
was more puzzling was the fact that there was no warning from the facility that they
had any serious problems? Conjecture is that somehow, an explosion occurred
immediately prior to signs of a meltdown, killing everyone inside the facility before
they realized the gravity of the situation. Though this theory is based upon
speculation of a trapped hydrogen bubble inside the reactor pool, it was never
disproved. Unfortunately, whatever occurred that night, no one may ever be certain
as dead men tell no tales.
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“The inventor of both the PLWR and GALT chemical reactors had continually
warned government officials, in the specific case of PLWRs, not to ever build a
reactor in excess of 100 metric tons of uranium fuel rods. The inventor had
explained in confidential, government reports, only finally released this year, that
any nuclear facility with active fuel rods, in excess of 100 tons, had enough critical
mass to burn through the containment floor, should the process cooling water ever
fail. Once containment was breeched, the nuclear core would continue to burn its
way through the ground beneath the reactor until it hit the water table. Thereafter
you have a powerful and deadly radioactive steam explosion.”
“How large was the Keybore Reactor nuclear pile?” someone asked.
“It was close to 3,000 metric tons. When the fuel rod core cooling was interrupted,
the rods began melting. Containment breeching was next. Eventually, the three
thousand-ton core descended over 70 meters before hitting a large water aquafer
surrounded by red clay. It only required a short period of time before the ground
began to tremble and rumble. A powerful steam explosion rocked the sleepy valley.
The media had a field day with this accident. What followed can only be guessed,
since it happened just before dawn. A giant steam explosion sprayed a blood-like
mixture of radioactive steam and red clay high into the heavens. The burning bloody
liquid descended, as rain, over most of the valley. Thus, the newspaper named it,
Bloodbore Catastrophe. No matter, the results were catastrophic.
“Almost sixty thousand casualties in the nearby city and outlying suburbs. Four
hundred billion dollars in property losses and the contamination of twenty thousand
square kilometers of land for a period in excess of three decades."
"Doctor Dharma," another voice called out, "what has this to do with the pending
doom you've predicted?"
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"Lights please." Dharma said to Amanda. Eyes squinted and blinked as everyone
adjusted to the sudden light. "It is quite simple. We have turned our backs on
technological problem solving and we are now facing terrible threats to our very
existence."

"Again, Doctor Dharma," interrupted Bertha Pierce, "what has this to do with the
nuclear reactors? Please get to the point:" she finished angrily.
“Ms. Pierce," replied Dharma calmly, "the predictions near the of the last century
was that we would become independent of fossil and wood burning fuels going
forward. The Keybore Incident forced us to continue our use of these fuels until they
were all but exhausted. We have allowed the by-product of dead animals, secretly
controlled by a few cartels, to rob the world of its wealth. These cartels used this
wealth to fund terrorists, corrupt world governments, and suppress more advanced
energy technologies which could have helped us overcome these deadly threats.
“What has come of all this? A handful of individuals have more than half the wealth
of the planet. The general public has been dumbed down and are incapable of solving
modern day problems. The same oil cartels which polluted our world are not now
profiting from their corporate environmental cleanup charades.
“We need to recommend two actions by the governments of the world. First, we have
to re-establish a crash space program with the needed funds from the elite globalists
of the world. Secondly, we have to declassify more than ten thousand disruptive
technologies the governments of the world have suppressed over the last…”
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Dr. Dharma was suddenly interrupted by an outburst of anger.
“I have heard enough”, announced General Peterson, rising to his feet. “You are
pushing old conspiracy theories." Shaking his head, he continued, “I should of have
guessed it from the bit energy cartels and alleged urban legend accusations of
suppressed technologies. Those crackpot theories pop up every decade or two,” the
general scoffed with laughter.

"Doctor Dharma," Sidney Nelson said over the General's attempt to disrupt the
meeting. "I am very familiar with your distinguished career and your credibility. How
much time do we have before we are initially hit by fire?”
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Chapter 09 The Deep State Rises

"Mr. Nelson,” Dr. Dharma replied, “it has already begun. Haven't you asked yourself
why the summers have been more humid and hotter while the winters milder? This is only
the beginning. Within the balance of this century the effects will become obvious to
the entire world."
Doctor Dharma had a very sober expression on his face as he continued. "We cannot
avoid the coming catastrophe. It is merely a question of how many future
generational lives- “
"All the more reason we must keep this information, within the committee and not release it
to the public,” the general interrupted again. “Do any of you realize what kind of panic
would arise if the public learned of Dr. Dharma’s predictions and believed them? Everyone
would walk away from their day-to-day responsibilities.”

Tom scowled at the General for his continual rudeness. He was about to speak
when another voice was heard from the attendees. It was a woman’s voice.

"I agree with the General. We must not let this out of the room," commented Bertha.

"

What are you saying?" demanded Doctor Hart. "We must let the public know!"

A flood of emotional wails filled the room, disrupting the entire meeting.
"Please come to order," Doctor Myers implored.
There was silence for several long moments. Breaking the silence, Bertha Pierce
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continued by saying, “We have waisted our time with your fanciful conspiracy tales,
Doctor Dharma."
The woman rose from the table and looked at the members of the committee. "I am
sure all of you realize this man will be labeled a senile lunatic before the day is out.
Anyone who encourages these kind of conspiracy theories will not only jeopardize
their own careers, but they might also even find their lives in danger." Bertha stared
directly at Amanda making sure the director understood her naked threat.
"Yes," injected Mr. Nelson, "it was, ah, quite interesting, but I must agree with
Miss Pierce. I do believe we should re-evaluate our space program, but I'm afraid
we all have more important things to do with our valuable time than listen to Dr.
Dharma’s tales of ... of ..."
"

Apocalypse," Dharma supplied.

"

Yes," said the General, "if that is what you choose to call it."

Tom Rand couldn't believe his ears! They were openly rejecting this man's report and
verified data. Tom wanted to stand up and protest, but Amanda gestured him to remain
seated.
General Peterson turned toward the seated scientists and remarked, in one of his usual,
intimidating outbursts, "if you scientists have any common sense you will follow us
out of this meeting!"

Doctor Myers smiled as she replied, "General, we understand that you and your
associates are busy, and we regret having wasted your time. Common professional
courtesy to a fellow scientist, requires us to remain until Doctor Dharma has
completed his presentation. Thank you for your time and patience."
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Doctor Myers escorted the three cabinet members to the door. Tom Rand could just
barely hear their conversation. It was one-sided. Bertha was doing all the talking.

"You must be a fool, Doctor Myers," Bertha said heatedly in a large whisper. "To allow
this old man to expose such material is unforgivable. I can see you are not responsible
enough for this position. I promise you action shall be taken. This was inexcusable!"

The scientists watched the cabinet members disappear through the door. Once the door
slid close Doctor Rand couldn't hold his emotions back any longer. "Why did you
let them leave?" He directed his confusion at Amanda. "We have to make them
understand that something must be done. Doctor Dharma's findings clearly mark out
the likely destruction of our planet’s environment!" The other remaining participants
joined him in support.
"Please," Dharma said, "don't direct your anger at Doctor Myers. She did only as I
directed. I appreciate your concern, Doctor Rand, but it was my every expectation
that they would react as they did. I wondered how many more insults I would have
to launch before they bolted. I intended to chase them out of this meeting, so we
might get something accomplished."
"I don't understand. Why did you have them here in the first place?" Doctor Ward
asked.
Amanda replied to this. "They knew through the secret service that Doctor Dharma
had some startling discoveries. If they had continued their investigations any further
our entire project would have been ruined and the enemy would have ultimately
succeeded”.
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"Enemy? What enemy?" asked Tom Rand. "And what project? You mentioned
no project before this."

"

This is all beginning to sound like some B-grade, sci-fi movie script!" injected Doctor

Hart.

"Doctor Hart," Dharma replied drily, "you might recall the best science fiction
is based on the latest, leading edge, scientific facts. Sometimes these facts can
be more terrifying than fiction itself.

“Let us be frank. I did not share anything with these government cabinet members
they had not already known for decades. In fact, they are part of the corrupt cabal
working for those who aspire to a one-world global dictatorship with fewer
citizens on it. Even now the victims of this conspiracy, cry on the steps of the
governments. What our citizens do not understand it that our government officials are
bribed, blackmailed, or otherwise committed treason on behalf of foreign, alien
globalists beyond our nation boarders."

“Unbeknownst to the general public, the globalist bankers own the oil industry,
the defense industries, the publishing media and the largest international
corporations around the globe. Most politicians can not be elected without
accepting corrupt funding from these same bankers.
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"No' he said shaking his head, “I do not expect any help from the dictators of the
world to help the common citizen. I believe they will continue to do the contrary.
They will do all in their power to stop these facts from ever reaching the public.
Claiming progress, certain evil men have grown power thirsty at our expense, and
they will not allow me or any of you to stand in their way. Over the last century
alone, many of my good friends, who could not be corrupted to sell out their
brilliant inventive solutions to present day problems were imprisoned and
eventually suicided.

“You witnessed the arrogance of cabinet members as they departed. They want
us to believe they have the power to control our lives. In fact, those who just left this
meeting were only puppets on a string. They will report to their masters. It is the
masters who will inform them who will live, who will be killed in the national
interest of the globalists."

Dharma’s expression brightened as he added, “There already is an active space program
going on around us. This revelation has been kept from the public through black-opts
funding. While the elites wish to continue shearing the sheep, here on the planet, in the
name of progress, they intend to one day have their blood line descendants off world
when the perfect storm sweeps across the surface of the planet to decimate general life
on the planet. The elites will stand back afar, on the moon or some distant planet
and mourn the destruction of this planet, not for the billions of people that will
perish, not because they feel they owe something to humanity. No, they will mourn
because they could not fully maximize their profit from such an event."
Dharma's eyes were tired and sad. "Gentlemen, there is no way the globalist would
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even allow us to save this world if we could. Still, I do have a plan on saving several
thousand to perpetuate the race. We will also save the genetics of all the species
on the planet along with scientific knowledge up until the time of the holocaust."
"But Doctor Dharma, won't the colonies on the other planets keep our species from
extinction?" asked Doctor Ward.

"Doctor Dharma left the table and returned to his brief-case. Wasting little time, he
returned with another set of papers and slides. Handing the slides to Doctor Myers
for the projector, he spoke.
"To answer your question of the space colonies perpetuating the race, the answer
is no." Dharma turned his head to the rest of the committee. "I hope I told the
President's cabinet members only enough that they'll- believe me a harmless crackpot. If I had shown them anymore, none of us would have been allowed out of this
room alive." Dharma gestured to Doctor Myers that she could prepare the slides.
"Gentlemen, it is of great importance that what I am about to say and show you never
be spoken of outside this room. Yours lives and the survival of the species depends upon
this.

You would not be here if I felt any of you could not be trusted." The old man
solemnly glared at the four men and the woman director seated before him.
"Let me begin by saying the Keybore holocaust was not an accident..."
It was a short and rather simple statement, but like a powerful acid, it slowly burned its
implications into the minds of everyone there. Silence enveloped the room for seconds
before a word was finally spoken.
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"Doctor Dharma ... that would imply-" Rooney shook his head in disbelief.

"Yes, Doctor Rooney, the implications are frightening!" Doctor Dharma said
emphatically.

"Someone or some cartel wants to destroy our world?" Doctor Rand said as both a
question and a statement. "Is that what you are trying to tell us, Doctor? Are you
suggesting global elites are deliberately attempting to destroy humanity and
themselves?"
Doctor Dharma shook his head in the negative. “No Doctor Rand. We have another
interested party seeking the extinction of our species and let me begin by saying the
party interested in destroying the human race have been be at it for a very long, a
very—very long time.”
“I don’t think I like the sounds of where this is going,” said Dr. Rand. “There were
rumors about my grandfather’s suicide long ago involving extra-terrestrials. If you
are taking us down that path, I sure hope you have credible evidence for me to
continue participating in this meeting.”
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Chapter 10 Echoes from the Past

Doctor Dharma reflected on Doctor Rand’s statement. He reached into his briefcase
and extracted a very thick black notebook. Turning several pages, he found. what he
had been looking for. His eyes returned to the committee as he said, "I want to read
to you the last few entries in a log I discovered almost fifty years ago.”
His voice-grew solemn... " The situation for the writer of this journal entry is as
follows: thirty-eight crew members lost control of their ship. It crashed into the base of
a mountain. The ship did not explode upon impact due to the remarkable alloys it was
made of which could phase change to pass through solid objects. The vessel burrow
itself deep into a mountain before coming to rest. The exterior engines from the ship
fused with parts of the mountain side. The main fuselage came to rest in a large
cavern opening. The ship’s nose rested on the cavern floor at a thirty-degree angle."
These last few entries were from the highest-ranking officer to survive the initial
mishap. The translated log was written to this officer’s commander, who appears
to have landed on an earlier trek of the same ship. The commander, who may have
witnessed the vessel the vessel’s disappearance into the mountain from afar was
named, Ramoth Oboth.
…eighteen members of the crew, including your wife and son, were
killed in the accident. Another seven are seriously injured. Without
proper medical attention and rescue I dread they will soon die. I have
not told the others what I fear, I do not dare. There was a series of
phasing failures. Some passengers were fused into solid rock. I can
only assume that our starboard engines were stripped from the ship on
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impact or fused into the rock. Surviving crewmembers are only now
exploring the cavern for any means of escape ...

The last of the injured seven died. While attempting to blast our way out,
a cave-in killed six crew members. We are now only seven in number and
I fear we are all doomed unless a rescue party can reach us from outside.
Our reserve power is critical. I estimate our air will last no more than
one solar day on this chosen planet.

I am the only survivor of the crash though soon I shall join your wife, son, and
comrades in a restful sleep until the next adventure. We have come so far for
such a fate, dying on a small planet so far from home. If anyone finds our
remains let it be known that I was proud to serve Ramoth Oboth, one of seven
hundred and forty Sidonians to survive the great Tavium War. Civilizations of
this galaxy beware for in the distant future a great plague shall fall upon your
worlds just as it did ours.
We and our alien allies formed a federation that ruled a distant galaxy. We
had forgotten war and death and helped primitive worlds in adjoining
galaxies. All was good but then a warring race known only as Daemonians
attacked our worlds. We knew not from where they came, only that they
killed and destroyed. The Sidonian Federation had lost half of our galaxy
in only five thousand trypers. We had trillions of casualties before we
remembered the ways of war. The battle turned. We dealt the Daemonians
mighty blows and were driving the enemy from our galaxy. Our losses were
heavy, billions in one battle alone, but theirs were far greater. Alas, when
we thought we had tasted victory after ten thousand trypers, treachery was
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our undoing. Our allies deserted us, and the tide turned once more. We
stood alone and the Sidonian worlds fell one by one. We would not
surrender and fought to our last breath, though they were now many and we
few. The mighty Sidonian race which once numbered nine hundred billion
throughout the galaxy had now been reduced to four billion on our single
home world.
In the last mica-trypers we knew all was lost. The Daemonians
placed a great force shield blockade around our home star system
until reinforcements joined them for the final solution. There would
be no mercy shown since the Daemonians knew we would always
be a dangerous threat. Our spirits would never be broken, and they
knew w e would never be willing slaves; therefore, our race was
sentenced to extinction.

In the last battle we used the element of surprise. Our scientists had figured
out how to phase through the force shield enveloping our solar system. As
the Daemonians drew all their warships and allies together for the final
battle, our battleships, on the other side of the blocking shield purposely
allowed them to believe we could not penetrate their energy field. Though
outnumbered a hundred to one, when our commanders felt they were most
vulnerable—we attacked. We did not expect to win the battle. Though
we inflicted terrible losses on them, we were decisively defeated and
we knew our home world would be destroyed. But we had a purpose
for our attack. In the confusion of battle, one Sidonian ship escaped
carrying the seeds of future generations. Once we slipped through the
blockade, we used a new, experimental warp drive, to randomly fold
time and space and deliver us to one of the distant two trillion galaxies
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found in our Universe. We made several hundred leaps across the
Universe until we came to the outer edge of this particular spiral
galaxy. We came upon this solar system which had three possible
planets to colonize. Two of the three planets appeared to have almost
identical orbital cycles as all the planets chased after the local star as
it transverses through the galactic arm edge. The most ideal planet
already had a primitive humanoid form of life established along with
rich animal life and vegetation. An adjacent planet, with two tiny
moons was the least desirable of the three. The remaining candidate
planet, with a large moon orbiting it, appeared more than adequate
for colonizing.

This would be the first of three locations to be

colonized amongst several distant galaxies. The Sidonians would
keep low, lick our wounds, and rebuild their societies again while
waiting for the Great One, Dassin, to return.
Until then, we remain cosmic orphans. We will be forever hunted by
this evil enemy. They cannot allow our species to survive and threaten
them in the future. They fear the prophesy of Jumelle Carre, a prophesy
that foretells of one who will be born ...'

Dharma closed the notebook and continued to speak. "The log was undecipherable after
that. We were not able to capture the rest of his warning."

"Are you suggesting this was an alien race which visited our planet sometime in the
distant past?" asked Doctor Hart. As an afterthought her added, "How were you even
able to interpret or translate their log?"
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"Yes," interjected Doctor Ward, "and how does this tie into the Keybore
Reactor accident?"

The old man was very sober as he said, "The Keybore Reactor was
deliberately sabotaged by those Daemonians mentioned in the journal.
Our nuclear reactor was destroyed for one reason only - to slow down our
technological development and detain us in this solar system until they return
with enough fire power to exterminate every Sidonian man, woman and
child living in our solar system."

"But why?" cried Noah Hart. "It doesn't make sense! We are no threat to anyone
but ourselves. Why then would we be a threat to such a race of Daemonians
aliens?"
"Doctor Hart, first let me answer Dr. Rand’s initial question. “Dr. Rand asked if the
log was from an alien race which visited our planet. I can state this was not the case
of an alien race visiting our planet.”

Dharma continued. “It is said, a picture is worth a thousand words…and please,"
Doctor Dharma said reverently, staring directly at Tom Rand, as he made this
statement, "remember what you are about to learn has cost the lives of many good men
and women over the last half century.”

Doctor Dharma closed his eyes and nodded to Doctor Myers as if he were ordering an
executioner to release the trap door to a hanging. The eyes of all but one watched the
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screen carefully as darkness swallowed the room. A hologram suddenly lit up the table
which literally pulled everyone out of their seats in disbelief.

"NO, IT'S ... IT'S IMPOSSIBLE!" someone cried in the darkened room. "IT ... IT
JUST CAN'T BE TRUE!"

"But I am afraid it is gentlemen," Dharma said, now opening his eyes and staring at
the screen, "This was not our planet of origin. We are the direct descendants of
the Sidonians, a race condemned to extinction."
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Chapter 11 Colonists and Farmers
No one spoke for long moments. Each was fearful their lives would change for
ever if anyone acknowledge what they each saw with their own eyes. Finally, the
word came from Doctor Rand's lips. "Colonization." Tom Rand stared at
Dharma as the old man nodded his silhouetted head in the darkened room.
"Yes, Doctor Rand, our planet was colonized by Sidonians," Dharma replied in a
whisper. Silence once more filled the room, interrupted only by the bare hum of
the hologram projector, as the committee continued to study the threedimensional image. In this frame, Doctor Dharma was a young man standing next
to an awesome sight, an alien space-ship. The craft protruded downward from the
ceiling of a large cavern at an angle, its nose buried in the floor.
Judging by Doctor Dharma's frame, the ceiling was approximately forty meters above the
floor and the ship could be extrapolated to an overall length of 75 meters. The ground
was littered with more than thirty oversized human skeletons.

In the following 3-D image, the youthful Dharma was seen standing beside a much
older man. The older gentleman had a lean, deep sunburned face with tell-tale streaks
of gray in his brown hair. In his left hand, with a grimmest face, he was seen holding
an erect skeleton of one of the Sidonian children who was about his own height.
There was no doubt in anyone's mind that they were looking at their own ancestors.
In the following holographic images, Dharma and his associate were seen extracting
equipment from the ship that could only be conceived as advanced farming tools
and equipment, instruments for building a new civilization. The holographic
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images continued in motion before them without explanations until finally the
committee saw the image of Mrs. Myers standing beside the aged Dharma inside
that cavern next to the space-craft. The committee chamber filled with lights once
more.

"Yes, ladies and gentlemen, we did not evolve on this planet. Rather our ancestors
colonized it." Dharma glared at his attentive audience. He then added, "The leader
of the planet colonization was a Sidonian named Ramoth Oboth. The colonization
occurred possibly between five to ten thousand years ago."
"Doctor Dharma," Jason Rooney said, still finding it hard to comprehend and believe,
"if this were true, if I could accept all these facts as presented, could you now explain
how you were able to break down their language?"

"Yes, Doctor," Seth Ward, quickly added, "how did you discover their ship and why
hadn't anyone heard of this discovery before?"
"And how, what possible explanation," Doctor Hare snapped loudly, "do you have for the
thousands of years of lost technology since these Sidonians came to our solar system?"
"Please," Amanda Myers injected as she rose to her feet. "I am quite certain Doctor
Dharma will answer all of your questions satisfactorily if you give him the chance."
"Thank you, Doctor Myers," Dharma said as he watched her return to her chair.
Turning to the rest of the audience, he continued. "You have all asked good questions,
and I will try to answer them to the best of my ability. Bear with me as I try to
bring you up to date on possibly ten thousand years of lost history in the next ten
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minutes." Dharma looked at each person seated as he weighed what he would say
and where he would start.
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Chapter 12 Professors and Graduate Student Field Trips

"The man seen in the previous images," Dharma began, "was Doctor Charles Brunner,
one of the leading archaeologists of the last century. You might say the prelude to the
demise of the nuclear industry occurred three and one-half years before the destruction
of the Keybore reactor. Doctor Brunner was at Capitol University and received word
that one of his top graduate students had disappeared in a plane crash over the
unexplored jungles of Zambrana. It was a terrible loss. It was said, as a child, this
remarkable graduate student picked up languages, modern and ancient, like other kids
picked up stones. International news accounts detailed the plane’s pilot last garbled
words before his message cut out.
The remaining committee members listened carefully to the last words of an alarmed
pilot… “I am taking course action in attempts to fly around a huge electrical storm which
is coming immediately at us...”
“A little under fifty-four years ago, the pilot, plane and all its passengers disappeared
into history. This was not the first commercial plane to be swallowed up by the vast and
dense Zambrana jungles. All the passengers were eventually given up for lost.
“Three years later, six months before the reactor crisis, there was jubilation in
Zambrana because Huijin Xie, a native passenger on that ill-fated plane stepped out
of the Green Abyss jungles. He waved down a passing vehicle going west. He
eventually made his way to Zambrana’s capitol where he was hailed by the local
media as a hero. He happened to be a highly respected member of the government
who had returned home, three years earlier, to participate in one of his daughter’s
wedding. He said little to the media except to say he was looking forward to reuniting
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with his wife, his two daughters and his new grandchildren. The Zambrana native
then went into seclusion with his immediate family for several months. There was
talk and encouragement for Huijin Xie to run for higher office. A decade later he
became the supreme leader of the prospering Zambrana nation.
“At the same time and location where Huijin was getting into a vehicle heading west,
passing witnesses, in other vehicles, indicated they saw a relatively young non-native
woman waved down a vehicle heading eastwards, towards the sea. The media
eventually tracked down the driver of the vehicle which had aided the woman. The
driver said the woman was fluent in their language and indicated she was just hiking
through the countryside. She had a large backpack with her.
“When the driver was shown a picture of Laura Hinds, the driver said he could not
be certain. All non-native women look alike to him. He added this woman did not
look malnourished. The woman definitely did not look like she had just escaped from
three years in the Green Abyss. She was very polite and thanked the driver once he
dropped her off at a large coastal city. She gave him a small diamond for going out
of his way to take her all the way to the coast.
“The woman was never seen or heard of after that. The trail went cold”, he added.
“Laura Hinds was indeed the other surviving passenger,” exclaimed Dharma. “Laura
used her passport and another small diamond to secure passage on a cargo vessel
sailing east. She was returning to a world in which everyone, even family and friends
had long since given up hope of anyone ever escaping the Green Abyss.” Dharma
added, "This remarkable woman could have written her own ticket to fame and
fortune.”
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Dharma began to pace as he continued. “Why not cry out to the world about your
amazing feat? It seems, this graduate student had made a number of startling
discoveries while surviving the jungle plane crash. These revelations both excited
and frightened her. These discoveries could change the course of human history.
Before she could make the decision whether to publish her findings immediately, or
delay…she would have to consult with someone she trusted on the repercussions of
such revelations. Laura wanted to hunt out her old professor, Doctor Charles
Brunner."

“Miss Meroth Sophia,” Dharma exclaimed. He then paused, picked up a glass of
water and slowly sipped at the lubricating fluid for several long moments while
staring intensely at Bertha Pierce’s empty chair as if in deep thought. The others
at the conference table, looked around the room wondering if someone had
entered the meeting. They saw nothing.

“Miss Laura Hinds…,” Dharma then continued correcting himself, “disclosed
her findings to Doctor Brunner. After much soul-searching he agreed with her it
might be best to witness and verify her findings before going public with them. The
two decided they would return to this village of Sidonians together. The villagers
were friendly enough to aid the two survivors of the plane crash and nurse Laura back
to health. They accepted them into their society thanks to Laura’s ability to quickly
learn to communicate with them. Initially, they were to never leave this valley but
then something changed. They came to some agreement and both were escorted
through the Green Abyss and back to the outside world three years later.
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Laura Hinds eventually reconnected with Professor Brunner.

Based on the

information exchanged between the two, they both decided to launch a small
expedition back into the Green Abyss.

Approximately five months prior to the nuclear mishap, Charles Brunner was granted
permission to mount a small research expedition inside the Zambrana Green Abyss.
He would be accompanied by a couple of graduate assistants and Laura Hinds. It
would be later I would join Dr. Brunner and ensuing expeditions.

“The initial party departed after the Spring classes ended. With hired native guides,
they entered the Green Abyss. It was in fact only hours after the reactor's destruction,
half a world away, that Brunner's party lost their most important participant in this
jungle expedition. Laura Hinds herself, disappeared from camp that very night of the
Keybore accident."
“The same night? Halfway around the world!” Doctor Hart questioned aloud. “What are
the odds it is merely coincidental? Was the party attacked…was she kidnapped…or did she
abandon the party?"
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Chapter 13 Maps, Journals but No Guide

Dharma shook his head. "Doctor Brunner wouldn’t learn of the nuclear disaster until
he returned to civilization several months later. At the time he didn't know if they had
truly been attacked or if his imagination had just gotten the better of him. Brunner
shared with me the events he recalled from that strange night. He commented it was
late in the evening and he had retired to his tent. Brunner had been rereading key
passages of the young graduate's thick journal. It was a journal Laura Hinds had kept
after the jungle plane crash.
“Brunner had grown restless. At the time he was sitting on his cot, studying the handwritten maps contained within the graduate student’s journal. She had also detailed
a breakdown of how to read and decipher the Sidonian language. Suddenly, a feeling
grogginess swept over him.
“Resisting the impulse to just close his eyes and sleep Brunner decided to rise from
his cot and stretch out his legs. To do this he had to step out of his tent. There was
an eerie calm and deadly silence about the encampment. Brunner unconsciously
began walking in the direction of Laura Hind's tent. He spied a strange vapor or fog
enveloping her tent. It almost seemed to appear out of nowhere.
Brunner looked around the camp to see if any of the native guides were witnessing
this oddity. Everyone appeared sleeping about the blazing, crackling fire at the center
of the encampment.
The mist appeared to grow thicker. The fog began to silently pulsate in a rainbow of
hypnotic colors. Brunner’s eyes began to widen in disbelief.
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wondering if he too was dreaming. It was because he saw the pulsating fog begin to
fade…but silhouetted outline of Laura’s tent also seemed to be disappearing.
“Brunner shot up to a sitting position on his cot. There were excited cries of the native
guides immediately outside his tent in the first light of morning. Looking about the
tent, he immediately spied Laura Hind’s thick journal was on the ground next to his
cot. A few ants were trailing across the handmade journal maps. What in blazes was
happening? Had some animal strayed in from the bush? Then Brunner remembered
his strange dream about his graduate student and jumped up.
One of the guides poked his head in Brunner’s tent and stammered that the young
woman, and all her belongings, had disappeared without a trace.
"Throughout the day—and next," Dharma continued, "they mounted an exhaustive
search but found nothing. It was as if the jungle had just swallowed her up."
"Did Brunner abandon the expedition after the woman's disappearance?" Doctor
Rooney inquired.
Dharma shrugged his shoulders. "No…thanks to the fact he had borrowed Laura’s
journal earlier in the evening of the disappearance. She had kept such remarkable
details of landmarks in her writings that be believed he could continue on, with or
without her.
“Brunner hoped if he found the Sidonian village he could discover what ultimately
happened to her. With her diary aid, he backtracked her original trek out of the jungle.
Brunner and his native guides found fuselage of the plane almost entirely intact. Many
passenger and crew skeletons were still belted in their seats except for one area of the plane
where a ragged gash from the tree had taken out some seats along with their passengers. In
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Hind’s journal she remarked death was as close as the gentleman on one side of her whose
body and been crushed and torn from the plane right beside her. Her seat and that of another
fellow passenger fell through the plane’s belly tear. After rotating and spinning several
times, they were fortunate enough to hit a muddy embankment. The passenger seats and
mud embankment, absorbed most of the kinetic energy, thus saving their lives. All this
tragedy took place well below the treetop canopy.
“It was indeed remarkable they had survived the crash. It was just as she described it in her
journal. The excavation team found the narrow passage through the great mountain range
she detailed in her journal. Through it they came upon the hidden valley which Laura had
described with remarkable detail."
“Then Brunner found the Sidonians," someone injected.
Dharma again shook his head. "No, he did not. The location of the village on the map
proved to be barren of all life."
"After all this…are you saying she made this story up?" Doctor Hart exclaimed in
bewilderment, surprise, and exasperation.
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Chapter 14 Child Sacrifice
Dharma ignored the outburst and continued.
"Doctor Brunner made camp and studied the terrain. Now," Dharma paused as he
recalled Brunner’s memories of the past.
“Brunner was hesitant to share with others his belief that he might have accidently
witnessed Laura’s supernatural disappearance with his own eyes. Then again, he
couldn’t be certain if he had imagined the whole event as a nightmare. They made
camp in the valley and began carefully exploring the region for any signs of human
activity.
“He personally didn't believe Laura had lied. Others in the small party believed she
abandoned them before she was discovered as a fraud. Bruner said he reminded his traveling
companions that after retracing her trek through the jungle, everything, up to this point in
the journal, had confirmed his belief in the accuracy of Laura’s writings. Though they had
not found her village yet, they had found the plane wreckage, the village of cannibals
between the plane and valley, the passage through the mountains, and even a small shelter
she had written about in her journal.
“She had written of breaking a mirror inside the small cave and they had found slivers of
glass! No, Brunner concluded that if Miss Hinds said there was a village located in a place
marked out on the map, then it must have been there at the time of her writing. After
studying the soil and running tests in the general area, Brunner found slight traces of ruins
and a small portion of human skull.
“The human skull had almost been completely disintegrated by heat, but there was enough
left to run some carbon tests. The individual could not have been dead for more than a few
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months. Continuing his search over the following days, he found more of the same. Brunner
was drawn to one conclusion and one conclusion only. Within the time period since Laura
had left the village, something terrible happened. Did the inhabitants just pick up and leave?
Unlikely. Evidence continued to grow that the village, and its occupants had been almost
literally wiped off the face of the planet. There were a few traces of burn marks from a
terrible fire. Two questions plagued Brunner for many weeks. What could have destroyed
a village so totally? Even rocks in the area had been split from tremendous heat exposure?"
"And the second?" Doctor Ward asked.
"Why had someone or something tried to conceal the fact that a village had ever existed
at all? It took an expert archaeologist to decide that a village had actually existed beneath
his feet only three months earlier."
"Brunner spent the following weeks searching for the caves the young woman spoke of
earlier, and finally found these also. The entrance had been destroyed, but with the natives
working all night, it was almost reopened by day-break. As the natives worked, Brunner
grew more uneasy. He was frightened by what he might find in there besides paintings
and writings, something that might be trapped in there."
"You mean an animal?" Doctor Hart said in a state of confusion.
"No, a spirit!" Doctor Dharma replied drily. The men and women seated at the table only
stared at him. "I'm speaking of the spirit of Ramoth Oboth. In Laura Hinds' journal, Laura
wrote that she at first believed the story was concocted by the village shaman. The shaman
told her that the spirit called Ramoth Oboth had been visiting the village for more than five
hundred generations. What was more horrifying to her was that these kind and gentle
people offered a human sacrifice to this spirit whenever it was demanded of them. Laura
guessed that more than two hundred sacrifices, all of them young children, and all of them
the most intelligent and strongest of their generation, had been taken off by this spirit in
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the black of night. Laura related to Brunner that she later saw this silhouetted figure on
three occasions, once when she first entered the valley. This spirit, or whatever it might
be, destroyed a war party of cannibals that had entered the valley. She then saw this spirit,
Ramoth Oboth, when it called the villagers into the mountains and, finally, she had seen it
in the caves the natives were now opening. "
"Doctor Brunner entered the cave with two companions. The natives would not follow.
With a flashlight in hand, Brunner moved away from the entrance of the cave that opened
into a large cavern with many passages. All the paintings and writings on the walls within
two hundred meters of the entrance had been ruined. The pigments used were mineral
oxides and exposure to air and intense heat had almost destroyed them. The explorers
pressed on, going deeper into the caves. Many of the passages became almost inaccessible,
forcing the archaeologists to crawl on his hands and knees. Occasionally he was forced to
retreat, most often he found dead ends. Brunner moved their headquarters into the cave and
continued their explorations. It was on the third day Brunner made his first major discovery.
He found a chamber filled with approximately one hundred skeletons."
"The sacrificed children?" gasped Doctor Ward in disbelief.
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Chapter 15 Lost Memories
Dharma shook his head. "Old and ancient warriors going back untold generations." Dharma
stared at the small audience wondering if they would understand. Doctor Rand appeared to
see what Dharma was getting at.
"They were the children," Tom exclaimed to the others, "but they were not sacrificed to
him, rather they likely succeeded him, to be trained as the new guardian warrior fellow."
Doctor Rand turned to Dharma. "Am I right? Is that why the strongest and most intelligent
were always chosen?"
Dharma nodded his head. "Yes, Doctor Rand. Brunner, after a careful study of the
skeletons, came to the same conclusion. The varying ages of the remains could possibly
have spanned 4,000 to 6,000 years. Brunner never found this spirit Laura had seen, but
besides protecting his people, we believe he served another purpose, a more important
one."
"Let's go back approximately five thousand years, gentlemen. A large, sleek,
intergalactic ship flashed into our solar system. It may have been one of many it had visited.
Quickly scanning the system planets, they were looking for that one special planet that
might support their life form.
The ship's personnel are under severe strain. They know they are being hunted by
an enemy which will seek their extinction to the ends of time. Our ancestors find this
planet ideal for all their physical needs, but time is of the essence. The decision is made,
but maybe too quickly, too hurriedly. Four main parties were transported down to
different continents, each party having certain genetic attributes which might aid them in
their environment. A fifth, and much smaller group of colonists, were transported down
to a mountainous region of Zambrana. It would be the hub of colonization where all the
supplies and advanced technologies would be shuttled down from the mother ship. As
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the last shipment of supplies and colonists begins to descend out of orbit, the mother ship
slowly departs and then flashes out of the solar system. Unfortunately, disaster strikes.
The shuttle crashes and except for possibly communication, all the colonists suddenly
have to fend for themselves at different corners of the planet.”
"The colonists now know they must survive on their own wits without the aid of
technology. Dharma abruptly paused as he looked at Doctor Myers, then sips more water
from the glass before continuing.
Dharma's tone now changed as he stood more erect. "From there on, with regard to the
main parties? Well gentlemen, your guess is as good as mine. The fossil record shows us
that there was a dangerous, primitive form of intelligence already existing on this planet,
and I am certain it must have become a life and death struggle between themselves and
the large beasts who may have perceived them as a new source of meat. Having been
reduce to stone knives, axes, wooden spears, and arrows, how few generations of hardship
it might result in our ancestors losing all knowledge of their history. I would wager by the
third or fourth generation, their stories of space travel amongst the stars had been reduced
to folklore and legend. Who could then separate fact from fiction? So, they forgot their
past…our past. Civilization once more would have to begin at primitive levels all over
again…only with a far more advanced mind."
Dharma suddenly startled the seated people as he shouted with anger and despair,
"POSSIBLY A MILLION YEARS OF SIDONIANS CIVILIZATION KNOWLEDGE
WIPED OUT WITH A SINGLE CALAMITY!” His voice softened once more, having
stressed his point. "If this were allowed to happen, it would be almost as great a catastrophe
as the annihilation of our entire race itself." Pacing the room as he spoke, Dharma then
turned toward the table. His face suddenly brightened with a new-found hope. Waving a
finger as if to drive home a point, he exclaimed, "I am certain all of you understand the
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seriousness of the situation. Now, are we to assume our ancestors didn't also realize the
gravity of their predicament? I'm speaking," he added quickly, "of those Sidonians living in
that isolated valley. They quickly realized that they could not help the other colonists and
decided amongst themselves that the whole purpose of their existence from that time on
would be the perpetuation of their culture’s knowledge."
"This is what you believed was the purpose of Ramoth Oboth's spirit, Doctor
Dharma?" asked Doctor Rooney.
"It is," Dharma replied, gazing at his questioner. "Ramoth Oboth must have been a
very powerful and respected individual among his peers, so much so that if they kept
his spirit alive, it would be easier to keep their past alive. Every few generations, this
individual who took Ramoth Oboth's identity, forsaking his own since childhood,
would, with the aid of the elders, meet with the unsuspecting villagers and select
another child who would be taught the ways of Ramoth Oboth. The child would
always be the most intelligent and strongest of his generation."
"But why deceive the villagers?" Doctor Ward inquired.
"I think I could answer that," injected Doctor Rand.
"Who would fight the supernatural in primitive village cultures? The elders could
always then select the child needed with little argument from family for it was the will of
the Spirit."

"That is correct, Doctor Rand," Dharma remarked. "In return for their sacrifices, the Spirit,
with weaponry of his civilization unknown to us, would protect his people from harm."
"But why prevent outsiders from entering this village?" Doctor Hart exclaimed with
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renewed disbelief. "Why not let the outside world know the truth, especially if we had
the same ancestry? They were defeating their very purpose for existence!"
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Chapter 16 Waiting for the Deliverer
Doctor Dharma returned to his briefcase as the others watched in silence. He returned
with what appeared to be the same old, thick notebook and carefully opening it, he
started to read some excerpts from another section:
" .. the campfire's flames reflected off something very large. A great wind
rose, feeding the flames so that they leaped high into the black, moonless
night. The great sound which I heard my first night in the valley and again
this morning more than three years later, returned once more. The
villagers watched in awe as the elders, led by Der's mate, Abana, raised
their arms upward and stepped into the campfire's red glow. Their lips
moved, but their words were at first drowned out by the great sound until
it suddenly ceased. The words the elders spoke were as follows:

'As he promised a generation ago, he has returned. Ramoth Oboth who
lives in songs and legends has returned. We greet you, great Oboth,
protector of our race, guardian of our children and our ancestor's
memory, steersman of our destiny, your children now await your
appearance.'

The elders then proceeded to return to their places beyond the fire's illumination.
Stillness filled the night and both I and the villagers could see a large, silhouetted
figure looming just outside the fire's red glow, as if not wishing to have itself seen.
My friend, Der, moved closer to me, and I could see both fear and joy in her
expression. I, like every villager, felt dwarfed by this spirit's presence. I could see
the campfire's light reflecting off his eyes as he examined each of us in silence. When
his eyes fell upon mine, I remembered the fear I felt that first night when he found
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me in the rocks. And then he spoke. The voice was subtle but overpowering, soothing
as it was menacing. I was terribly frightened, but with Der at my side, I found the
strength to continue my writing.

'Listen to my words, ' he commanded, 'for these words were spoken to your
fathers and their fathers before them. As it is for this generation, so has it been
for all those that preceded you. In the past lay the truth and the horror of our
existence, and before me sits the hope of our future. As it was in the old beginning,
so was it in my youth, the new beginning. Let the children step into the fire's light
so I might see them,' he said.

With that I saw all the villagers release their children and they stepped into the
campfire's red glow. There was a great silence as I watched this spirit study the
children. After several more moments, he spoke again.

'Here we live in darkness with the hope that one day a third will find the power and
return our people to the light of day as prophesied by Jumelle Cadre who had been
touched by the. Great One, Dasein. They had the power as one day another shall.'

'Abana,' the Spirit called out to Der's husband, 'is there a child who has the
power? ‘There is not such a child, Ramoth Oboth,' the elder Abana called out.

There was a long silence before the silhouetted figure spoke again. There was
now a great sadness in the Spirit's voice as he spoke. 'Then, Abana, I must
continue my search for this child and protect my people from those that would
harm us. I have not yet begun to feel the years and do not need new blood in my
veins. Is there one who would have someday made a great warrior, yet have the
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cunning of a tribal chief? Abana, is there such a child worthy of sacrifice to my
name?'

'There is not such a child, Ramoth Oboth,' answered Abana's voice from the
night.

'Then I shall leave you now in peace,' spoke the Spirit. 'Your children
shall see my return and possibly then I will find the one Cadre spoke of.

In the name of the Great One, Dasein, we the survivors of the Tavium War, shall
one day see the return of the Great One, and just as the light of day will fall across
this valley, so one day will the Great One return the light to the heavens.'

The silhouetted Spirit then pointed beyond the villagers while crying out, 'Look,
the first light of the new day dawns!' The villagers turned away from the speaker
and, as he spoke the black night lightened as a soft glow filled the sky to the east. I
did not at first turn my eyes away from this Spirit called Oboth. As we stared at
each other, I lost my fear of him. I do not know why I turned away from him, but
like the others I too watched the sun rise until I heard Abana suddenly exclaim,
'He is gone!'"
"What have you been reading from?" Doctor Rand asked, as Dharma finished and closed
the notebook. "Is that Miss Hinds' journal?"
"Yes, Doctor Rand. At another time, I will allow any of you to read her journal if you like.
Getting back to earlier questions, ladies, and gentlemen, it appears the Sidonians in this
valley were waiting for the birth of one that might save their race from annihilation at the
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hands of the Daemonians. It also refers to a prophesy of Jumelle Cadre. If you remember
the last few lines of Ramoth Oboth's commander’s log just before he died, he said:
.. one Sidonian ship escaped carrying the seeds of future hope. We are
cosmic orphans. We will be forever be hunted by this evil enemy. They
cannot allow our species to survive and threaten them in the future.
They fear the prophesy of Jumelle Carre, a prophesy that foretells of one
who will be born ...'

"Doctor Hart, you asked why the Daemonians would even bother with our species. We do
not fully understand our past heritage and, therefore, cannot comprehend what our future
might hold. All we presently know is that this highly advanced and powerful civilization
fears a prophesy that is likely now thousands of years old. As advanced as the Daemonians
appear to be they fear this prophesy enough to be committed to exterminating our species
if given half the chance."

"So that," Tom Rand injected with disbelief, "that child, they fear, will never be born? Does
this mean they believe in some sort of reincarnation where the soul returns over and over
again?”
Before Doctor Dharma could answer, Dr. Rand added, “and what if this child has already
been born?"
Dharma's face paled slightly as Tom Rand continued. "Doctor Dharma, you knew my
grandfather," he declared. "His death came just prior to the Keybore catastrophe and after
listening to all of this I can't help but think his work and suicide were in some way related
to these chains of events. Am I wrong?"
Tom Rand stared at Dharma, and seeing no denial, took this as a positive response and
continued. "I knew that Doctor Jacob had published research on parapsychology. I am
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specifically speaking of telepathy, clairvoyance, levitation, and things of this nature. His
career and reputation had been destroyed because his results, taken from a study of one
thousand individuals, indicated not only that these powers existed, but that one of these
individuals had awesome potential."

"Who was this individual?" Jason Rooney asked Tom. Tom only shrugged his
shoulders, not knowing any more. Both men were mildly surprised when Doctor
Dharma answered.
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Chapter 17 Ancient Scores to Settle
"No one knew-who this individual was for certain. The master sheet, which contained
the names of the participants, with their respective test numbers, had disappeared.
Doctor Jacob had no way of relating scores with those who had taken the tests.
Therefore, his critics accused him of falsifying the results and destroying the master
sheet himself.
“Before his death, your grandfather claimed there had been a burglary in which his
general list of participant names had been stolen. These individuals then began
disappearing over the ensuing months."
"I was unaware of this part of the story?" Doctor Rand commented to Dharma and the group
around him.

"There was concerns of a serial killer and officials did not want a mass panic. Government
authorities refused to investigate the disappearances since most of the victims were foreign
nationals who had already returned to their own countries. Doctor Jacob estimated that more
than two hundred foreign students had disappeared worldwide since the burglary.
“To watch a great man like your grandfather slowly fall apart was a terrible thing to see,
Doctor Rand. He felt responsible for the student disappearances, but never quite went over
the edge of insanity believing the participants might still be alive.

"What drove him over the edge?" Tom Rand asked, believing a fifty-year-old mystery
might draw to a conclusion.

"It was a letter-that disturbed him, a letter he showed me the night of his death. It was
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written by Jose Rizal, a former student. Jose was one of the participants in Doctor Jacob's
experiments.
“Jose was a young man and had everything in the world to live for. Your grandfather
received news that Jose had taken a vial of nitroglycerin and proceeded to blow his brains
out by clamping down on the vile with his teeth. The graduate student’s death had been
quickly ruled as a suicide. Chemicals were found in the laboratory and witnesses saw
him leave the laboratory late at night, alone.
“But almost a week later, after the investigation ended, Doctor Jacob received a letter
from the dead student. It appears Jose had written a letter and mailed it the night of his
death.”
Dharma shook his head sadly. “I knew Jose. We even worked together at Roart Institute
for a semester. A brilliant young man. After his death, Doctor Jacob informed me he was
also extremely clairvoyant."
"In the letter he wrote to Doctor Jacob, Jose told him of a nightmare he had been
experiencing for several nights. I have a copy of that letter in my briefcase, though I wasn't
going to speak of it today. Since you have asked the question, Doctor Rand, I want to read
a few sections."
Tom Rand burned with anticipation as he watched the old man find what he was looking
for in the briefcase. Returning, Dharma studied the pages of the letter until he looked away
from the paper and spoke.

"What I am going to read to you are excerpts from his letter. Again, I might remind you
that this letter was written several hours before his death." Doctor Dharma proceeded to
read from the letter.
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... I was flying in the night but not in a plane, rather I had wings and flew
with a swarm of insects. We were all flying from the darkness in panic as
one by one we were picked off by unknown, frightful creatures of the
night. The attack was always sudden, always vicious, and relentless as these
evil creatures swooped down from the heavens and randomly selected
their prey. Once their steel-like claws grasped and crushed their victim,
they would tear the head from the corpse, swallowing it and discarding
the rest of the body. As we swarmed closer toward the first light of the
new day off on the horizon, the attack stepped up. Again, and again these
creatures pounced upon us, decapitating my comrades. It now appeared to
be a calculated search; but for what?
The nightmare then transformed itself. I was running through the
woods with hundreds of men and women on both sides of me. There
was confusion, screaming, and shouting as these creatures of
darkness swooped down from the heavens and picked off their
victims, one by one. 'Why?' I would cry out in my dream, 'why is
this happening to us? What have we done to deserve such a fate?'

For what seemed like an eternity, I found myself pursued by these beasts
of the night. Dodging this way and that, I evaded their talons each time, but
they always found another screaming victim. I saw a young woman who
looked very much like my Julie, scream as the claws tore into her flesh,
bloodying her back. The cry was sickening and made my stomach wretch
as I watched the woman being picked off the ground. Her cries of agony
then ceased as her head was swallowed and her body fell to the ground
with a thump.
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'

Monsters, beasts!' I cried. 'What do you want? Why are you doing this

to us? What can we do to stop this?' I picked up a stick and was determined
to run no farther. I would stand and fight rather than leave my back exposed
and defenseless to their deadly talons. Standing defiantly, I was startled to
hear a voice behind me. Turning, I saw one of these large creatures
perched on a tree limb, painted black against a white moon.

'If you wish to live,' the creature crowed at me, 'give us the name of the
one we seek.”

I could only see the creature's gleaming eyes as it looked upon me. 'I do not
understand,' I said. 'Who are you searching for?'

'We seek the one your ancestors spoke of long ago in another time and place
long forgotten. We seek he who would one day find the power and try to lead
his people out of darkness and into the light of day. Give us his name and I
will let you live out your wretched life. We would not return until long after
your natural death to complete our task. But,' the creature added, 'if I believe
you are trying to deceive me in any way, I'll swoop down and tear your head
from your shoulders and discover for myself if you are the one, we seek.'

'I watched the shadowy creature in my dream as it crouched, ready to
spring at any provocation. My eyes locked directly into those of the
creature as it searched for the truth, but what was the truth?
I knew the beast knew, but it would not say. Others like it filled the
trees, listening as the two of us spoke. I was alone, and I had
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nowhere to go. I could only comfort myself in the fact that all these
creatures had been distracted from their tasks, allowing my comrades
to escape. But for how long? What was it they feared, I asked myself
as these powerful creatures sat in judgement around me?
'What if I am the one you are seeking?' I cried out to them. A name
suddenly burned into my mind, a name I do not recall ever hearing
before, but it came out easily and without hesitation. “What if I am the
one Jumelle Cadre prophesied of long ago?”

'Had I read their thoughts? I did not know, and it did not matter. What
did matter was that I saw this creature and it was confused, possibly
even frightened. Others like him stirred on the limbs as if uneasy. There
was a moment's reprieve, I remembered thinking, seeing the beast
leave its crouch. My eyes continued to do silent battle as we glared at
each other.
“Yes,” it finally crowed, “you may be the one we seek!” It then hissed
and scowled as it pranced on the limb. “How,” it cried, “how could my
ancestors fear such ugly beings as yourself? You are but insects to be
crushed and brushed away! If you are the one, we have sought, then with
your death Cadre s prophesy will be crushed. Yes, I need only sample your
brain to know if the great hunt has ended for now!”

I shouted out as I saw the creature draw into a crouch, preparing to pounce
upon me. “Wait! Why must the one you seek die? You say we are insects.
Why do you even bother with us? It makes no sense!”
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Dharma stopped momentarily as his voice grew horse. Pouring himself a glass of
water from the pitcher, he drank. Returning to the pages he had been reading from, and
skipping several paragraphs, he continued:
"Death”, the creature cried out to me, “need never make sense to the mite. When
you step on an ant do you ponder upon its death or do you only continue on your
way? You need only know you shall now die, Sidonian, nothing more.”

“Will you not give a dying man one last request?” I asked as the word Sidonian
played in the back of my mind. Was that a further piece of the truth I did not know?

“No, mite,” it said to me in my dream, “I shall not. I loathe your kind and if you
are the one, we seek, then I shall take the greatest pleasure in ending your
miserable existence. You will die, never knowing the truth of your past and
where in that truth lies our undoing. Yes,” the creature added, “the fate of your
race will be sealed with a series of events that will occur after the death of the
one we seek. We let you slip through our fingers once before. It shall not happen
again.”
“What is this fate you speak of?” I shouted. There was no answer. The large
creature only stared at me. It was at this moment that my worst suspicions were
confirmed. They planned to ultimately destroy my race.
“Hear me!” I cried out in my dream as I raised my stick defiantly, ‘hear me,
creature of darkness. I am the one you seek! The proof of this will be known only
to the one who takes my life and no other.’
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“What kind of riddle is this, mite with the big stick!” the silhouetted creature hooted
as its wings flapped in the cold moonlight.
“I am saying whichever one of you takes my life shall not live to boast of it!” I
exclaimed with a false arrogance.
“AH!' the creature crowed back at me, and then to the others around us. “The
mite has threatened us with his little stick! I see what our ancestors feared.
”It was Sidonian madness!” I saw many of the creatures prancing in the trees as
they mocked my threat. This continued for a full minute before they settled down
and allowed their leader to continue.
“Well, mite, I shall personally take your challenge. As I rip your head from your
body remember one thing., no one shall ever know what happened to you. Once I
swallow your head, those you see around you shall tear your body limb from limb
until not a trace of your corpse will remain. Fight well, mite, for you will now die!”

With those words ringing in my ears, I watched the great creature flap his mighty
wings and rise upward until he was a dot against the bleak moon. Reaching into my
pocket, I discreetly pulled out a small plastic vial. Coughing, I then quickly moved
my hand to my mouth, slipping the vile carefully between my teeth. Standing there, I
waved my stick hoping I would not bite down on the vile containing nitroglycerin too
soon. Swallowing from panic, I knew if my death was to have any meaning, I must
kill this great beast - '

Dharma skipped a few lines and continued:
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'With a gagged scream, I felt the talons of the creature slashing completely
through my body. Blood spattered onto my face and blinded my sight as tears
flowed from my eyes. I felt the claws flex and tear at my organs as I was picked
off the ground. The last thing I remembered in my dream was seeing the beast's
teeth clamping down on my head as I, in turn, clamped my teeth down on the
vile”
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Chapter 18 We Must Carry on Where Our Ancestors Left Off

There was silence as Doctor Dharma laid the papers down on the table and gazed at the
speechless people seated before him, then at Amanda Myers who sat nearest to him.
Their eyes looked downward as they wanted a few moments to digest what they had
heard from a second dead man's letter. Dharma finally broke the silence. “Several
weeks later, after the nuclear accident, Doctor Jacob contacted me. He felt responsible
for the death of a detective and the detective’s family due to some case he hired him for.
He then decided to read me this letter from Jose. Since the disappearances appeared to
have stopped, he did not want the letter to go public. Rather than destroy it, he asked me
to take it and hide it away in case he needed it in the future. Within the week he too was
dead. I fear he felt responsible for the deaths of hundreds of people around him. He
wanted it to stop.
“I personally do not know if he willingly took his own life or if he had been murdered. I
can tell you that Jose Rizal's body was found in the woods near the graduate dorms."
"Doctor Dharma, do you think Jose actually was the One spoken of -it the prophecy?" Tom
Rand finally asked. "Or was he a madman who went into the woods with a vile of nitroglycerin and proceeded to blow himself up!"
"I am afraid that is something no one will ever know for sure. I have my own opinion,
but I will only relate to you the facts. As I said before, Doctor Jacob told me of Jose's
special talents. The disappearance of those individuals who took part in the
experiments did cease after that night. The chain of events Rizal wrote about in his
dream, including his death with an explosive, did occur. Soon after Jose’s death, the
destruction of the Keybore Reactor wiped out any media stories about local deaths
and disappearances of college students. Every one of you must draw your own
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conclusions from what you have seen and heard today."
"Do you think the boy died in vain?" Doctor Ward asked.
"

No, Doctor Ward, I do not think Jose died in vain. In fact, none of those I have

mentioned; Laura Hinds, Charles Brunner, Jose Rizal, Ramoth Oboth, Jonathan
Jacob, Jumelle, Dasein, the Sidonians who died in that isolated valley in
Zambrana, the Sidonians who sacrificed themselves on that distant planet; none of
these past names in history died in vain if we carry on where they left off. They
have only failed if we fail, and those who carry on after us fail. These people laid
down their lives. We cannot expect any less from ourselves if need be. It is on our
shoulders now, ladies and gentlemen. Are there any of you who would not bear the
weight?"
“Who is Miss Meroth Sophia?” Tom Rand asked. “You mentioned her name
earlier but nothing thereafter. How is she involved in this matter?”

Dharma reflected upon the question and said, Miss Meroth Sophia is one of those
I mentioned who will carry on after us.”

There was silence for long moments before Doctor Rooney raised his head and
directly glared into Dharma’s eyes and asked, "what is your plan of attack, Doctor
Dharma?"

Doctor Dharma eyed the scientists and remarked, "a man in ancient times once said,
'

When danger encircles you, show your-self steadfast and undaunted, but when winds

are too favorable, fail not to show wise caution and haul in the billowing sail'. We must
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do essentially what our ancestors did, what we lack in technology, strength and
experience we must make up with cunning.
“It is our only chance to save our race from complete annihilation."
Doctor Myers handed out some booklets. The covers read, ‘Project Paradise. The five
people seated around the conference opened up the document to the first page.
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Chapter 19 Heading Home

Tom Rand sat at the airport, watching the jets as they came and went. Looking at his
watch, he realized his jet should be arriving soon. He hated these two-hour layovers.
The weather was gray and foreboding, and very hot. Tom played with his ticket as he
considered all that had happened to him in the last twelve hours. It was still all too
incredible to believe.

"Flight 217 is now arriving. Boarding will be in five minutes," said a voice over the
intercom.
Tom saw the people drifting toward the entrance, waiting to board. There were people
of all ages, Tom thought to himself. Some were in a hurry while others didn't care if
they ever reached their destination. Tom studied each one in a different light. Eyeing the
baby in the mother's arms, he thought of how the boy might actually see Armageddon.
Who knows with all the new discoveries in medical technology?
"Flight 217 is now boarding. Thank you for flying Trans World Airlines. We hope
your trip will be enjoyable and comfortable. Enjoy your flight", said a female voice
loudly over the intercom.
Tom picked up his briefcase and entered the long chute which led to the plane. Taking
his ticket, the stewardess smiled as he stepped aboard the plane.
"That will be row four, seat B, sir," she said.
There was the usual amount of confusion as the passengers tried to remember their
seat numbers and store overhead items. The stewardesses passed out earphones
while the turbines rumbled. There was the usual murmuring of the people as they
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introduced themselves to each other, explaining where they came from and where
they were going. Then came the rustling of paperback books as passengers
prepared for the tedious flight.
The stewardess's voice was heard over the intercom repeating the customary
safety precautions of fastening, seat belts, no smoking, and oxygen mask
procedures demonstrated by another stewardess. She concluded with the
time of flight, the altitude and that they would be passing out meals and
drinks once in flight.

The plane backed away from the terminal, turned and taxied down the runway. It
always seemed that the bumpiest part of the flight was the taxi. As Tom watched
out the window, the captain said they had been cleared for take-off. The jet built up
speed and thrust until it raced off into the sky. Cars, buildings, and green forests fell
in the distance as the jet moved upward at an angle of almost fifty degrees. The entire
city slowly fell away. Wisps of clouds raced past, exposing their whiteness until the
jet was completely swallowed. Several seconds passed before the jet broke free of
the snowy white clouds and climbed into the beautiful blue sky which blanketed
the white floor.

Tom yawned and reclined his seat. Closing his eyes, he slept.
"

STEWARDESS! STEWARDESS!" cried a woman passenger

several seats behind Tom Rand. The sudden disturbance woke him from his sleep.
"Stewardess, there is a large frightening insect fluttering around my light! Could
you please get rid of it?"
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"

I don't see how an insect could possibly have gotten on the plane, Ma'am," said the

stewardess.
"I don't see it anywhere now,"' said the disturbed woman. "I turned my dome light off and
it must have flown away. I can't stand these ugly little creatures!"
"I understand just how you feel, Ma'am," responded the stewardess. "If I had my way
they would be stamped out of existence!"
Tom listened to the conversation in silence, appearing to be drawn into deep thought
when hearing their words. Suddenly, he spied a large dragonfly fluttering around his
dome light and watched it for several seconds. Reaching up, he knew exactly what the
insect was from his youth and stuck out a finger. The tired insect immediately rested on
his fingertip. Taking his empty eyeglass case from his coat pocket, he flipped the lid
open and carefully and quietly slipped the creature inside. Closing it, he returned the
case to his pocket.
"I wouldn't worry Ma'am," the stewardess said as the conversation drew to a close,"
someone will kill it. I can't stand those things myself. Now, you get some sleep. It won't
bother you again."
Tom saw his family waiting for him at the terminal when he arrived. Stepping off the
plane and through the building entrance, Tom hugged his two children and then gave
his wife a long, deep kiss. Quickly leaving the airport, the once more reunited family
loaded up the station wagon and started their trip home.
It was night as they drove on a lonely road through the forest near their home. Except for
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the twin beacons of light, the countryside was smothered by a blanket of darkness. The
car momentarily slowed and then stopped next to a light beside a telephone booth. Doctor
Rand stepped out of the vehicle and withdrew the eyeglass case from his pocket. Opening
it carefully, he set it beside a road light. The dragonfly didn’t move at first. After a few
more moments, it climbed to an edge of the case and began testing it wings. Staring at it
for several moments, the tired man watched the large dragon fly take flight. Returning to
the wagon, he took one last look at the majestic insect buzzing around the artificial light.
It is now up to fate if the insect survives to the first light of morning. He started the engine
and the car proceeded to pull away, its back lights disappearing into the night.
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Part II First Light
When the First Light shone upon your angelic face,
two ravenous souls were complete.
Two hearts beat as one as
passion fortified nighttime bliss.
The First Light of each new dawn
shone the love and cherishment of awaking
in each other’s arms.
I will always think of you at First Light,
your scent, your touch, your caress
until we once more reunite.
Hari Tagore
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Chapter 01 Spacers and Inmates

Hari Tagore reached out from his bunk and silenced the beeping alarm. Slowly opening
his eyes, the muscular, lean, dark-haired man used muscle memory to reach up and switch
on an overhead monitor in the dark. A small, white screen instantly glowed with a
kaleidoscope of rich colors. Tagore lay on his bunk in silence and watched several
objects come into sharp focus. Under first light of the new day, he blinked his eyes twice
and quickly realized it was not a large wart he saw on the planet's eastern hemisphere,
rather, it was the moon on its easterly elliptical orbit. The lunar disk would disappear
behind the planet within the next hour.

Increasing magnification three-fold he saw two smaller glitters of light. The brighter
object lagged the moon by sixty degrees while the dimmer one had just reappeared from
the other side of the hazed covered planet. As he adjusted the magnification once more,
large planet expanded until it exceeded the boundaries of the screen. Shifting the scanner
eastward, Tagore watched the heavily clouded planet and then the moon, drift past the left
side of the screen.
Blackness filled the screen until the scanner came upon what appeared to be a pair of
spinning cylinders, spherically rounded at the ends. Once more adjusting the magnification, the
young man smiled as he stared upon the city of his birth, L5. The tightknit community
was over one hundred and fifty years old. Unlike almost a thousand other space
communities throughout the solar system, L5 had limited its growth. At thirty-three
thousand spacers, its quality of life was excellent though it had recently dropped to
a lower quartile of recognized city populations throughout the spacer federation.
Glancing beneath the screen, chief engineer Tagore check the time. The chronometer
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had three series of displayed numbers. They read.
19:11:195 QB
05:45:31
Countdown:
015D:00HR:03MIN
First Diya
It was the nineteenth day of the eleventh month, of spacer year, one hundred and ninety-five
since Questor’s Beginning and Globalist elites, initiated the launch of a secret interplanetary
space crash program. The second row of digits indicated the hours, minutes, and seconds of
the same timeline. These first two rows reflected triad time originating from the
space capitol, Questor. On the dark side of the moon, the capital city housed over
one million spacer residents and visitors under a huge glass dome.

The third row of digits reflect personal time countdowns. Tagore had set this
countdown almost a year earlier. If the prophecy of Property F0111 is correct,
there’s only fifteen days remaining before first light.
Tagore was a third-generation spacer. His great-grandparents, on his mother’s side,
had been recognized as top Class 1 engineers on the planet below in their youth. One
day, out of the blue, husband and wife were confronted by government officials that
they had won a secret immigration lottery program which would dramatically
transform their lives and the lives of their descendants if they accepted. Initially, they
had no idea what the government was talking about.

They exclaimed they were

already in the best country on the planet. They were shocked when informed they
were being offered immigration to the heavens. It was explained to his great
grandparents this was their chance to escape the prison planet.
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Their acceptance to work on Tier One sciences involving the colonization of space, a
century earlier, did have its personal drawbacks for his great grandparents. If they
accepted, their disappearance was to be staged as two tragic deaths. They were never
to attempt contact with any family or friends, hence forth back on their home planet.
Any attempted breech of this agreement was deemed a capital crime. Should his great
grandparents have declined the offer, to ascend to the heavens, it was explained, no
harm would be done. They would be given a minor mind wipe of the conversation.
Thereafter they could have continued to live out their lives on their home world nonethe-wiser.

It was the Globalist Elites highest priority that the inmates of the prison planet did not
know a breakaway human civilization actually existed in the heavens just above them.
Globalists always strode to keep the masses poor and uneducated concerning the
sciences above their station in life. It was no different from medieval times when elites
convinced their serfs the world was flat with terrible monsters waiting to devour them.
It was therefore imperative that the serfs not stray too far from their masters. Only
they, the elite bloodlines, could protect their loyal subjects.

It was further explained to his future great grandparents, as an inducement and bonus,
a death benefit insurance policy would be distributed to their loved ones left behind on
the home world. As great scientists, his great grandparents knew this was an
opportunity of a lifetime for themselves and their future offspring. They accepted and
ascended to the heavens once they stealthily got their affairs in order.

There were a few rare occasions when an elderly couple of original home world, of
high distinction, were granted retirement back to their home world. Tagore discovered
this firsthand with his great grandparents. There was a departure ceremony where the
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great grandparents and all their descendants had one last reunion on Questor.
Thereafter, the elderly couple would be subject to a mind-wipe.

All knowledge of interplanetary travel and colonization, by almost a half billion
spacers throughout the solar system was removed from memory. Advanced medical
miracles such as limb regeneration, radiation pills, cancer cures and hundreds of other
medical marvels were forfeited on their return to the prison planet.

Technological breakthroughs associated with an electric universe included anti-gravity
and free energy. Quantum physics advances led to quantum computing. Quantum
computing revelations led to quantum entanglement, resulting in instantaneous,
encrypted interplanetary internet. All this and more associated with the spacers’
breakaway civilization would also be lost in the memory wipe.

False memories would be implanted of different lives on the home world. They chose
implanted memories of being successful government spies, who have now retired to a
third world nation below. The couple would live out their remaining years
comfortably, on fiat money credits placed in government retirement accounts under
their alias names.

Prior to the mind wipe and replacement, any additional wealth accumulated in precious
metals and encrypted currency was transferred to their spacer descendants’ accounts
in a living will executed just prior to prison planet departure.

Most spacers were unaware that any disruptive invention developed on the prison
planet, by its inmates, was secretly deemed the intellectual property of the globalists
masters. The globalists would often times be forced to suppress and then snatch the
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invention under a governmental national security act.

A disruptive technology was defined as one which might aid the inmates in lifting their
society into the heavens or might harm a monopoly operated and controlled by the
prison wardens of the planet, themselves. Should the later be the case, the disruptive
invention was either suppressed, sabotaged, or stolen for the future benefit of the
Globalists. If the inventive inmate refused to submit to the demands of the Globalist,
they were generally suicided.

There was one exception to this inmate patent rule. On the very rare and unique
situation, where the inmate’s technology achieved Class One status, and could
immediately benefit the breakaway spacer civilization, the inventive inmate may be
offered the opportunity to be elevated to spacer citizenship. As a spacer, the inmate
would not only get partial compensation for their qualifying patent, thereafter, as a
spacer citizen of the solar system, the inventor would now have full financial rights to
any future invention which benefitted the interplanetary civilization. With respect to
his great grandparents, this was the first time a husband and wife, plus their two young
children had been qualified to be offered spacer status.

Another light began blinking on a nearby control panel momentarily distracting him from his
present thoughts. A bittersweet expression surfaced on the Hari Tagore’s face. He suspected
he knew what the encrypted message coming in would be about. Was he going to allow the
news blinking at him to dramatically change his life?
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Chapter 02 Cosmic Radiation Uptick

The light continued to blink. Hari Tagore resumed his earlier thoughts. It had been
only thirteen months since his great grandparent’s had given up all their incredible wealth
to return to the prison planet for their twilight years. This was in spite of the fact they knew
their aging process was going to accelerate three-fold upon returning to their original home
world since it was being destabilized by an increasing deluge of cosmic radiation.

As the solar system races through the galaxy at more than seventy thousand kilometers per
hour, the sun was burning through a denser segment of the galaxy. The intensity of this
burn rate elevated the sun from a yellow star to a white star. This was due to the increased
plasma burn intensity. For the last seventy-two years, more cosmic radiation slippage had
escaped around the star compare to the prior century. The cosmic radiation was
bombarding the entire solar system as the planets followed in the wake of the star’s vacuum
through plowed space.

All the major planets in the solar system, with hot plasma cores, were capturing this cosmic
energy. Upon being captured, the energy was being converted into hot molten matter. As
the liquid plasma accumulates over time, within the core, it eventually pushes out on the
plate tectonics. He wondered if the inmates of the prison planet were aware their planet’s
diameter was expanding almost forty centimeters per year. While not perceptible to the
layman, planetary quakes were becoming more frequent throughout the solar system.
Volcanoes blow their stacks. Continental drift accelerates.
Tagore’s great grandparents were well aware that prior to passing into the planet’s core,
the increased cosmic radiation passes through living organisms on the surface of the planets
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first. All this increased radiation leads to human cell degradation and additional age
acceleration. Fortunately, spacers only haves to spend a little more of their crypto currency
to buy quadruple doses of anti-radiation medication. The magical drug neutralizes the
effects of the cosmic radiation and flushes it out of the body.
Tagore’s great grandparents had given up all rights to continue receiving the radiation
medication upon returning to the prison planet. While the planet’s atmosphere diminishes
the impact of intensifying cosmic radiation, between the radiation and growing pollution,
the inmates of the home planet were still aging two to three times faster than spacers, based
on cell degradation alone. There is a crude form of the carbon-based radiation mediation
on the prison planet. The isotope C60 could possibly double the lifespan of many of the
inmates.

Globalists were only encouraging the use of this carbon isotope as an industrial lubricant.
Hari Tagore, his older twin sister, Diya, and two other blood relatives on his mother’s side
attended the celebration on Questor. They came in from all parts of the vast solar system.
Hari was thankful he and Diya were not identical twins. They were both brilliant
polymaths, happy go lucky and quick witted. Hari, years later, declared that his older sister
not only beat him into the world by one minute, but she also beat him on beauty and charm.
His sister’s smile, even at delivery, lit up the room around her. It was no wonder that his
parents named her Diya meaning lamp or light.

Unlike his family and relatives, Hari Tagore was more of a squash buckler adventurer.
Family and friends alike continually asked him, with all his family wealth, why would he
risk a long and rewarding life to be shot at, ordered around and likely killed in military
service?
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Insanity must run in his mother’s blood line, he pondered upon returning to thoughts to his
ancestry. It was still difficult to believe his great grandparents had chosen to turn their backs
on spacer citizenship, just so they could retire to the home world. They would no longer
have access to all their own life extending medicines and conveniences. While they might
live another one hundred years as spacers, they would be fortunate to live another thirty
years on the prison planet.

As his aged great grandparents stared upwards, into the heavens at night, it would be
almost impossible to notice the heavy space traffic amongst the stars. The nearer
orbiting space cities, like L5, were cloaked from below. The more technological
deprived inmates of the home world could not even often see heaven’s activities above.

The increasing cosmic radiation was also dramatically increasing water droplet cloud
formation about the planet. Between the denser clouds and increased volcanic
activities, fewer inmates even looked up at the heavens any longer. Hari Tagore’s great
grandparents had returned to a primitive world whose primary burning fuel was still
drawn from the decayed carcasses of dead animals and vegetation.

Questorian command had successfully maintained the communication embargo
between the breakaway spacers and the home planet inmates for almost two centuries
now. It was of paramount importance to the powerful Globalists below, who founded
the original spacers, that the space community have essentially no contact with their
home planet inmates.

As in the case of those smugglers, sometimes spacers attempted to violate this
agreement. The Globalists on prison planet had controlled the media for centuries.
They used continual propaganda and peer pressure to marginalize any news of UFOs
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and space aliens from stirring the imagination of planetary inmates. Those caught
attempting to violate this primary directive were heavily punished. There were high
fines, confiscation of vessel and imprisonment for first time offenders. Repeaters were
summarily executed. That is what ultimately happened to several of the smugglers
who survived the Ryan sector melee that fateful day almost a year earlier.

Spacers had eventually learned to accept this restriction inside their own solar system.
Spacers were indoctrinated to look upon the inmates of the home world as subhuman.
To most spacers the home planet was now nothing more than a heavily clouded black
hole with prison chains draped over its image.

Spacers, time to time, would hear rumors of massive planet quakes, volcanic eruptions,
some civil wars, and other major upheavals but nothing about the toll on the inmates
living down there. Even the inmates taken from the home world planet for legal slave
trafficking, were wiped of their memory before being shipped out into the solar system
to their future masters.
Heavy chem-trails in the home world’s stratosphere kept the surface of the planet hazy
and grey most of the time in the prior century. A major increase in volcanic activities
in the present century has reduced the need for chemtrail disbursement. The continuous
cloud cover was making it even less likely that the common inmate on home world
would ever see, let alone believe, there was a breakaway civilization above them.
For the spacers’ part, they could only observe the home world’s glaciers, at the poles,
recede in the prior century and then begin expanding in the present century. This planet
was off limits for travel except for special convoys which landed and departed from a
couple of remote spaceports on its surface.
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The Hari Tagore took one last savoring look at his spinning space community. All
communication with his great grandparents ended upon their return to the planet. It
had been a bittersweet moment for his great grandparents to say goodbye, but they
explained they missed their home world and wished to spend their last years together
there. Was his great grandparent’s prison very much different from their own within
the solar system?

Most spacer settlements were unaware why the federation took no interest in initiating
travel outside the solar system. Only those, at the highest levels were aware there was some
invisible energy dampening barrier enveloping the solar system.

It was much like old maritime ice breakers back on the home world attempting to
breakthrough thickening ice fields. As the fleet’s most powerful vessels attempted to
slowly plow through this dampening energy barrier they ultimately would come to a full
stop as all electronics onboard eventually failed.

Decades earlier many crewmen and officers died in attempts to find a passage through the
energy dampening field. Since those early losses, powerful tractor beams and old fashion
cables are continually used to slowly pull vessels back from the dampening field before
any more lives and ships were lost.

High command knows the galaxy is teaming with life outside the solar system.
Unfortunately, spacers cannot get out and our galactic neighbors, for better or worse,
cannot get in. No one has come up with an explanation or solution nor can they answer the
question of why spacers are afflicted with this confinement. Spacers can’t even
communicate with aliens on the other side of the barrier. The galaxy might as well as not
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even exist outside their confines.

The Hari Tagore finally returned his attention to the blinking light on a nearby control
panel. It was an incoming message. Tagore turned off the monitor and switched on an
encrypted banking file update. It had to deal with the encrypted funds finally settled and
transferred to his account from his great grandparents.
Tagore was well aware his great grandparents, on his mother’s side, had developed
over two dozen prolific patents for the breakaway spacer civilization over the last one
hundred years. The annual royalties paid to their encrypted accounts were
astronomical. Like himself, Tagore’s great grandparents lived modestly and invested
well.

After viewing the numbers, Tagore switched off the screen and quickly dressed
himself in his naval uniform. He answered to chief, but he also happened to be a
lieutenant commander and first mate on this vessel.
Chief engineer Tagore left his sleeping quarters planning to first visit the ship’s
galley. He would then stop by engineering before continuing onto the space
freighter’s bridge.
Unbeknownst to chief engineer Tagore’s crewmate’s, the chief engineer, by spacer
standards, might have been correctly considered a good looking, wealthy and eligible
bachelor. As he suspected, he was now one of the wealthiest spacers in the entire solar
system.

What was he going to do with all this untold wealth which would continue to
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compound higher each year? He would have happily given it all away for the one
woman he fell in love instantly at first sight. It was at a sex slave auction where he
offered a king’s ransom to set this remarkable young female free. Just when the gavel
was coming down to seal the purchase a concussion grenade was released at the illegal
auction. When the smoke cleared, a number of smugglers were dead. This exquisite
and brilliant young woman was gone.

Tagore opined over all the graft and corruption encouraged by the financial bankers
controlled by a handful of elite families throughout the solar system. Sighing to
himself, in just fifteen more days he could finally begin pursuing the only possibly lead
he had in pursuing a remarkable young maiden who refused to look upon herself as
another victim of this evil cabal. If he did find the love of his life, he would help free
her so she could reunite with the man she appeared to love and cherish. Tagore shook
his head briefly to snap out of his dour state of mind. For the moment, he would just
focus on what was being cooked for breakfast in the galley below.

Hopefully just a routine day on this remarkable new vessel. They would be docking
above Questor in a couple of more days. With a week to ten days of shore leave.
Thereafter they would learn what their new assignment would be and where it would
take them within the vast solar system.

With that, as the chief engineer approached his cabin door, it silently whished open as
he stepped into the corridor. Tagore disappeared as the door immediately whisked
close behind him.
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Chapter 03 Larsa’s Knuckle Sandwich

Thanks to power of electromagnetic propulsion technology, powered by a special fuel, it
only required thirty Q-clicks to travel from Questor to settlements at the farther limits of the
solar system; twenty Q-clicks to make the return trip back to Questor. The vessel’s
modulating artificial gravity floor plating automatically made fine adjustments over the
duration of the trek to match the destination’s gravity level.
All crew members were required to follow body strengthening programs in the vessel’s
gym. While there were food replicators to freely provide daily calories and nutrients through
approximately six different slimy meals, this vessel had a chef and real galley on board. For
a few extra credits, one could have real pancakes, bacon, and eggs for breakfast; meats and
sandwiches for lunch and pork, chicken, and steaks, with all the fixings for dinner.

Walking down the gray metal corridor, towards the galley, Tagore heard trouble boiling
when the galley door opened briefly as a crewman exited, turned, and walked in the
opposite direction.

Tagore heard a crewman angrily exclaim, "SOLAR FLEET

COMMAND PUT HIM HERE BECAUSE HE MUST HAVE BEEN A SCREW UP.
THERE MUST BE SOME TRUTH THAT THE CAPTAIN- “

The galley door slid close. The corridor was silent again. Chief Tagore quickened his pace.

Chief Tagore entered the galley and found trays strewed about the floor. The backs of several
spectators unknowingly blocked his view of the disturbance source, but he quickly recognized
the crewman standing over another crewman looking up at him.
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“Alright, what is going on here?” Chief Tagore said firmly.

The spectators snapped to attention to one side of the galley. Tagore could now see security
crewman, Larsa standing over the new crewman named Bea. Bea was just assigned to the
vessel on their inward bound trip to Questor.
Larsa, startled by the Chief’s sudden appearance, came immediately to attention as did the
crew around him. Crewman Bea floundered like a fish out of water for several moments
on the deck. He finally managed to get to his feet and stood at attention best he could.

The Chief noted the wobbly, rubbery legs. Was it from a sudden blow to the head? Would
he claim he hadn’t gotten his space legs yet? Crewman Bea reached a handout to a nearby
galley wall to maintain his balance.

"What is going on here?" Chief Tagore repeated in a much calmer, questioning tone. No one
immediately volunteered an answer.
"Crewman Larsa, Bea, remain here! I’m certain everyone else has tasks to perform. You are
all dismissed."

The room quickly emptied. Chief Tagore turned to examine the new crewman, Bea. Blood
was now slowly trickled out of a swelling lip. “Gentlemen, I am still waiting for an
explanation. Crewman, Bea?"
"Yes, Sir," he answered painfully.
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"Can you tell me what the problem here seems to be?"

"Problem, Sir? There's no problem, Sir. I am a little clumsy, Sir!"

"Larsa," the chief said turning to him, "would you mind explaining to me how you came by
those bleeding knuckles on your right hand? While you're at it could you also explain
Crewman Bea's clumsiness? You're the senior crewman on this vessel with the most seniority.
If I have to write up a report, I must hold you responsible for any-"
“Beg your pardon, Chief," Crewman Bea said.
"What is it, Crewman Bea?"
"I-ah, asked Larsa to show me a certain military hold in hand-to-hand combat and I
accidently fell into his fist, Sir." Bea's voice trailed off to a whisper.

Chief Tagore glared at Crewman Bea and then at Crewman Larsa and then at Crewman
Bea once more. "Crewman Larsa," Chief Tagore quipped not taking his eyes off of
Crewman Bea, "wait outside."

"Yes, Sir." Chief Tagore heard him reply. Tagore heard the door swish open and close.

"At ease, Crewman Bea." Chief Tagore then eyed the stout, blond haired man. "From your
personnel records, I see you requested assignment to a combat vessel.

Chief Tagore always studied the credentials of any crewman coming on his ship. That is
just what he did almost two weeks earlier when Crewman Bea stepped on board. Bea’s
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grades were excellent. He was near the top in his class. Unfortunately, he was not from
a well-to-do family. Still, the kid had brass for such an outrageous lie that no one could
believe.

He's young and restless, Chief Tagore thought picking up a napkin on the floor. No doubt
he now had a few loose teeth to accompany his waggling tongue. "Here," Chief Tagore
said handing the young man the cloth napkin, "clean your face."

"Yes, Chief." He took the napkin and immediately wiped.
"Crewman Bea, why is it I get the impression' you don't like working on my ship?”

"I don't know, Chief," he responded returning to attention.
“Unfortunately, Crewman Bea, even good soldiers must learn to be patient until
opportunity arrives. I'm quite sure you realize that this military vessel plays just as
important a role as the cruisers, destroyers, and battleships in the fleet. Without us, the
fleet would soon come to a standstill."

"Yes, Chief."

Chief Tagore could sense a hollowness in the young man's response.

"You have excellent credentials, Crewman Bea. We need good men like you."

There was no reply. "That this isn't enough for you, is it, Bea?"
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The young crewman hesitated but then spoke. "No, Sir, it isn't. I hate it. I'm certain you hate
it too, Sir."

Chief Tagore was momentarily at a loss for words. "Crewman Bea, if you hope to ever
transfer off this vessel you can ill afford to have yourself written up for brawling. One or two
bad reports and you'll never find your way onto a destroyer or battleship if you’re really
itching to get into a fight."

Crewman Bea's lips tightened momentarily, and he bit them lightly before answering. "Yes,
Sir."

"Keep your mouth shut, do your work and stay clear of trouble. I have no doubt, if you
do that you will get a crack at transferring to a fighting ship before a year is out. I have a
number of contacts on ships I previously served on. It won’t be that hard if you have a
recommendation in your file." The chief then raised a finger at the young crewman as he
added, "but let me hear of you screwing up and mister, I'll have you skinned alive and
your ass dropped in the nearest black hole. Do you- read me?"
Crewman Bea nodded his head in disbelief at the sudden turn of events. "Yes, Sir."

"Any questions, Crewman Bea?"

"No, Sir."
"Then get to sickbay and have that lip taken care of. I don’t want you bleeding all over my
ship!”
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Crewman Bea saluted and left.
“And ask Crewman Lars to come back in. He’ll find me ordering my breakfast at the
counter.”

Entering the bridge, Chief Tagore saw all the personnel quieting operating
efficiently at their individual stations. In the captain’s seat was Kishon Moan.
He was reviewing an electronic report on a personal screen to his right. Once he
accepted the report, he pressed his thumb print on the screen, and it disappeared.
Captain Moan looked up at Tagore to acknowledge his presence.
“Morning Captain.”
“Any issues to report, chief?”
“No, Captain. The First Diya continues to purr like a kitten. We have almost
completed the installation of the upgraded cloaking devise. We should be able
to test it just prior to arriving at Questor in five Q-clicks.”
“Excellent,” replied Captain Moan. The commander’s eyes turned to the large screen, at
the bow of the bridge. Each bridge member had a spectacular view of the local star at the
center of the screen. They were part of a fifteen-vessel convoy being escorted by both a
destroyer and cruiser.

There were four vessels on the viewer screen to the right and five could be monitored on
the rearview screen. The destroyer was off their starboard bow. The cruiser was behind
the convoy. Pirate vessels had been recently active in the area attacking single vessels
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trekking from the outer planets inward. This was just a precaution and warning to any
pirates looking for a quick score to look elsewhere.

Second-mate Jattir left his navigation station, stepped across the bridge to speak to the
captain. He stood, at ease, waiting for the captain’s acknowledgement he was done with
the chief engineer.

“Chief,” the captain continued, “do you know anything about a disturbance in the crewman
galley. Is there anything I should be concerned with?”

“No sir,” the chief replied, “just a little clumsiness by a new crewman gaining his space
legs. With your permission, I will get back to engineering.”

“Permission granted,” the captain replied. Captain Moan looked away from Chief
Engineer Tagore and swiveled the command chair to acknowledge his second-mate's
presence with a thin smile.

“What do you have for me, Mr. Jattir?” Chief Tagore heard as he was heading for the
bridge door.

“Captain,” second-mate Jattir answered, “you requested to be informed when we
were coming upon Sector Bravo 351.”

As the door closed behind Chief Tagore, a chill went through his body upon
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hearing the phrase ‘Sector Bravo 351’. He lost a lot of good friends in that sector
five years earlier. Many of them are likely still floating about in space there along
with the wreckage of the destroyer, Wasp. There were a lot of stories about what
really happened that fateful day in Sector Bravo 351. Only a handful would ever
know the entire story.

The Chief tried to put the entire affair out of his mind, but a cascade of memories
began dogging him as he continued heading towards engineering.
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Chapter 04 Falcon Nest Buddies

Tagore had first been assigned as a navy engineer on the cruiser, Falcon. That is when he
first met Lieutenant-Junior, Kishon Moan. Kishon was not a flashy or cocky-kind of naval
officer like many he had run into. Tagore was taller than most but had never pursued
athletics in school. Tagore began spending a lot of his free time in the gym trying to catch
up on body strength with the free weights. Over time Tagore had an opportunity of
watching Kishon in hand-to-hand combat with opponents twice his size in the gym. No
one could touch him. He seemed to operate at a notch above lightning-quick.

For reasons unknown, Kishon took Tagore under his wing. Kishon would actually go out
of his way and offer to him help with his hand-to-hand combat skills. Kishon and Tagore
eventually spotted for each other with the larger free weights.
Tagore then recalled an occasion when the Navy’s reigning heavy-weight boxing
champion was on temporary assignment to the Falcon. It was almost as if he was
transferred to the Falcon to specifically pick a fight with Kishon. Kishon initially attempted
to diffuse any misunderstanding but once it clicked in Kishon’s head the boxer was there
to pick a fight with him, the Lieutenant-junior actually invited the thug into the boxing ring.
Tagore and a few others watched in amazement as the two were helped into their boxing
gloves. They both refused head gear. After tapping each other’s gloves, they immediately
went to war.
It was not that the boxing champion was slow, it was more that Kishon’s lightening
reflexes and hand speed seemed almost superhuman. Kishon could deliver a blow from
one meter distance in five tenths of a second. That is one twentieth of the time for an eye
to complete a normal blink. In a pass workout Tagore tried to film Kishon’s hand blows
on an old antique 24-frame film camera from a collection. The camera missed the entire
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action and blow to the opponent. At one moment Kishon is standing in front of his
opponent. The next moment the opponent is on the matt. It appears Kishon hadn’t ever
moved. His strikes were not visible until a high speed camera was used. Another trick
Kishon use to do employ involved two coins. He would place a small gold coin in your
open hand and show a small copper coin in his own hand. If you can close your hand
around the gold coin and protect it, it is yours. The first time Kishon played this stunt on
Tagore, he thought he would have a rare gold coin for his collection. Upon opening his
clinched fist, he discovered he was now holding the copper coin. Kishon then raised the
small gold coin between his index finger and thumb.

Kishon also had a sixth sense ability to know what the fighter was going to throw at him
before the fighter even did. Each time Kishon landed a series of blows to the brute’s face
or mid-section, the enraged fighter pressed the attack even harder. That is exactly what
Kishon anticipated. He would duck, weave, and take two steps back as the boxer swung
at empty space. Kishon would pounce under the boxers extended reach and strike him
several more times. The boxer couldn’t see the incoming blows, they were so quick, but
when Kishon stepped back, the grimace on the boxers face let everyone know he could
now feel the full impact of those close blows. The onlookers watched a series of
haymakers suddenly rain down on the fighter. The boxer was down on one knee. He
couldn’t rise. Had the fight even lasted ninety seconds?

Stepping out of the ring as if he had only been shadow boxing, Kishon calmly asked
Tagore if he would be kind enough to untie the strings to the gloves. Kishon raced to
shower, clean-up before having to report for duty on the bridge.

The two began working a routine with free weights, hand-to-hand combat techniques and
even a little boxing. Kishon trained Tagore in delivering the one inch punch which could
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hurl some opponents meters through the air. The secret involved the skillful flow of the
hips as you delivered the flow of energy into a strike of a clenched fist held in an upright
position. Kishon asked, as a return favor, for tours of engineering to better understand the
full capabilities of the vessel and its operation. The two ended up bunking together for the
last six months of their stay together on the Falcon.

Kishon Moan was promoted to lieutenant. With the promotion Moan was transferred to
the battleship, Hornet, as is the custom. After another two years, Tagore had several
engineering grades of promotion, and also moved onto the Hornet.

Tagore had just missed joining up with Kishon by several weeks. Due to heroism and
leadership qualities, on numerous away missions while serving on the Hornet, Tagore’s
friend had been promoted to Lieutenant-Commander. He was transferred to the Destroyer,
Wasp.

Moan was now third in command on the Wasp. After numerous fighting

engagements against organized pirates and terrorists, most of the crew of the Wasp, if
asked, would have volunteered for any deadly mission if Lieutenant Commander Moan
led it.

Tagore had heard, through scuttlebutt, of Moan repeatedly outthinking and foiling plans of
the enemy on various missions. Tagore and Moan would run into each other on occasional
shore leaves. The two would take such an opportunity to catch-up with each other
concerning friends and family. Just when Tagore was eligible to request a transfer to the
Wasp and reunite with his close friend, he was wounded in battle. An energy torpedo had
penetrated the starboard side of the Cruiser Hawk. It took out part of engineering where
he had been stationed. He was recovering in the naval hospital on Questor when he heard
the Wasp had lost both its Captain and Commander on an away mission ambush. His
friend, Lieutenant Commander Moan automatically defaulted to XO for the balance of the
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Wasp mission. The Wasp pursued the assassins and eventually caught up to them. A
battle ensued and the enemy combatants were destroyed. The ambush and naval battle
occurred on a small planetoid near the outer boundaries of the solar system.

Lieutenant Commander Moan visited his friend at the naval hospital upon returning to
Questor. Tagore found himself without a military ship as he continued to recover in the
military hospital. Trying to perk up his friend, Lieutenant Commander Moan said when
the Wasp got back from the next mission, he would put in a word with their new
commander, Captain Vlack, about bringing Tagore on board in engineering. The
following day the Wasp departed with the Second Fleet.

Two weeks later, Tagore began celebrating with other naval hospital patients when media
reports were broadcast announcing the Second Fleet had won a tremendous engagement
with the enemy in one of the asteroid regions identified as Sector Bravo 351.

Tagore was knocked off his emotional high upon hearing devastating news. The casualty
list had come in. It was reported that the Wasp had been drawn into an ambush while
pursuing a smaller enemy vessel just prior to the big engagement. The Wasp had been
destroyed with all hands on board. Media propaganda suggested the Wasp had put up a
valiant battle thanks to its Captain Vlack’s heroism of command. Captain Vlack and his
loyal crew had inflicted much damage against the larger enemy ship before being
destroyed.

The news report only mentioned Captain Vlack by name as one of the casualties of the
Wasp’ s destruction. When the rich and powerful parents of Vlack were interviewed they
indicated their only son had hoped one day to run for President of Questor. “This,” decried
the father, “was indeed a great loss to all the spacer citizens throughout the solar system.”
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Tagore had been in a terrible funk for several weeks after the news of the loss of his friends
on the Wasp, including Kishon Moan. Word began leaking out that the Second Fleet had
returned home to Questor. More importantly, a severely injured Wasp dart pilot, had
survived the attack and had even won the Medal of Honor from that very same battle
engagement.

Tagore personally knew about a third of the Wasp pilots. The name of the pilot had not
been released yet. Might he actually know the pilot?

Tagore could not believe what he was hearing through the grapevine. This daring dart
fighter pilot not only survived the initial ambush, but the pilot also proceeded to follow the
enemy cruiser back to its hidden base. After radioing the coordinates back to the Second
Fleet, the pilot then became worried that the enemy vessels, at the secret base, might depart
before the Second Fleet arrived. This lone dart fighter pilot proceeded to attack the base
with some strategy in mind to delay any enemy ship departures until after the Fleet arrived.

While apparently successful, the pilot and his fighter had been badly shot up. It was only
thanks to spacer medical marvels; the pilot survived his numerous wounds. Within another
month, he would almost be as good as new. The pilot had been put in a medical coma and
immobilized as doctors began generating a new right arm and left foot. Flesh around
wounds exposed to both the vacuum and freezing of space was also being repaired. There
would be faint scars where the new generated appendages joined the existing flesh. Still
his new arm and foot will respond to his mental commands in every way the original ones
did prior to the battle.

Tagore hoped he knew the pilot so he might learn the truth of what really happened to the
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Wasp during the battle engagement. The civilian spacers had no idea how much
propaganda was continually blended into the news. Still, if even five percent of what the
media reported were accurate, Tagore wanted to shake the hand of the man or woman pilot
who helped take out a secret enemy naval base, along with six enemy vessels—including
a cruiser. If true, this tail is one for the naval school annals. The Second Fleet suffered no
significant damage thanks to this astonishing pilot. If Tagore could eventually speak to this
Wasp pilot, he was certain it might bring some comfort to him to learn what Lieutenant
Commander Moan had been doing during his last day of command.

Moan had done a lot of piloting before he was elevated in rank. While a cadet and later an
ensign, he was ranked as one of the most skilled fighter pilots in the fleet. Moan had been
a great trainer and mentor to a number of fighter pilots since he retired from the fighter
cockpit.

As Tagore walked up and down the hospital corridors to strengthen his legs, he took a right
turn one day and walked past the room the Wasp pilot was rumored to be recovering in.
No visitation was allowed except for designated medical staff and Vice Admiral Nain.
Tagore’s first attempt to peek in at the dart pilot was a bust. A guard was stationed right
at the door. Tagore would nod at the security guard and continue on his way. His second
and third attempts on ensuing days also failed but at least his limp was disappearing. There
had still be no release of the name of the dart fighter to the public. On the fourth day,
Tagore was in luck. The security guard was talking to a nurse at a workstation down the
hall with his back to the room. The guard turned his head in the direction of the door about
every two minutes. Tagore took this opportunity to time his pace up the corridor so that he
would just be shy of the Wasp pilot’s door when he looked back again. The guard did just
that and nodded and smile at Tagore. The guard then returned his attention to the nurse’s
medical update on the patient.
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Tagore quickly scurried into the hospital room. He found a clipboard hanging just inside
on the doorway. He glanced at the name but all it said was Captain J. Doe. Tagore walked
over to the medical bed to take a peek at the pilot. The face was covered with a pulsating
skin grafting mask. The pilot’s head was shaved. Tagore could not even tell if the pilot
was male or female. Suddenly, the Wasp fighter pilot’s eye lids opened. The pilot stared
directly at him in silence. Looking into the pilot’s blue questioning eyes, Tagore’s knees
buckled. Tagore grabbed the bed railing to keep from collapsing. Tears began flowing
down Tagore’s cheeks. The pilot closed his eyes. Tagore immediately fled from the room
before he was discovered.

Back in the hallway corridor, Tagore continued to tremble with emotion. He took deep
breaths trying to get over the surge of shock. He tried to resume walking, but his legs froze
up. Raw emotion had drained him of all his strength. Tagore suddenly collapsed onto the
floor and began to sob uncontrollably. The nurse and security guard heard the commotion
and came immediately to his aid.

Some medical staffers returned Tagore to his room in a wheelchair. They helped him into
bed and suggest he take a break from all the exercise for one or two days. Laying in his
bed Tagore wondered how all this was possible. He dared not say anything to
anyone…not even his family and friends when they came by to visit.

Tagore reasoned there must be some reason why Vice Admiral Nain decided he did not want
the pilot’s identity to be released to the public as of yet. Tagore would respect that decision.
There were so many questions to be answered and yet, Tagore was now confident he would
one day learn the truth about the infamous Sector Bravo naval battle of 190 because he
knew the true identity of the hero Wasp pilot.
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Chapter 05 Remote Viewing Session: MS4-0045 – Keybore Investigation
With the exception of the sound of breathing, silence enveloped the darkened room
where the shape of a young, strawberry blond-haired woman’s body lay motionless
on a bed. Her body lay under a sheer sheet of fabric. The expression on the angelic
face suggested she was transcending into a deep, trancelike sleep.
One of the walls in the room began to flicker typed in images which were initially
out of focus. When the focus was adjusted on the large compiler screen wall, the
following images came into focus for present and targeted times and locations:
Session: MS4-0045
Target
19:11:195 QB
23:12:199 QB
08:59:41
13:56:22
Home Planet Coordinates:
7°18′48″S72°24′40″E
01°17′11″S 36°49′02″E
The target this time was their nation’s capital, a little more than four years into the
future. They had failed to break through this time period for reasons unknown
anywhere else in the world either.
Colors seem to bleed into each other and slowly brighten. The subject on the bed
began to take short, shallow breaths.

Her facial and body muscles twitched

intermittently.
The wall with the compiler graphics, appeared to come alive. Blue and white ocean
waves rhythmically crashed up against a rocky shoreline painted against it. The
sounds could be heard though they were very faint at first. It was sounds of the sea.
These sounds began to build up in strength and intensity. With most remote viewers
this was the extent of their capabilities—two dimensional images of past, present or
future events. This young woman’s capabilities were far off the charts of anything
the investigators had previously thought possible.
The image on the room’s wall transformed from a fine two-dimensional living
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painting landscape into a three-dimensional hologram which filled the entire room.
The bed, and its sleeping subject slowly faded and eventually disappeared within the
hologram. Within this sophisticated laboratory room was hidden technology which
could project images from somewhere deep inside the recesses of the young woman’s
powerful sleeping mind and permitted it to fill the entire room.
At first it was a tranquil scene, with a blue sky, sunshine, and warmth. A small greenish
blue ocean wave would slowly build up speed and size only to then break over itself
and onto the jagged coastline. As the assault of the sea against the land grew more
intense, random images flashed in and out of the hologram.
All this was being recorded by several observers through a large glass pane in an
adjoining room. They would be able to play these rapid moving images at a slower
pace once this session ended. There was flashing images of people going about their
business without an apparent concern in the world and then suddenly, it happened
again. There was a flash of light and the hologram disappeared and the compiler
image again returned to a blank white wall with the exception of the compiler digital
data.
“Alright people let’s reset the time target to a new value for the same location. Set
it at 00:00:000. That is almost two hundred years earlier. Make certain all video
and sound equipment is fully operational. Let’s try again people.

Session: MS4-0045
Target
19:11:195 QB
00:00:00 QB
08:59:41
13:00:00
Home Planet Coordinates:
7°18′48″S72°24′40″E
01°17′11″S 36°49′02″E

The wall with the compiler graphics, appeared to come alive again. Blue and white
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ocean waves rhythmically crashed up against a rocky shoreline painted against it.
The faint sounds of the sea arose again. These sounds began to build up in strength
and intensity.

The image on the room’s wall transformed from a fine two-

dimensional living painting landscape into a three-dimensional hologram which
filled the entire room for a second time in the last few minutes. The bed, and its
sleeping subject again faded and eventually disappeared within the hologram as it
filled the entire room.
They video equipment captured the tranquil scene, with a blue sky, sunshine, and warmth.
A small greenish blue ocean wave built up speed and size only to then break over
itself and onto the jagged coastline. As the assault of the sea against the land grew
more intense, random images flashed in and out of the hologram.
There was flashing images of a windowless, bullet-shaped dome standing lifelessly
against the blue skyline. The sand around the building began turning red as the bulletshaped dome began to melt away.
Soon after, the subject’s powerful mind projected the image of a massive rogue wall
of blood-like liquid hurling itself onto the landscape. As it washed away the prior
seen in red, other images began flashing. The sound of human voices seemed to
echo through time and space. Images began superimposing on the ocean landscape.
"AMANDA MYERS…how have you been?"
"I'm fine, Tom, just fine:"
"I don't think we have seen each other in what, seven years?"
"It has been a long time, Tom, too long. I was afraid you weren't going to
make it,"

There is laughter. "For a while I didn't know if I would make it. In the last
thirty minutes I have seen enough traffic jams, protests, riots, and
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policemen to last a lifetime. How is Kirk?"

"Oh, he is just fine, Tom. So are my two daughters. How are Julie and your
two children…junior and bright eyes? They must have grown considerably
since I last saw them."
"They have, and Julie, Tom Jr. and Ayn are doing fine. Right now, they
are better off than either you or me. They're with my parents at my summer
camp on the lake back home. They will be fishing and swimming all
weekend."
"Tom," said a woman’s voice, "there are coffee and doughnuts on the
table in the corner. Get yourself something, if you want, while I check with
the guards on some last-minute details. I'll be right back."
Another ocean wave suddenly came crashing down on the hologram. The
human voices were drowned out along with the images. New images and
sounds arose.

“Matt don't say such a thing. We will all get through this, I promise,"
"Through what? We have never kept secrets from each other before. Why
now?"

The hologram showed a young man staring at an older version of himself. There
was a long moment of silence as the two stared at each other and finally the older
man said,
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"Alright but let's keep moving. Now that you know of Jacobs connection,
I guess it doesn't matter if you know more.”

"I... I knew about the possible break in at Jacobs' office and the missing
papers. That was spoken of often, but only on occasion did I ever hear the
names, Jose Rizal, and Laura Hinds. Somehow, I knew they were related
to the Jacobs case," the younger image of the man exclaimed.

"Apparently you know a lot more than I ever imagined. Is there anything
else?" the older man said but then continued.

"John and I were friends. He asked if I might help him track down certain
individuals, he hoped to contact for reasons I am not certain."

"Was this Jose, one of the individuals John wanted you to warn?"
"Yes, though after his death, I'm speaking of Jose’s death, Doctor Jacobs
did hire me professionally. I began investigating the case in his behalf after
the Rizal case was quickly closed as a suicide by the police.
“Jacobs was quite distraught by some questionable disappearances of
former students. I promised him I would look into the case for at least a
few days."
Another ocean wave suddenly came crashing down on the hologram. Again,
human voices were drowned out along with the images. A new set of images
and sounds arose. There were men and women sitting around a conference
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table. Holographic images of a nuclear facility were visible on the conference
table.

“While we are lacking in future problem solvers, there has never been a
shortage of problem creators. Dictators are the worst of the bunch. They
have hearts of pure evil. Tin-pot dictators around the world seeking
absolute power…all with their own vision of what utopia is. The only thing
they agree on is that there are too many people on the planet to easily
control. We have all heard of the dictator’s motto ‘it is easier to kill a
billion than to control a billion’. Such malevolence embraces plagues,
starvation, and chaotic times. It is their opportunity to unleash terrible
weapons to fulfill their own perverted vision of a perfectly functioning
world.
“If one such dictator succeeds in global domination, we lose half the
planet’s population. If two or more dictators seek the same prize, twothirds of the planet’s surface will be transformed into a…

The hologram projected from the young woman’s remote viewing suddenly froze.
The observers behind the large glass pane in an adjoining room began to scramble
about. One man’s voice was heard to comment, “be ready people. Miss Sophia
might be going rogue again. Increase video frame speed ten-fold. Make certain we
capture every image. We don’t know how brief this rogue vision might be. Let’s get
all of it.”
The hologram started up again and came into sharp focus. The background red image
began to bleed out into a tapestry of blood slowly oozing into goblets on a medieval
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table. Suspended above the table was the image of a terrified, young boy, who
appeared to have been tortured and hung upside down by his ankles.

There were

lash scars from past whips across his torso. The boy’s face had been expertly peeled
off. The young boy’s struggling waned as blood continued to flow from his bound
wrists into a large silver container. That container, in turn, distributed the highly
energized blood into a series of metal goblets. Once the struggle ceased, and the last
drops of blood were making their way to the goblets, they appeared to be glowing.

Figures in black hoods and robes reached out to each of the shimmering goblets. In
an ancient ceremony, which had gone on for centuries, all the radiant goblets were
slowly raised to the lips of the cloaked elites. They seemed to be waiting for a
magical moment to drink the highly energized blood offering.

The hologram image suddenly panned out into the great room at large. There
standing in the middle of the room was a mighty oak tree. This event was taking
place in some kind of living atrium. This tree held the only location where the room
actually was exposed to the soil. Here the oak tree roots extended deep into the
planet’s soil below.

Standing within reach of the tree well was the image of someone who might have
been mistaken for the remote viewer herself except for the fact this woman appeared
several years younger and was a brunette. She wore nothing but a sheer robe which
displayed the perfection of her body. There appeared to be a continuous sea of
writhing, naked flesh around her legs. In the dim light, hands of men and women
below her were reaching up her long shapely legs and hips. These warm and
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caressing hands began pulling at the fabric of the robe away from her body. The lips
and tongues of women and men began kissing up her torso. The young woman stood
in silence, staring at the alter table where the adolescent young man’s body and soul
was being prepared and drained for absorption by the satanic elites. As the rising
lust of humanity continued to caress, fondle, and probe her warming flesh, her eyes
were transfixed to the poor fate of the terrorized young sacrificial lamb.
It had only been a few minutes earlier; she had been commanded to perform an oral
sex ritual on the young lad. Unbeknownst to all in the room, in the sexdactyly’s
clenched right hand was a small vial filled with the throbbing seaman and blood of
the targeted preteenager. She had purposely nipped the boy’s swollen cock with her
teeth as he was about to orgasmed. The audience roared it surprised approval as the
boy writhed in sudden pain.
As the young man rolled around in surprise and agony, she took this distraction as
an opportunity to wipe the semen and blood from her lips with the same right hand.
In actuality, with a slight of hand, she had spat the blood and semen into the small
vile undetected by all her lustful admirers. She once more hid the vial in the lining
of her robe as the mob rushed forward and seized the naked boy by the arms and legs
and carried him over to the alter. To purposely increase the adrenaline flooding and
energizing lad’s blood, a hooded figure holding a fillet knife slowly approached the
young boy. The boy felt searing pain across his forehead, along his ears and chin.
Blood tricked into the lads eyes and he felt momentarily blinded. Deft hands
suddenly pulled on skin flap near his temples and suddenly the lad’s entire face felt
as if it was on fire. Blinking his eyes several times, see could now see his own
wrinkled fleshy face looking back at him in horror. Suddenly, a rope was lashed
about both ankles. The room suddenly went upside down as he was hoisted above
the alter of sacrifice. His wrists were tied downward. A sharp ceremonial knife
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slashed open an artery at each wrist. The blood began flowing down over his fingers
and into a circular silver container just below his bound hands.
Across the room, just as the robe was pulled and tugged from the woman’s shoulders
to disappear into the writhing mass enveloping her, the vial was once more in her
right hand. The beautiful brunette’s thoughts reached out to the boy’s confused mind
with compassion and love. Attempting to comfort the adolescent in his last moments
of struggle, he now heard her voice inside his head. He lowered his eyes to the
haunting stare of this woman who had given him pleasure and pain just moments
earlier. He lost himself in her eyes.
“Calm your mind if you wish to ruin your enemies’ banquet. They might drain your
mortal life away, but they will not capture and consume your soul. You will come to
rise again in another time and place. With this action, I release your soul back to
the embrace of the planet to spring forth on our eternal journey through time and
space. Sleep until we meet again.”
With those thoughts filling his mind, the confused adolescent saw the naked young
woman shake and poured the contents of something in her hand onto the tree roots
and soil next to her. The base of the tree and ground shimmered a pale white light
and then disappeared. The tree darkened once more.
The girl’s thoughts continued to softly embrace and consoled the dying flesh of the
young lad. He no longer shivered. He felt her warmth and loving embraced
throughout his being. His mind calmed. The pain inflected on his flesh waned. He
could now embrace a restful deep sleep. He ceased his struggle and surprisingly
smiled in the young woman’s direction with some universal illumination. He felt a
prick of pain in the back of his neck and spine as liquid adrenochrome was drawn
from his dying body. The young man closed his eyes for the last time with the girl’s
image burned in the back of his mind. His heartbeat one last time and then ceased.
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The goblets’ simmering glow suddenly ceased just as the dark robed elites began
drinking the lad’s adrenalized blood. A tear trickled down the young woman’s face
and she sensed the boy’s heart cease to beat any longer. She now became aware of
the hands, tongues and penises caressed pressing and invading all her orifices.
Would the satanic elites discover her treachery and extract punishment? She did not
know and did not care. She had saved her friend’s soul from extinction.

The young woman hurled the empty vial as far away from the tree as possible. She
then fell backward and surrendered herself to the lustful pulsating throng of human
bodies about her. As she was consumed by the sea of flesh, she saw the dark cloaked
elites suddenly cry out in surprise and anger. No one could tell if the smile surfacing
on her face was from the orgasmic encounters, she was now surrendering herself to
or because she had ruined the largest satanic event of the century. As the hooded
elites glared over to the young woman with suspicion, all they could see was the top
of her brunette head disappearing below the women and men feasting on her aroused
flesh. She then disappeared into the mass of humanity and became one with them.
At this point in time the holographic image dissolved. The laboratory room
reappeared with the young woman lying in the bed. The troubled young woman
opened her tear filled eyes and began looking about the room in confusion.
She felt bile in her throat. She flung off the sheet, rolled off the bed and scurried
into the bathroom. The sound of dry heaves filled the room.
The observers behind the large glass pane in an adjoining room began
shutting down the equipment. One man’s voice was heard to comment, “Did
we get all that? Were there any clues if we were looking at the past, present
or future? We need answers people. Let’s get cracking!”
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Chapter 06 Space Academy
Second-mate, Jattir left his science station, stepped across the bridge to speak to the
captain. He stood, at ease, waiting for the captain’s acknowledgement he was done
with the Chief Engineer, Tagore.
“With your permission, I will get back to engineering.”
Permission granted,” the captain replied. Captain Moan looked away from Chief
Engineer Tagore and swiveled the command chair to acknowledge his new secondmate's presence with a thin smile.
“What do you have for me, Mr. Jattir?”
“Captain,” second-mate Jattir answered, “you requested to be informed when we
were coming upon Sector Bravo 351. Navigation wanted me to also inform you,
due to solar drift, we will actually be passing right through Section 45, Zone 63.
Navigator Myles indicated no other explanation was necessary. He said you were
familiar with those specific coordinates.”
“Thank you, Mr. Jattir”, Captain Moan said with a sad smile. “Navigator Myles is
indeed correct. Please take the chair while I go to Forward Viewing.” Captain Moan
continued as he rose from the command chair.” It’s time I get my breakfast.”
“Yes, Captain.”
Captain Moan entered Forward Viewing. He sat at a lounge table by himself and
ordered orange juice on ice from the restaurant server. Peering out into the vastness
of the solar system, he could see, in the distance, a vast field of what appeared to be
grains of sand. When the server delivered his drink, Kishon requested the Forward
Viewing screen be increased to magnification ten.
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Before Captain Moan took his first sip, the magnification increased to M-10.
The grains of sand transformed into a large asteroid field littered with
considerable space debris from past tragedies and rebel battles.

Captain Moan raised his glass, in honor of all those poor lost souls out there
and then sipped at his drink. His thoughts began flashing back through time,
through his life, right up to his first, and almost last encounter in this region
of space.

His thoughts first carried him back almost seventeen years. He was but
sixteen. He was preparing to graduate from high school several years earlier
than the rest of his class. Kishon's grandmother-was obviously surprised by
the letter she held in her hand.

"The Academy! I—I never-thought, Sam," she stammered turning to herhusband, "tell him he would be making a mistake. Sam, please tell him."

"There, there, Sybil, the boy has the right to see if he might make the grade. You
and I both knew this day would likely come. It's in his blood.

“Now Sybil," Sam continued softly, "he's asking for your blessing. Kishon wants
to know we are both with him in heart and spirit. I've given him my permission to
apply but he has come to me and said he needs more than that…he doesn't want it
to end like it did between you and his mother. You and Marisa didn't speak to 'each
other for almost four years. You two didn't make up with each other until a week
before she took off to Alpha Quadrant. Sybil, Kishon doesn't want to hurt you, he
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loves you too much."
"Grandmother," Kishon injected taking her hand while his grandfather tried to
comfort his teary-eyed wife as best, he could, "I understand how you feel. Both
of you have been very good to both mother and me but now I want to follow her
footsteps. I want to apply to the Academy.
“The Academy might not even accept my application due to my age. Still, I
thought I would at least try. I don't know what to say to express how I feel as I
stare up, through the dome. On black nights when I see those burning stars,
they’re beckoning me on. My blood begins to boil. In my lifetime men and
women will actually be traveling to the stars and the worlds that orbit them. I
want to be there exploring with them."
Kishon ran his hand through his hair while thinking out his next words. "I-I can't
explain it, Grandmother. I just can't stay here on Questor, here and let it all pass
by me without at least trying. Do you understand what I'm trying to say?"
Sybil's lips trembled into a smile as she commented weakly, "Your mother
sounded just like you twenty-eight years ago. I just can't bear the thought of
losing you too, Kishon. You are all we have left of Marisa."
Sybil then shook her head sadly. "I’m glad you realize the Academy might reject
your application."
"I know that, Grandmother."
"And even if they accept you, only one out of every twenty-five cadets actually
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graduate to military service as an officer. Those who don’t make the grade are
offered to become crewmen in the space military.”

"I know that too, Grandmother."

Sybil, filled with confusion, shook her head. "Why do you even want to go apply
to the Academy under your mother’s maiden name? You are a Questorian by birth
and your father is a—"
"Please, Grandmother," Kishon said with a restrained, controlled tone. "I want…I
must do this on my own. The Academy is my opportunity to accomplish this and
not fall under his shadow. If I don't succeed, Grandmother, you'll never hear of
this matter again."
“Now don’t say that, Kishon. You and I both know if you apply to the Academy,
there is no way you won’t only succeed I have no doubt you will finish at the top
of your class.” Sybil looked at her grandson and then at her husband. She tried
to frown but the pride she had in her grandson, brought a smile to her lips.

"Kishon," she said hesitantly, "I will not repeat the mistake I made with your
mother. Apply to the Academy. You," she paused wiping her eyes, "you have
my blessing."

"Thank you, Grandmother," Kishon responded softly.
Sam Moan eyed his wife with nodding approval before winking at the boy. The old
man's expression suddenly became more serious.
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"Kishon," he injected carefully, "I know this is going to be a sensitive topic with
you and your grandmother, but it must be discussed. I'm talking about your father."
Sybil's face soured but Sam ignored it and continued. "Please don't judge his past
actions until you finally speak to him. Maybe he had a reason for everything he did.
I can't help but wonder since your mother loved him up until her final breath. She
even made you promise to see him one day," he added.

"He didn't even come to her when she was on her death bed," Sybil mumbled
bitterly.

Kishon glared at his grandfather and said, "I will keep my promise to Mother.
Maybe then I can leave all of this behind me."

Sam Moan smiled sadly. "No, Kishon, if you enter the military it will never matter
how you feel about him because as hard as you try, your father remains a living
military legend. I know you can set your feelings aside. No matter how hard to try
to prevent it, it’ll be impossible to keep your secret for very long. You are the
spitting image of your father. Once it becomes well known, you will always be
measured against the original copy.
“Of course, Sybil and I know you have the best characteristics from both parents.
You have your mother's wisdom and sensitivity to complement your father's bravery
and intelligence. I truly believe you will one day surpass both your parents in
deeds…that is if you live long enough. Promise me, during those life and death
moments of decisions, you will rely on your amazing intuitive ability of right and
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wrong, not on the military rules of engagement. Your uncanny gut feel…your sixth
sense, it is one of your most important assets in the heat of battle. I have seen it in
team sports competition, I have seen it in just about everything which becomes
important to you. Always listen to your inner voice. If you continue to heed that
inner voice, you will even one day exceed your own very high expectations.”

Vice Admiral Nain continued to study the transcript of the young ensign standing
before him. Rather than the customary half dozen pages which followed a newly
'commissioned cadet of Solar Fleet Academy, eighteen pages accompanied this
young graduate. The vice-admiral finally cleared his throat and spoke. "I see you
were second in your class." he commented.

"Yes, Sir." the thin, youthful—faced ensign acknowledged.

Vice Admiral Nain then slowly flipped through several more pages and paused
on the ninth page. "It says here that-you received the Medal of Freedom while
only a junior at the academy for the performance of a meritorious act. Care to
elaborate, ensign?"

"Not much to say, Sir. It was possibly more of happening to be in the right place
at the right time,” the dark-haired ensign responded as he continued to stare at the
large, framed picture on the wall behind the seated vice admiral.

"You diffused an explosive which was intended to destroy a strategic GALT
chemical reactor powering the Academy dome. You saved a lot of fellow
classmates and faculty that day."
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Vice Admiral Nain lifted his eyes from the transcript and closely examined
Ensign Moan. He then returned his attention to the transcript until he found what
he was looking for. "You've never seen your transcript, have you son?"

"No, Sir." the ensign replied never moving anything but his lips.
“Ensign, the last I recall, we don't hand out the Medal of Freedom to cadets just
because they happen to be at the right place at the right time.”
Nain paused and then smiled. “The transcript before me lays out the hard, cold
facts the media could not tell the general spacer public. Ensign Moan, it seems
you overpowered a security guard, twice your size. You killed him in hand-tohand combat. The infiltrator was later linked to a terrorist group. Up until your
confrontation with the terrorist, he had murdered a fellow security guard, a
professor and two cadets. He had successfully planted a powerful explosive with
the intention of taking out the Academy power source and rupturing the dome
ceiling. It would have been catastrophic if the terrorist had been successful. If
the dome had ruptured, exposing the Academy to the vacuum of space, thousands
would have perished. The radioactive molten salt, from the GALT chemical
reactor, would have contaminated a large area but nowhere near as problematic
as a ruptured dome.
“The transcript details the testimony of other cadets about how you constructed
an electrical bypass which allowed you to ground and then open the explosive
without detonating it immediately. The witnesses explained how you correctly
concluded only one wire, amongst five could shut down the device. If any other
wire were cut, the device would blow. Because the explosive timer had been set
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for forty minutes, and it was now down to twelve, the consensus among the group
was that there just wasn’t enough time for bomb experts to be alerted.
“You and the other cadets carefully moved the powerful explosive into a room
with blast doors. The doors could only be closed from within. You ordered the
other cadets out and remained behind with the bomb.
“Alone, and with the safety of all others taken care of you used your best hunch
and sniped the correct wire with only one-minute left on the timer. Whether you
survived or not, based on your remarkable actions, either you or your
grandparents would have been receiving your deserved Medal of Freedom.
“For this we are all in your debt. I regret the public could not be informed of your
remarkable actions in a time of crisis. While the corporate mainstream media
was ordered to stand down and merely report an unfortunate accident resulting in
some casualties, individuals like myself, know we dodged a bullet. This is one
of the reasons I personally wanted to meet you and welcome you into the space
core.”
“Thank you, Sir.” Ensign Moan responded.
“I see in the transcript; you last name is taken from your mother’s side of the
family.”
“Yes, sir.” Ensign Moan answered with no inflection in his voice.
Vice Admiral eyed the ensign for a long moment. “I am certain, you have your
reasons. I won’t press you any further about it.” The vice admiral rose to his
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feet, shook the ensign’s hand and then they saluted each other.
“I’ve put in paperwork to have you assigned to the fighting vessel, Adventure.”
Vice Admiral Nain then reached into a desk drawer and pulled out a small box.
“I wanted to personally congratulate you and inform you that you will be
reporting to the Adventure as Lieutenant-Junior Grade Moan.”
“Thank you, Sir!” Lieutenant-Junior Grade Moan accepted the box and saluted
once more.
Vice Admiral Nain returned the salute. “You are dismissed. Good-luck!”
As Vice Admiral Nain sat down once more, Kishon, took one last look at the
large photograph on the wall behind the vice admiral. There was the image of
Nain as a young Lieutenant-Commander. Beside him, in the photograph, was a
naval officer with the bird insignia of a naval captain. They appeared be good,
close friends in the picture.
It was as if Kishon was looking into a mirror at his own reflection. Here was an
image of his father several decades earlier. When Kishon first entered the room,
he had immediately noticed the image of himself on the wall alongside a much
younger Vice Admiral Nain. Kishon, suddenly had a greater respect for the vice
admiral. Vice Admiral Nain knew the truth but thankfully said nothing and
respected the young officer enough not to ask.
Lieutenant-Junior Grade Moan turned about face and immediately departed for
the Adventure. He picked up is duffle bag us outside the vice admiral's door and
disappeared down the corridor.
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Chapter 07 New Wasp Captain
Captain Moan was momentarily distracted from his thoughts when he was
served his customary breakfast. It had been set down next to his half drunken
orange juice. The Forward View magnification had returned to normal as the
ship slowed, like the rest of the vessels in the convoy, as they began to carefully
pass through the huge asteroid field with collision deflectors at the standard 25%
load.

Shipyard scavengers used magnetic tractor field beams to lock on to the larger
debris left from tragic collisions or past battles amongst disagreeing war vessels.
The salvaged metal scraps would be sold to shipyards where they would be
melted down and eventually used in the construction of new passenger ships or
military vessels of all categories.

Metal scavengers could not capture all the debris. On one recent trek through
this sector, Captain Moan was presented a scanned image of a bulkhead fragment
which had the vessel’s name on it. It read WASP. As Captain Moan took his
first bite of breakfast, his thoughts jumped back to the day of the WASP’s
destruction.

Kishon had seen a lot of action his first two years on the Wasp and had accounted
for himself well. He had just been promoted to lieutenant-commander and was
designated the XO of the Wasp when both the Wasp’s captain and commander
decided to team up on an away mission. They wanted to gather information on
possible enemy sightings in the region.
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The party of eight had unknowingly walked into an ambush. Five were killed,
including the captain and commander before the assailants were beaten back on
the planet’s surface. The away team transported back to the ship with their dead
comrades. XO Moan and crew then left orbit to pursue the fleeing enemy ship.
During the multiday pursuit, the dead officers and crewmen were given formal
funeral services. By the third day the Wasp had caught up to the enemy vessel.
Upon refusing to stand down and be boarded, the enemy ship turned and attacked.
The enemy ship was destroyed with all hands on board.
Lieutenant-Commander Moan finished the one month mission as the temporary
commander of the Wasp and then returned to Questor. While enjoying shore
leave there was a question who would be assigned as the new captain of the Wasp.
Rumors were that political pressure was being applied to promote a Commander
Vlack to the rank of captain. Vlack was almost ten years older than Moan and
had far more seniority. He had been promoted to commander five years earlier
than Moan.
Commander Vlack’s family was very wealthy and influential in navy and spacer
politics. He was not a space Academy graduate.

Rumor had it that many of

Vlack’s recent promotions had been purchased to aid him in rapidly move up the
ranks. The Vlack family believed if their son were to gain one or two victories
as a naval captain, this would provide a launching platform into spacer politics.
Vlack had a reputation of detesting anyone below his paygrade while kissing up
to military brass above him. Skuttle butt was Vlack was essentially a B-K-B-S.
Translation…butt-kisser-back-stabber.
Several days before they shipped out again, it was confirmed Vlack would be the
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new captain of the Wasp. Lieutenant-Commander Moan personally knew little
about Vlack and therefore would hold judgement until he spent some personal
time with the new captain.
One day before departure, one of the naval officers on Vlack’s prior vessel, the
Defiant, actually hunted Moan down at the local military officers’ lounge. The
naval officer asked to speak to Moan privately. The officer explained he felt he
owed Moan a heads-up for saving his younger brother’s life during a mission
several years earlier.
The naval officer then preceded to warn Moan to watch his back. The officer
explained he had bunked with Vlack for over a year. The officer looked around
the officer’s lounge chairs to see if anyone was listening. Seeing no one was
paying particular attention to their conversation he explained to Moan that
whenever Vlack felt intimidated or threatened by a peer or subordinate, accidents
happen to that particular individual.
The officer told Moan, in no uncertain terms, the newly promoted captain was
both suspicious and paranoid about having Moan as his second in command. The
naval officer mentioned that cliché, ‘1st class people surround themselves with 1st
class people; 2nd class people surround themselves with 3rd class personnel.’
The naval officer recounted Vlack ordering documentation files of each Wasp
officer too serve under him several days ago. “Captain Vlack told me flat out he
felt most threaten by you. I asked him why. He didn’t have an answer at first
but then he went on to say just sensed the Wasp wasn’t big enough for the two of
you.”
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The naval officer took a slow sip of his drink and then continued. “Vlack’s family
aspires for their son’s political future. If he captain’s a war vessel, gets a few
victories, they can then buy their son’s way into a rear admiralship. Vlack can
resign his commission and launch a political career. I am certain the brass hopes
he gets out of the navy as soon as possible.”
The naval officer raised his eyes from his glass and eyed Moan closely as he said,
“I think the brass assigned Vlack to your vessel, so you can help him get a few
victories under his belt. Then Vlack will briefly be promoted to a rear admiral,
resign his commission, and enter politics. Then he will be someone else’s
problem. Unfortunately, the upper brass does not understand Vlack like I do. I
have watched Vlack repeatedly steal credit for the success of others and then
blame those same subordinates for his own personal decisions and failures.”
The naval officer stared into his glass and then took another drink. He continued.
“If I were a doctor, I would suggest Vlack is psychotic…but I am not a doctor.
Due to all your accommodations for valor and military achievements over the
last six years, Vlack will fear he can’t get away with taking credit for any Wasp
successes with you as his second in command.
“Vlack is intimidated by your meteoric rise within the navy too. It rivals his own.
Based on his own experiences, Vlack doesn’t believe you are the wonder boy
everyone else praises. Vlack is convinced you are backed by some powerful
unseen forces who may rival his own.
“As Vlack continued to pour over your files, something just didn’t make sense to
him. He commented to me how you had volunteered for missions with little
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chance of success and yet you succeeded in over 90% of them. Vlack concluded
you were either the luckiest son-of-bitch alive or your feats were embellished and
overblown. Vlack can’t stand first class soldiers like yourself for reasons I still
can’t explain…because, again, I am not a shrink.”
Finally rising to his feet, the naval officer downed the rest of his drink and nodded
to Lieutenant-Commander Moan. “Well, thanks for listening to me. Take my
words for whatever it is worth. Good luck on your next mission…and please, do
watch your back!”
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Chapter 08 Coyote Vs. Sheepdog
On board the Wasp, Captain Vlack, in one of his first dinners with the officers
directly reporting to him, bragged, “There are only two kinds of animals in this
solar system, sheep and wolves. If you are not a wolf, you must be a sheep.”
Lieutenant Commander Moan smiled but did not laugh with the other officers at
Captain Vlack’s odd declaration. Moan had a friend who actually raised the wolf
breed as a hobby. While Captain Vlack was not a sheep, he sensed Vlack was
not a wolf either.
The wolf is a brilliant, ruthless creature who runs in packs to defeat larger prey.
For a wolf, everything is about the pack. Lieutenant Commander Moan sensed
that Captain Vlack was indeed intelligent, ruthless, and deadly. Still, somewhere
in his upbringing, Vlack was bent towards being vindictive, petty, and insensitive
towards his fellow man. If you disrespect your fellow peer, you are not capable
of running with a pack. So, Moan queried himself, what animal best described
the creature sitting across from him presently?
As dinner drew to a close, Moan’s first impression of the newly minted Captain
was not favorable. Behind the façade, Moan sensed the Captain was indeed a
very insecure and distrusting individual. Moan sadly confirmed what the naval
officer of the Defiant had forewarned. Captain Vlack told another crude joke
about finding an opportunity of dressing down one of the junior officers on the
Defiant for some minor infraction all because he believed a wolf and been
slighted by a sheep. Was this the Captain’s attempt to subconsciously warn the
Wasp officers not to question or challenge any of his future commands? Since
no commander had yet been assigned to the Wasp, Moan was only second in rank
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to the Captain. Thus, Moan would be the captain’s #2 on this next adventure.
An image of an animal began slowly forming in the back of Lieutenant
Commander Moan’s mind. This particular animal looks like a wolf from a far,
but it is smaller. This animal will hunt and kill sheep by itself or with a single
partner. It does not run in packs. This animal typically hunts smaller prey,
chickens, rabbits, and frogs. This animal is also a scavenger and will eat anything
and everything to sustain itself.
As Captain Vlack continued to talk about himself, Moan now sensed which
animal was peeking out from behind the captain’s uniform. Moan was looking at
a sly coyote. More nervous laughter erupted from the other officers as Captain
Vlack continued to tell of his exploits.
Moan smiled outwardly while he mourned the loss of the prior captain of the
Wasp. He was not only a great captain, but he was also a cherished mentor and
role model. If the Wasp were indeed under the command of a coyote, what
animal could best protect the crew of the Wasp? Yes, he thought to himself, if
Captain Vlack proves to be a coyote, he might have to stand his ground as the
preverbal sheepdog.
As dinner drew to a close, Moan chided himself. Captain Vlack is the captain of
the Wasp. Lieutenant Command Moan had every intention of carrying out the
captain’s orders, to the fullest, without hesitation.
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Chapter 09 The Wasp is Stung by Indecision
Captain Moan acknowledged the restaurant server as he brought the officer his
customary hot steaming cup of black brew. Moan nodded in agreement when
the server motioned to take the breakfast dishes away. As Moan sipped the hot
liquid, he continued to view the vast asteroid field they had passed halfway
through on the cargo ship, First Diya. The solar system was vast and would take
another hundred years to fully investigate and explore.

Again, Kishon's thoughts drifted back to his time on the Wasp. They have been on patrol
for almost a month. The Wasp was one of ten ships under the battleship, Hive,
commanded by Vice Admiral Nain. Their mission was to find and either capture or
destroy the Tanakh base rumored to exist somewhere in the vast asteroid belt in
Sector Zeta 234.

The solar system was a continual hot bed of squabbles which sometimes escalated
into wars between colonists on the different satellites, different planets, and asteroid
systems. Piracy had reached epidemic proportions and not a man, woman or child was
safe on excursions between the established solar colonies. One of the main questions
always remained.

Who was funding these uprisings?

What organization, or

organizations could be building the vessels used in piracy throughout the solar
system?

The stellar system has grown to be quite wild and lawless filled with corruption,
scandals, and colonial rebellions over the most recent three decades. The only power
that continually checked these forces against total destruction was the Solar Fleet
Command, the SFC. It was sponsored by the central government of Questor. Some
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spacers said, the SFC was a yoke to restrict spacer freedom. Some planetary systems
had, secretly funded private space fleets to try and overthrow Questor’s strong arm
reaching out into the solar system but had not succeeded. Only if a large number of
solar system colonies united might they have a chance of forcing a compromise, but
that was unlikely to ever happen.
The spacer colonists’ education system was very political. Spacers from most home
worlds were indoctrinated to distrust off world spacers. Another reason the SFC
found only marginal resistance to their presence was the existence of spacer pirates.
SFC military vessels often times escorted interplanetary cargo vessel caravans as
they transported their precious products from one world to another. Colonists on
evolving settlements continually feared falling prey to marauding pirates if the
terrestrial fleet was ever disposed of.
The Wasp, having spied what appeared to be an enemy Tanakhian fighter craft or
ship, sped off in pursuit, leaving the main fleet behind. The chase had continued
for more than four hours as the Wasp slowly closed the gap on its enemy prey.

As an evasion maneuver, possibly even as an ambush tactic, the smaller vessel
veered toward a large, vast, dense cloud of asteroids. The larger, more awkward
warship followed the fleeing craft hoping they might get close enough for a shot
before it disappeared into the vast asteroid field.

Captain Vlack ordered the Wasp to suddenly fire several energy torpedoes at the
enemy vessel. The distance was still too great. By the time they reached their
target they were absorbed by the asteroids and the enemy vessel weaved and
bobbed between them. The Wasp decelerated as it came upon the boundary of
the asteroid field. Captain Vlack ordered force fields at 50%. The captain then
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ordered the helmsman to follow its prey into the dangerous cloud in this cat and
mouse game.

Tension slowly built inside the Wasp, as they began their second hour of search
for the Tanakhian ship. While they were certain the enemy ship was nearby, it was
almost impossible to detect due to all the metal found in the asteroids about them.
There were tens of millions of rock fragments floating about the Wasp ranging in
sizes from several meters across to dimensions in excess of twelve kilometers.
The crew of the Wasp couldn't help but question the captain's decision to enter the
asteroid cloud. Though their force shield was handily deflecting the smaller debris,
they were not as maneuverable if a larger enemy ship was lying in ambush.
Regular procedure was to send out a couple of fighter darts found within the Wasp's
hanger. They were to scout and flush out the enemy while protecting the mother
vessel. Unfortunately, in the heat of battle, two days earlier, Captain Vlack ordered all
ten darts to be deployed at the wrong time of a battle engagement. The five launch bays
were directly in the line of enemy fire as the captain suddenly gave the order for
immediate launch.
The darts never had a chance. As Moan feared, the enemy vessel could see the blast doors
to the launching bay opening. In a flash of an eye, before Moan could counterman the
deadly captain’s mistake, the Tanakhian vessel fired several energy weapons bursts
at the launch blast doors as the opened.
As the first five darts shot forward, the tubes took a direct hit. All five darts were
immediately destroyed, along with their pilots, just as they were exiting the tube launches.
The remaining five darts, which were only two seconds behind, hit the blowback debris
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of their dead comrades as they careened down the damaged launched tubes. The darts
flamed out. Their forward momentum resulted in these smaller vessels spilling out into
space. Five disabled darts and pilots were slowly drifting away from the Wasp as sitting
ducks.
What was done was done, Lieutenant Commander Moan thought to himself as he
stood next to the seated captain. He waited for the captain’s next order. He
successfully stayed calm as he held his emotions back in check. Moan was watching
the screen, attempting to anticipate the next action of the Tanakhian captain. If Moan
had been the enemy vessel’s captain, he would immediately know he was tactically
no match for the Wasp. This might be the only chance to turnabout and flee.
Unfortunately, this is when the enemy vessel would be most vulnerable to energy
weapons fire.

Fortunately, for the five pilots stranded in the dart fighters, this is exactly what
happened. During the captain’s tactical battle error, the Tanakhian vessel’s captain
ordered his vessel to turnabout. Captain Vlack had anticipated the enemy vessel to
press on with the attack. He was surprised, and momentarily hesitated to act as the
Tanakhian vessel, immediately turned about, briefly exposing itself fully for
incoming energy blasts.
“Captain, your orders”, Lieutenant Commander Moan, “called out, ready to order
energy blasts.” Captain Vlack hesitated for just that fraction of a second to open fire.
When he gave the order, the energy weapons burst hit nothing. The Tanakhian ship
had put on a burst of speed to flee.

Captain Vlack ordered Wasp’s engineering to immediately fire up engines and
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pursue the fleeing enemy vessel. There had been no discussion about recovering the
five remaining dart pilots. Was the captain willing to abandon these stranded pilots
so he might have a chance for his first enemy kill as the Wasp’s captain?

Moan was familiar with this particular enemy vessel. He recognized the Tanakhian
ship as the Arrow. The Arrow was indeed faster than the Wasp and could outrun it.
In fact, the Arrow had outrun fleet ships before. There was no way the Wasp would
catch the Arrow now that it had successfully hightailed it and run. Unfortunately,
Captain Vlack was unaware this fact. Captain Vlack also continued his bad habit of
not seeking information and insight from his more experienced, second in command
officer. As Moan ordered the engines to be fully engaged, he stepped quickly over
to a control panel and pressed a few switches and dials. He then stood once more
by the captain. He waited for further orders.

Within fifteen minutes, the enemy vessel, Arrow, was out of detection range. The
chase ended. Captain Vlack was furious at missing his first official kill.
“Your orders, Captain?” Moan asked.

There was silence for several long moments as Captain Vlack continued to focus on
the empty screen. “Stand down”, he finally said in disgust.
“Shall I order the recover the dart pilots and see if any of their ships are
salvageable?”

There was a brief realization on Vlack face he had abandoned his pilots in the heat
of battle. They could be anywhere now. By the time they found the pilots in their
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damaged ships, they would be out of life supports. Now Captain Vlack would have
to find a way to shift blame away from himself for ten casualties and dart vessels.
Who might be the scapegoat in his captain’s log?

Captain Vlack would have to write in the log that the dart pilots were already dead
and therefore there was no reason to return for a search and rescue. Captain Vlack
was about to order a stand down on any search and rescue, when Moan, continued.
“I was able to place tractor beams on the darts and pull them along with us. They are
off the starboard stern, Captain. What are your orders?”

Captain Vlack rarely asked the more experienced officer for his advice. The captain
had risked his dart pilots lives needlessly in two earlier battles. Fortunately, they
had all survived.

This time there were at least five dead pilots. “What is your

advice, Mr. Moan?”
“We’ll immediately retrieve the pilots. We will also bring in the five partially
damaged darts and see if engineer can salvage one or two operable darts between
them.”
“Make it so”, Mister Moan, the captain exclaimed. “I am going to my ready room.
You may take command of the bridge.”
“Yes, Captain.”
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Chapter 10 Cat and Mouse

“Captain” said second-mate Jattir through an earpiece, “we are now entering Sector
Bravo 351-45. What you are looking for will be off the starboard bow in another ten
seconds.”
“Thank you, Mr. Jattir.” Captain Moan turned his attention back to Forward
View and had magnification set at M-2. Kishon counted the seconds down to
himself as he looked off the starboard bow. Among the floating asteroids he
thought he could begin to set bits of debris and wreckage of two vessels
destroyed almost five years earlier with all his comrades and friends. His
thoughts returned to this tragic time.
Lieutenant Commander Moan visited engineering and maintenance to see if any
further progress had been made on the five darts damaged two days earlier. The
chief engineer gave him an updated assessment of both the good news and bad news.
Bad news: two darts were damaged beyond the Wasp’s ability to repair. The good
news—engineering was cannibalizing parts off those two darts to get the remaining
three vessels operational. Though the forward launch tubes needed major repairs
once they returned to port…the starboard launch tubes were fully operational.

The chief returned to the bad news. Unfortunately, the three of the four seasoned
pilots who survived the mishap, were in sickbay with various injuries. Lieutenant
Roberts was available to pilot a dart. Other than that, only Commander Moan and
Ensign Susan Day were qualified to operate darts.
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One dart had been checked out and was now cleared for launch. Pilot Roberts was
in the dart lounge providing Ensign Day tips for when the second dart was ready.
The chief thought the second dart might be ready within the hour. The third dart had
actually seen less damage then the second dart. It was fueled, armed and ready.
They just had to figure out the communications system glitch.
Suddenly, Wasp’s alarm sounded. Moan knew it could only mean there had been
another enemy sighting.

Lieutenant Commander Moan was relieved to know at

least two darts would be available for launch, if necessary. He made his way up to
the bridge.

Since Captain Vlack had assumed command, eleven crew personnel had been killed
in unfortunate mishaps under the Captain’s directions. This included the six veteran
pilots killed in the launch tube mishap. If their captain had done something as simple
as launch through the starboard tubes, as oppose to the forward tubes, all ten dart
pilots would have survived the initial catapult into battle. Captain Vlack would
likely have had a victory under his belt.
But it was all for naught, Moan thought as the Wasp’s alarm continued to blare. The
enemy vessel, Arrow, would have alerted other Tanakhian ships about taking out all
ten darts. Maybe, Moan thought, this could be used to their advantage. The question
is how.

The Wasp’s seasoned personnel, on the bridge, had taken decisive action while the
captain was in his quarters and Moan was away in engineering. At the same time the
bridge’s Lieutenant Dar, had detected a small Tanakhian ship on the Wasp’s scanners
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she also registered the firing of two energy torpedoes. They were fired in the Wasp’s
general direction. Lieutenant Dar immediately ordered shields up. After ordering the
helm to take some evasive maneuvers, the bridge’s navigator automatically set the
Wasp on an interception course with the fleeing vessel.
Lieutenant Commander Moan arrived at the bridge before Captain Vlack. “Report!”
he called out to bridge personnel calmly.
Lieutenant Dar gave her succinct report as she rose from the captain’s chair and allowed
Lieutenant Commander Moan replaced her. He complemented her on her actions and
asked where the enemy vessel was heading.
“We calculated we could intercept the fleeing vessel at approaching Sector Bravo
351-30.”
“Does that intercept course take us to the outer boundaries of the large asteroid field?”
Moan asked.
“Yes, sir.”
“Please,” Moan said, “replay the scans of the Tanakhian attack…and please kill the
alarm.”
The bridge sounds returned to normal pinging sounds once the alarm ceased.
“Lieutenant Dar,” please have the helm reduce speed 30%.”
As the Wasp slowed, Lieutenant Dar looked at the seated commander with puzzlement.
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Moan smiled at her and said, “Do you recall rumors floating about the Tanakhian rebels
securing a Type II cruiser? If the rumors had any validity such a ship would run about
fifty percent larger than the Wasp?”
“Yes, Commander, I recall those same rumors.”
“And haven’t some military vessels disappeared in this sector over the last six
months?”
“Lieutenant Day, reviewed some compiler files and replied, “we have lost four vessels
in this sector,” she answered in growing alarm.”
“Thanks to your competence, Lieutenant Day, you reaffirmed what the commander of
the small rebel vessel likely knew. He had no chance of hitting us with its energy
torpedoes nor of outrunning us once detected.” Moan concluded from reviewing the
prior events.
Lieutenant Day realized Lieutenant Commander Moan was permitting her to reach her
own conclusion from the evidence presented. She smiled commenting, “a mouse has
nipped at the tail of a cat to get its attention and to commence a chase…a chase where
a dog might be lying in a waiting ambush.”
“Excellent reasoning, Lieutenant!” then he pondered, “and where might a ship that size,
assuming it existed, where might it best stay hidden?”
Lieutenant Day eyes widened as she exclaimed, “a large asteroid field.”
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“Let’s match the speed of our mouse since it would reach the asteroid belt before we
would have caught it anyway. Raise our shield level up to 90% and operate at a code
3 level but with no alarms.”
“Yes, commander.”
It was at this point, Captain Vlack, arrived on the bridge. Lieutenant Commander Moan
rose from captain’s chair to permit Vlack to take it and command. “Report,” the captain
exclaimed with a little excitement, “what do we have?”
Lieutenant Commander nodded to Day to catch the captain up on the events and recent
actions taken. When she mentioned rumors of a large Tanakhian vessel and recent
missing SFC vessels in this very sector, the captain shut her down.
“Preposterous,” he snapped, “these rogues lack treasure and facilities to achieve such a
vessel. Strike that possibility from your pretty head.” Captain Vlack looked to
Commander Moan for support. “Your thoughts, Mr. Moan.”
“Lieutenant Day and I discussed this prior to you entering the bridge and for the safety
of the Wasp and crew, we must take such a theory seriously.”
There was a steely stare from the captain, and he said nothing. His eyes left the
commander and returned to the fleeing vessel on screen. “How soon can we get in
range of targeting if we go full speed?”
“Assuming the enemy craft is moving at its maximum speed, thirty minutes, Captain,”
Lieutenant Day responded coolly, “but it will reach the asteroid field in ten minutes.”
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She added.
“Make it so.” Captain Vlack replied ignoring her second observation.
As the three officers watched the small enemy craft draw every closer, it was not
heading directly toward the asteroid field at first opportunity. It was skirting along the
outer edge for five minutes and then disappeared into the asteroid field.
Captain Vlack cursed under his breath. “Continue pursuit into the asteroid field. I
don’t want another enemy ship successfully escaping the Wasp and making you all
look like fools!” he said drily.
“Captain,” Lieutenant-Commander Moan, said, “permission to speak?”
“Yes, Mr. Moan, go right ahead.”
“Due to these unique circumstances, I suggest we follow protocol, and send some darts
ahead to flush out the quarry and make certain there are no surprises sitting behind a
rock, Captain.”
“Mr. Moan, are you trying to challenge my decision? As you know all our darts were
taken out of action…”
“Two darts came back online in the last hour. We have two pilots suited and waiting
for orders, sir.”
Captain Vlack stared steely eyed at the two deck officers, Moan and Day as he
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considered the options. “Send them in, Mr. Moan. Have them either take the vessel
out or flush it back towards us.”
“Yes, Captain.”
After 45 minutes of communication silence Captain Vlack ordered the Wasp to slowly
enter the asteroid field. Another fifteen minutes passed when suddenly they spied the
small Tanakhian vessel. It appears to have been flushed in their direction.
The Tanakhian vessel suddenly panicked seeing the Wasp directly ahead of it. The
Tanakhian vessel immediately fired two energy blasts at the Wasp. The destroyer
shook as the two bursts of energy detonated upon striking the force field. Reacting
quickly, the Wasp returned fire with several energy bursts of its own from its
forward guns.
The crew of the Wasp cheered with excitement as they saw the main screen light up
as two of the energy torpedoes found their mark. The small Tanakhian ship
disintegrated.
"Mr. Moan," said Captain Vlack, "suit up with a jet pack and check the debris field
for Tanakhian intel from their bridge. Lieutenant Day, you can lower shields to 25%.
Once Mr. Moan is out there, briefly drop them to zero."
“Yes, Captain”, Lieutenant Day replied.
Lieutenant Commander Moan had failed to move from in front of his captain.
"Is something wrong, Mr. Moan?" Captain Vlack asked as he eyed his second
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in command. "You have a problem with your orders?"
"No Captain," Lieutenant Commander Moan answered hesitantly.
"No, Captain but what, Mr. Moan,” Vlack snapped back. “Why don’t I see your
backside presently?”
Kishon knew he was running head long into trouble. Still this was too important, in
his opinion, to back away.
"Well, Mr. Moan, spit it out…what is it?"

"Captain," Kishon answered, "you have ordered the helmsman to lower the force
shields to 25%. With all due respect, Sir, I believe those shields should remain
up as we sit here. Where are the two darts? We have heard nothing from them.
We should have heard from them after they flushed out the enemy ship for
destruction."
Captain Vlack noted all the bridge officers staring at the two of them in the
center of the bridge. “I have given my orders now carry them out! In fact, if it
makes you move your ass any quicker, Lieutenant Day. Take the shields
completely down, so Mr. Moan will move a little quicker!”
"The shields will now remain down until I order differently."
"Captain," Kishon Moan said softly as Vlack began to turn away. "A Tanakhian war
ship could be laying in ambush at this very moment. Over two hundred lives are
being needlessly endangered by your action. I must now insist that you reconsider
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your decision, Sir."
Kishon had whispered this near the captain’s ear so as not to have their disagreement
overheard by the bridge personnel. It wasn't good to allow ship personnel to see the
top two officers arguing.
"You insist:" Captain Vlack said angrily and loudly, surprised by Moan’s
boldness.

"By section nine, paragraph B, article forty-three, if an officer feels his commander
is needlessly jeopardizing his crew and ship by a questionable decision outside of
battle, the officer may insist that the commander review his decision, Sir."

Captain Vlack glared at his second command enraged. "And what makes you believe
we are outside of battle?"

"You have dropped the shields, Sir. I can only assume you therefore believe we
are outside of battle, Captain."

"Why you son-of-a-bitch:" Captain Vlack shouted. The outburst startled the crew
about the bridge. "I would just worry about my own ass and not ask for trouble, Mr.
Moan!" Captain Vlack’s face flushed with anger. "Do you read me?"
Moan stood at attention. "Yes, Sir, I do."

"Dismissed!" barked Captain Vlack.
Lieutenant Commander Moan remained at attention.
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"Didn't you hear what I said, Mr. Moan?" Captain Vlack said in a loud voice, "I SAID
DISMISSED!"
"Sir," Moan responded, "have you reviewed your decision?" His voice was firm and
calm.
Captain Vlack’s body now trembled with visible rage. "I have and the order remains
as it stands:" he now whispered heatedly, "and mister, I promise you'll regret this
incident. You’re nothing more than a brass, young, independent idiot to question my
orders and when I get through with you, you will wish you were on that Tanakhian
vessel we just blew out of existence. Now get on that jet suit, off my ship and out of
my sight."
Kishon saluted as he said, "Yes, Sir." He left the bridge to immediately to
begin suiting up.
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Chapter 11 Wasp Transformed into Sitting Duck
Lieutenant Commander Moan was a mere speck as he exited the Wasp. He switched
on his helmet recorder. The Wasp bridge officers could now see and hear everything
he experienced. He couldn't help but imagine the emptiness he would feel to be left
behind, floating somewhere in a sea of rocks, spanning one hundred million
kilometers in length and another half million kilometer in breadth and depth. His
corpse might float about, for eternity, unless accidently found by a scavenger ship.
Centuries might pass by then. Under the hissing power of a back jet, Lieutenant
Commander Moan maneuvered his way over to the destroyed bridge of the small
Tanakhian vessel.

Walking about on the metal shell of the destroyed vessel, Moan suddenly felt a
vibration at the soles of his gravity boots. At the stern of the Wasp vessel he could
now detect a glow building in the engines. Moan felt both disbelief and rage.

Had Captain Vlack actually ordered the Wasp to begin departing without him? He
fought the thought down. The bridge crew would never have allowed it. Moan
consoled himself that Vlack would have had to order the Wasp to raise its shields up
to 25% so the vessel could turn in the asteroid field without debris damage.

Lieutenant Commander Moan continued with his orders and found the enemy’s
captain’s chair and control screen. It was still energized and operational. Moan
pressed a few keys with his nimble gloves and reviewed the last 90 minutes in a span
of five minutes. He saw the two darts firing on the enemy vessel when suddenly they
were vaporized by powerful explosions. Moan grew alarmed.
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“Lieutenant Day, are you getting these images back on the bridge?”

There was no reply, only static. Moan continued his one sided conversation with the
Wasp bridge. “There has to be another enemy Tanakhian vessel out here. Our two
darts were destroyed as they flushed this enemy vessel out to us. Repeat, there has to
be another enemy vessel out here stocking us. Go to red alert! Repeat, go to red alert!
Protect the Wasp! Get those energy shields up to 100%!”

Moan got no response in his headset. There was no confirmation of his message.
Were communications down? Was it somehow being jammed?

The Wasp had finally finished its turn as Moan used a laser tool to cut the enemy
Captain’s small electronic terminal free of the consul. Due to the Wasp’s new position,
it would now take him a good twenty minutes to return to attempt to dash back to the
ship’s airlock. If he happens to pass by the starboard engines when they flamed, he
would be instantly turned into a crispy critter.

Kishon Moan then suddenly saw several distant flashes of major energy torpedo
bursts to the right of the Wasp. He was initially confused as the bursts of energy
came from another source other than his ship. Staring into the endless blackness of
night, Moan glared in horror as a Tanakhian cruiser had just appeared from behind a
large asteroid. The rumors had been true. The Tanakhians had such a ship after all.
Kishon saw a second volley of silent flashes from the enemy ship just as the first
volley found their mark. The lead torpedoes struck the bridge, destroying it
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completely. The following energy bursts struck the midsection and engineering
sections of the Wasp simultaneously. Any crewman not killed in the initial blasts
had suffered an even worst fate. Whether being sucked out into the deadly vacuum
of space or trapped within the confines of the Wasp interior walls the crews’ fate was
still a ghastly silent death. With sudden decompression the flesh of the men and
women boiled, exploded and then immediately flash froze. It is an agonizingly and
horrible fate no one wished to ever experience. The crew never had a chance to even
escape to the space pods.

Lieutenant Commander Moan had to quickly jettison himself away from the
exploding Wasp and hide behind a large nearby asteroid. It was either that or be cut
to ribbons by all the metal debris racing out in all directions.

He watched as the Tanakhian cruiser fired two more volleys, making certain no one
would live to tell of their existence.

As the Tanakhian cruiser slowly and silently departed, Kishon knew he must find
some way of contacting the Fleet. His suit radio was too weak to send a signal
over such a distance. Carefully watching the cruiser slither away from the lifeless
debris of the Wasp, Moan jetted back to the dead ship. The bridge had been the initial
target. It had been completely destroyed. Blood stains and scattered body parts
were all that remained of the bridge crew. Lieutenant Day’s headless body floated
by Kishon as he studied communication. It too had been destroyed. What would
he do? What could he do?
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The third fighter dart, he suddenly thought. Time was of the essence. Leaving the
bridge through the ruptured walls, the commander jetted down the outside Wasp
ramparts. Kishon was intending to enter the dart launch bay but it had been totally
eviscerated. There was a large empty gash where the launch bay once existed.
Kishon’s heart sunk with despair when suddenly he remembered the third dart was
still being repaired in a large cargo bay next to general maintenance. That was not a
critical area for energy torpedo attacks.
Lieutenant Commander Moan used his depleting jetpack to eventually enter the cargo
bay through large holes in the haul plating. To Moan’s excitement, the cargo bay was
relatively untouched. To his relief, the dart had not been transported to the launch bay
as he feared. Was it operable, he thought as he carefully surveyed the fighter craft?
Kishon found a checklist hanging next to the dart. It had been fueled and armed. It
had several medical packs. Since the chief knew there would not be a second pilot in
the dart, he had four extra oxygen tanks hooked up to the air system in the back seat.
Moan took the enemy’s compiler log, which had been strapped to him, and set it in
the back seat next to the oxygen tanks along with the lengthy maintenance checklist.
He strapped himself in and closed the transparent canopy. Once the dart filled with
oxygen, he removed his spacesuit helmet and replaced it with the specialized dart
pilot helmet. Moan typed in a special code. The dart would now respond to his
thoughts, eye, and hand movements. He was one with the craft. With a blast of the
small shin guns, he blew the ragged hangar doors completely open and slowly
increased the thrust of the engines. Everything seemed to respond to his will.
Slowly negotiating the dart through floating debris in the maintenance and cargo
bays, he broke free of the cargo bay’s interior and slowly opened up the thrusters.
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"Mayday. Mayday. Mayday," Kishon called out over the radio speaker. His fighter
dart circled the Wasp once, then twice to see if there had been any escape pods
floating about. There were none. Now that he had his orientation, he banked his
two-man craft in the direction they had been attacked from. The lieutenant
commander flew off in the direction he had last seen the enemy cruiser.

"Mayday, mayday, mayday. This is Lieutenant Commander Kishon Moan of the
SFC vessel, Wasp. I am pursuing a Tanakhian cruiser, repeat, a Tanakhian cruiser.
Present coordinates are MJ, sector 12, dash 32."

Everything was transmitted in code. "I am the only survivor of destroyer Wasp. I
have turned on my homing beacon and am presently attempting to track the cruiser.
Do you read me? Repeat, do you read me? I am picking up the trail of the
Tanakhian cruiser which destroyed the Wasp. I am awaiting orders."
There was no reply. Possibly the main fleet was too far away to intercept his
signals. Had the Wasp gotten off a distress signal before its destruction? Kishon
Moan knew it was very doubtful. His fighter dart roared through the black night
as he continually scanned the massive asteroids for any unusual movement.
Kishon continued to repeat his message several more times.
...I am the only survivor of the destroyer, Wasp. Do you read me? Repeat, do you
read-" Moan stopped in the middle of his sentence. He saw faint star light reflect
off something shiny. Swallowing nervously, he had found the cruiser.

The cruiser was moving deeper into the cloud of asteroids where the fleet might
never detect it. Keeping close to the small asteroids as he followed the cruiser,
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Moan continued his signal. Still, there was no reply. Examining the
communications set, Moan recalled the maintenance clipboard in the back seat.
Reaching back, he pulled it forward and scanned all the checkmarks. A check mark
was missing under communications—sending and receiving. Had this been why
the dart had not been returned to the launch bay? Hopefully, it was receiving, not
sending, which was still damaged. He could only hope the fleet had been listening
to his outgoing messages.

Time past as Moan continued to stealthily follow the cruiser. Maintaining low, noncombat speeds, his fuel tank was still at three-quarters full. His issue was oxygen. Moan
had just tied in his third oxygen tank. He now faced the point of no return. He must
either break off and return to the Wasp for more oxygen tanks or continue his pursuit of
the cruiser in hopes of discovering its base camp.

"Mayday, mayday, mayday. This is Lieutenant Commander Kishon Moan of the
SFC vessel, Wasp. I am pursuing a Tanakhian cruiser, repeat, a Tanakhian cruiser.
The Wasp was destroyed with all hands on board. My present coordinates are MJ,
sector 11, dash 25. I am on my last oxygen tank. It appears my communications
system cannot receive incoming messages. I can only hope command is receiving
my maydays and coordinates."

Moan now preparing for the end when he saw the cruiser heading directly at a large
asteroid. To his amazement Moan saw large doors begin to open outward on the
front of the huge floating rock. The cruiser eased carefully through the opening.
Moan recorded and logged the entire event and then transmitted it hoping the fleet
was watching everything he was recording.
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Moan began documenting the events which led up to the destruction of the Wasp
and his pursuit of the enemy vessel. After carefully recording the events Kishon
jettisoned his recorder with its radio signal beacon and the enemy captain’s log files
from the vessel they had destroyed.

"This is Lieutenant Commander Kishon Moan of the destroyer, Wasp. I do not know
if you are receiving my signal. While I presently have a lot of fuel left for battle
engagement, I only have about twenty minutes of oxygen remaining. This will
likely be my last voice message to you. I've jettisoned the fighter recorder with a
homing beacon should my dart be destroyed. I plan to stir up a little ruckus with
the cruiser and its base until you arrive to mop this mess up. Don't let this big fish
get away. Lieutenant Commander Moan out.

Moan left the communications video and sound system on as he prepared for a little
exercise in attack and evasion maneuvers. Checking his instruments, Kishon thought
he might never live to know if Vice Admiral Nain and the fleet had actually heard any
of his messages. His hand slowly reached out for the thruster rockets switch. It was now
time to burn up the rest of his fuel. The fighter dart leaped forward, and he raced toward
the asteroid and cruiser. His weapons were locking on his targets.
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Chapter 12 Hybrid
Kishon Moan slowly opened his eyes and blinked very slowly. The image of several
figures above him came into partial focus. He recognized some military
uniforms and some medical doctor whites but then it all faded to black.
Sometime later he heard voices around him. He felt as if he were down a deep
well. Moan slowly opened his tired eyes and began blinking at all the warm
light around him. He heard a familiar voice say, “he’s coming around.”
As Kishon attempted to focus his eyes, he tried to remember what had happened
to him. Had he been in an accident? Were others hurt? He felt something warm
pressing against his entire face with the exception of his eyes and mouth.
Moan’s first coherent thoughts was about a reoccurring dream. He appeared to
be some kind of mangey sheepdog. The animal had done all it could to protect
its flock but had failed. The sheepdog had been howling throughout the night
in anguish in his dreams.
Moan then recalled heavy gun fire lighting up the area as his fighter dart weaved
in and out of the enemy airspace. The naval officer's eyes then widened. His
fighter dart had been hit. His right arm had been blown clean off . He had placed
a special medical clamp on his forearm stub attempting to reduce the blood loss
which was spurting and instantly freezing within the cockpit. He remembered
going into shock. He couldn’t remember anything after that.
"Lieutenant Commander Moan, can you hear me?”
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Moan slowly attempted to nod his head but could not do that simple task. He heard
the same voice say, “I'm glad to see you are still with us. When we found you, you
were unconscious, but you still had a little bit of oxygen left. You suffered no brain
damage, but you did lose a lot of blood and your right arm and left foot had been
blown off."

Kishon Moan tried to speak but was too weak to put forth his question. He was certain
he recognized the speaker’s voice, but he couldn’t remember who it belonged to.
Blinking his eyes again he thought he might be laying on a special medical bed
filled with warmth, white light and vibrating frequencies bathing his naked body.
At the same time horrific images entered his mind. They came into sharper focus.
Tears began flowing around his eyes and down a skin grafting mask. He felt a pinch
in his neck. He thought he heard someone say “we are putting you into an induced
coma. We will revive you in several weeks.” Everything went black.
Kishon Moan slowly opened his eyes. He saw Vice Admiral Nain standing above
him along with several doctors.
"I suspect you are a little disoriented, Captain, so you just listen. You're in sickbay
aboard my flagship. We picked you up two weeks ago from your dart wreckage. I
was worried we might lose you. You were put in an induced coma. Your right side
had to be mobilized while we grew you a new right arm. In another few weeks it
will be as good as new.”
Kishon tried to ask a question. The word Wasp formed on his lips through a warm
skin grafting mask restricted the movement of his lips.
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"Yes, we found the Wasp, Captain. We were on telecommunication with Lieutenant
Day when the Wasp’s bridge was hit and destroyed by the energy torpedoes. We
saw it in real time on our screens. We assumed everyone was likely killed until we
received your signal from the dart fighter. We ordered you to stay near the Wasp for
imminent rescue and pick-up. We soon realized you could not receive our return
messages. We headed the entire fleet to your last destination. We were about twenty
minutes behind you when you took off to pursue the cruiser. We found the Wasp at
the coordinates you provided. We then picked up the weak signal of your jettisoned
recorder and homed in on it. Once we arrived, it only took us another five minutes to
pick up the distress signal from your damaged fighter."
Kishon's lips trembled as he tried to speak again. "Cruiser? Did...did you get it?"
he asked weakly.
Admiral Nain stared at the young man and smiled. "Yes, Captain, we found your
Tanakhian cruiser. You had taken out the huge door mechanism trapping the
cruiser inside the asteroid base along with a number of other enemy vessels. They
could not escape before we arrived with the fleet. It was like shooting fish in a
barrel. When the enemy base realized there was no escape and must surrender, they
blew themselves up. They rather die than be taken prisoner.

Unfortunately, there were no survivors other than yourself from both the Wasp
and the enemy’s secret base. I would like to have known where such enemy
vessels had been built and who was funding them." Nain's face brightened once
more.
“The enemy’s captain log you recovered from the smaller vessel suggests we
might have been dealing with clones at the enemy base. They likely had built-in
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programing not to be taken alive. This adds a new dimension to the unknown
enemy we are battling.
"Well”, Vice Admiral Nain continued, “the Wasp and its entire crew was a terrible
loss. In spite of that, this was a great victory, and I may as well tell you that you
were recommended for the Medal of Honor for conspicuous gallantry and
intrepidity, for meritorious acts far above and beyond any call of duty."
Vice Admiral Nain grasped the lad's left shoulder and said, "Now, I know you lost
many friends on the Wasp. I know how it feels from personal experience. Between
you and me”, he suddenly paused and asked the doctors to leave the area for a few
moments. Once they were out of earshot, he continued. “I was against Vlack being
elevated to captain.” Nain shrugged his shoulders as he added, “there will be a full
inquiry around the circumstances concerning an unstable officer being elevated to
the position of captain in the fleet. I fear it will be swept under the rug due to all
the embarrassment which would arise if this ever went public.”
Moan’s eyes, seen through the light glowing mask, were filled with confusion. Vice
Admiral Nain saw this and began explaining to him that they believe they had now
put pieces of the puzzle together over the last few weeks.
He explained that as soon as Moan had left the Wasp’s bridge, the Captain’s rage
did not abate. “Lieutenant Day was in communication with my flagship when
Captain Vlack suddenly gave the order to the helmsman to turn the vessel about.”
Nain when on to explain he heard Captain Vlack’s order to the helmsman, in the
background, as Lieutenant Day was reporting on the destruction of the small enemy
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vessel. Lieutenant Day, now second in command, due to your absence from the
bridge, countered the captain’s order to helmsman just as he was about to execute
the captain’s order.
“I watched in shock”, Vice Admiral Nain continued, “when Captain Vlack
exploded at Lieutenant Day and began cursing at her for countering his order. To
the lieutenant’s credit, she calmly reminded the captain he had earlier ordered the
energy shields to be disengaged. The vessel would have suffered damaged by the
immediate debris field around the ship if they executed the one hundred and eighty
degree maneuver without the energy shields engaged a minimum of 25%.”
“I heard the captain order the shields to be raised to the minimum necessary. The
helmsman proceeded to execute the maneuver.”

Nain then explained he had not been aware Moan and been ordered to suit up and
investigate the enemy wreckage. Nain just assumed he was now elsewhere in the
vessel. It was at this point the flagship began losing contact with the Wasp. There
was heavy static in communications and then Nain and other officers of the flagship
witnessed the sudden flash of what appeared to be an explosion.

Total

communications immediately ceased with the Wasp thereafter. There were grave
concerns the Wasp might have struck a powerful, undetected space mine explosive
while rotating.
“I ordered the fleet to race to the Wasp’s last coordinates to rescue any survivors
of the mishap. It was not until we began receiving your status updates from the
fighter dart that we had a clearer picture of what had happened to the Wasp.
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“Between you and me,” Vice Admiral Nain said speaking in a lower voice, “I fear
the captain of your vessel, just might have been a Vlack enemy clone.”

Moan’s eyebrow rose with intrigue. It was still a struggle to speak.
“Don’t try to talk yet. You need more rest. All I can say is I'm thankful, the entire
service is thankful, we didn't learn of your death too, Captain Moan."
“Did I forget to mention to you, while you were in an induced coma, you were given a
field promotion to the rank of Captain. It became official last week. Once you fully
recover, you will be commanding one of the new vessels coming through the space
shipyards in the next two months. You will have that time to select your own bridge
officers and crew. Now it’s critical you keep getting complete rest, Captain. In the next
few minutes, you are going to feel very tired and you will be out again.”
The admiral signaled the doctors they could return to Moan’s bedside. "Oh, by
the way, Captain, you know there will be a lot of talk concerning the remarkable
similarities between yourself and another fleet legend. It just can’t be helped. You
are going to receive your first Medal of Honor three years ahead of when the
Admiral received his. Whatever you're differences are with the old man, I suspect that
critics will one day be comparing his accomplishments to yours. It appears you are
blazing new standards of battle tactics and heroism for the space core to study in future
years at the space academy. For the present, your ordered are to rest, mend and stay
alive!”

Captain Moan slowly closed his eyes and tried to comprehend all that was going
on around him. He was still in the depth of sorrow for all his friends lost on the
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Wasp. Lieutenant Day and all the other great officers he had been mentoring on
the Wasp were gone. Could he have done anything different? Might he have
been actually reporting to a malfunctioning clone?
It appears Vice Admiral Nain perceived Moan as some gifted naval officer. From
Moan’s perspective, with his ship destroyed, his crew blown to bits and scattered
across the vacuum of space, he could only feel survivor’s guilt. As the captain
began drifting back to sleep, from the healing drugs continuing to race through
in his bloodstream, a transformation was taking place inside his being. The crew
of the Wasp had entrusted their lives to his leadership, as second in command.
Moan mumbled he had failed them all.
Now, in deeper sleep, that mangy sheepdog returned howling at the moon, once
more, as it had in earlier dreams. Something was happening inside the sleeping
patient. The sheepdog grew silent. It had failed and lost its flock. It had allowed
a coyote clone to distract him long enough for evil forces to destroy all those he
had felt responsible for as second in command.
In his mind, Moan began using this knowledge and pain from this terrible tragedy
to forge and transform himself into a new breed of animal. He envisioned the
DNA of a wolf and a sheepdog fusing together. He began envisioning himself as
the alpha male of the cross breeding litter. He now had the best qualities of both
animals. While exhibiting all the traits of the cunning, powerful wolf, it was now
also in his nature to protect the flock as oppose to just eating it. No coyote could
ever dominate or distract him in the future. This new breed of animal would rely
on its powerful instincts to sense goodness verses evil. When given the order to
kill and destroy, he would rely on his instincts to know if he should be carrying
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out those orders or have the cunning to find alternative solutions.
Moan subconsciously concluded evil forces purposely placed that coyote clone
on his vessel. An inquiry to investigate why Vlack was rushed into a captainship
when he was clearly unprepared and dangerous will quickly be swept away just
as Vice Admiral Nain feared. It will undoubtably be concluded bureaucratic
incompetence was the main reason for this terrible mistake.
Unfortunately, it has been happening all too often over the last decade. In his
sleep, Moan mulled over and wrestled with this dilemma. His conclusion was he
must be on guard not only against known enemies of the SFC but also against
those in his own ranks. There was no longer any doubt in his mind that the SFC
had been infiltrated by the very evil they have been attempting to destroy
throughout the solar system. He would have to become stealthily cognizant of
the different hidden agendas pressing about him.
Captain Moan grew more at peace in his sleep as his body continued to heal itself
physically and mentally. On behalf of his future crews, Captain Moan would
have to be on his guard at all times. He knew his powerful instincts and sixth
sense would aid him in sniffing out treachery. He must position himself to
identify and destroy this malevolence whenever it presented itself.
Captain Moan briefly opened his eyes. There before him, he dreamt he saw his
engineering friend, Hari Tagore. Moan spied tears flowing down from his
friend’s cheeks as if he were staring at a ghost. Captain Moan closed his tired
eyes for one or two seconds to regroup his thoughts. He opened them again. The
apparition of Hari Tagore had disappeared.
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The convoy continued to plod carefully through this vast field of asteroids. In
another hour they would be free of it. The convoy could then resume normal
speeds and streak towards the interior regions of the solar system. Since the
destruction of the Wasp, in spacer year, 190, much had changed during these last
five years. Captain Moan sensed a major attitude adjustment within himself. At
the age of thirty-two, he had become some kind of raspy old bastard. All those
physical and mental scars, the battle survivor guilt, didn’t amount to a hill of
beans after first encountering Property F0111.

Captain Moan rose to his feet, stood at attention, and then silently saluted to all
his fallen comrades. He then turned and headed back to the bridge of his ship.
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Chapter 13 Remote Viewing: MS-018A: Child Sacrifice
Session: MS4-0045
Target
19:11:195 QB
02:04:-080 QB
08:59:41
14:45:22
Home Planet Coordinates:
7°18′48″S72°24′40″E
04°19’S 15′19’E

With the exception of the sound of breathing, silence enveloped the darkened room
where the shape of a young, sandy blond-haired woman’s body lay motionless under
a sheer sheet on a large bed. The expression on the innocent face suggested she was
transcending into another deep, trancelike sleep.

On one of the walls, the thought photography machine began to flicker images
which were initially out of focus. As the mind created a corresponding image in
the retina, the electrical data of this neural transmission can be read and recorded
in the machine. The stored information was than processed through an artificial
optic nerve and played back as visual patterns on the large viewscreen.
Colors bled into each other and brighten. The subject on the bed began to take short,
shallow breaths. Her facial and body muscles twitched intermittently.
Wall images came alive. Blue and white ocean waves rhythmically crashed up
against a rocky shoreline painted against it. The sounds of the sea dissipated, and a
crackling sound grew in strength and intensity. Large flames appeared on the wall
from a huge wood fire. The image on the room’s wall transformed from a twodimensional tapestry once more into a three-dimensional hologram which filled the
entire room.
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Silhouetted figures could be seen feeding the flames of the fire and
then retreated into the dark shadows of night. Fear, excitement, and
anticipation crackled through the air as an unsettling silence blanketed
the jungle valley below.
The woman, Der, spoke softly in her man's ear as he returned to his
place beside her. "Abana”, she whispered, “do you think he will come
as the old ones believe? The new day will soon be upon us."
"We hear the words of the old ones and obey," he whispered back,
staring first at the fire and then at the darkness beyond.
A small figure slipped away from Der’s leg and reached out for
Abana's. Not taking his eyes from the darkness beyond the flames, Abana
picked up his son and whispered, “Be still, little warrior. Oboth shall
come."
Der drew closer to Abana and softly touched their child’s cheek to
quietly capture his attention. "Edfu, you must listen to-" Der stopped
short as the villagers around them began to stir. Der pressed even
closer to Abana.
Der suddenly felt a large current of cold air sweep down from the
cliffs. The flames of the bonfire climbed higher into the night as the fire
burned brighter. Der held her breath. Was it beginning? The villagers
grew still and suddenly a thunderous blast of horn filled the air. Though
a brave woman, Der could not tell if it were her legs, or the ground that
trembled beneath her.
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The elders followed Ono, the chief elder, as he stepped into the
bright light of the dancing flames. Though the elders’ lips moved in
unison, Der could not hear their words over the continued sound of the
horn. Suddenly, the deafening blast ceased, and the elder’s ancient
words could be heard.
… “AS PROMISED LONG AGO, HE HAS RETURNED.
RAMOTH OBOTH WHO LIVES IN SONGS AND LEGENDS HAS
RETURNED. WE GREET YOU, GREAT OBOTH, PROTECTOR OF
OUR RACE....GUARDIAN OF OUR DESTINY...OUR ANCESTOR'S
MEMORY. OH OBOTH, COME TO US...COME TO US NOW. YOUR
CHILDREN AWAIT YOU."
The procession circled the bonfire slowly. Then, they returned to
their places beyond the fire's flickering illumination. Stillness filled the
night. Der thought she saw a faint movement of pulsating light against
a tapestry of smaller burning campfires in the heavens. Der’s eyes
followed this week, independent movement of light. The twinkling glow
of cold, pulsating light leaped down from the heavens, onto the darkened
landscape above her. The light zigzagged from one major boulder to
the next as it quickly descended toward the beckoning fire. Der could
not be any closer to her husband. Edfu, sensing something magical was
happening, gripped his father's neck with his oversized hands with a
mixture of excitement and fear.
Der felt tautness in her man’s arms as they both could now see a
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large monstrous figure looming beyond the fire's red glow. The shadowy
figure came no closer. Suspended from its neck was an object that
radiated a soft, pulsating glow. Der forced her eyes away from the
hypnotic pendant by raising them upward. Her eyes came to rest upon a
pair of glistening orbs, which seared the depths of her being.
"Listen to my words." Der heard the shadowy figure call out in a
low, overpowering voice. "These words were spoken to your father, and
your father’s father, and to those many fathers that preceded them. As it
is for this generation, so has it been for all those who preceded you. In
the past, lay the horror of our ruins. As it was in the old beginning, so
was it in my youth, a hope of a new beginning. I am the preserver and
guardian of ancient truths and legends that must not be lost.”
There was a long silence. Der had yet to see any movement from
this looming figure. Der found Oboth's voice both soothing and
menacing as he continued once more
.
"Let the children step into the fire's light so I might look upon our
future." Der felt her man’s grasp weaken around their son. Der grew
uneasy as she watched her little warrior follow the older children into
the fire light.
Slowly lifting the pendant about his neck toward the heavens, Oboth
continued. "Here, we live in darkness with the hope that one day another
will find the power to return our people to our rightful place in the
heavens. This is the ancient prophecy of Jumelle Cadre, who had been
touched by the Great One, Dasein.”
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"ONO!" the darkened figure called out. "Is there a child who has
been touched by the Great One, Dasein?"
"No, Ramoth Oboth”, an old man's voice answered sadly, “such a
child has not been seen among us. The prophecy is not yet fulfilled."
There was a long silence before the silhouetted figure spoke again.
There was disappointment in his now tired voice.
"Then, Ono, it is time for our people to fulfill their commitment to
our future."
"Yes," Ono responded, "we must remain blood pure until the
prophecy is fulfilled. You must remain strong to protect us from those
that seek to harm us."
"Then new blood must run through the veins of Ramoth Oboth. Is
there one amongst these children who has shown himself worthy of such
sacrifice?"
"There is such a child, Ramoth Oboth. Children,” Ono continued,
“raise your hands to the heavens and touch the stars.”
"Yes", the ominous voice exclaimed with growing optimism, "there
is such a child, a zunto child.”
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"The child stands in the light of knowledge. He will make a great
sacrifice”, the chief elder answered.
"What is the child's name?"
"Edfu, son of Abana and Der."
"Come to me, Edfu," the shadowed figure said softly.
Edfu hesitantly walked past the other children to the voice that
beckoned him from behind the pulsating light of the necklace. The
silhouetted figure stooped. His large powerful ancient hands reached
out into the fire light toward Edfu. The tribesmen could see, like Edfu,
the spirit which picked the young boy up hand six appendages on each
hand. He slowly raised Edfu up towards the heavens.
Der looked on in disbelief. She had heard old women’s stories of
human sacrifice but had never seen it in her own lifetime. Life was
sacred. Could this be true? Would she lose her special little warrior?
This just could not be. She must save her son.
"In the name of the Great One, Dasein, we, the survivors of the
Tavium War, accept the sacrifice of this child, Edfu. Just as the light of
day will rise over the mountains to the east, so too, through this child's
sacrifice and all those before him, will the light someday return to the
heavens.”
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Der was about to scream in horror when her eyes locked into the
gleaming eyes of this spirit creature. Der’s mouth opened but she could
not cry out. The pulsating light from the medallion grew more intense
and Der’s will seemed to weaken.
"LOOK!" Ono cried out, "The new day dawns."
The villagers turned their eyes to witness the rays of morning light
peaking over the mountains to the east. Fearing she might never see her
son again, Der fought with all her might not to turn her eyes away from
Edfu. She could not help herself. As the pulsating light of the medallion
grew stronger, she felt her will weaken. It was as if an invisible force
was turning her head away from her own son. Der’s eyes closed in
defeat as she felt the warm rays of the sunbathe her face.
The villagers had long since begun their journey down from the
mountains in silence. Der and Abana continued to look past the
smoldering bonfire where their little warrior last stood a few hours
earlier. Both were pale and grief stricken. As the shock began to wear
off, tears flowed down Der’s cheeks. Abana's hands slowly clasped
themselves behind his head. His body arched and shook with a cry that
began in a high, painful scream and sobbed itself down the scale to
silence.

The hologram slowly darkened and briefly turned black. The sound of ancient plane
engines hummed, and the hologram began to brighten again.
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“Okay, people, Sophie is going off target again,” the laboratory director exclaimed.
Can we zero in on location and time? Where is she taking us? Anyone? Anyone?”

“Approximately same location but…we have jumped approximately thirty years.
We have jumped from -080 QB to -54 QB, Director,” an assistant answered.
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Chapter 14 Remote Viewing: MS-018B: Human Sacrifice
Human sacrifice! Isn’t that what Anthony screamed at her not to
do? What kind of madness would cause any one to jump on an airplane,
travel half-way around the world, only to disappear into the jungles for
the next three to five years of her life?
Laura looked out of the plane’s window remembering Anthony’s
pleadings. The airport fell away as she began the next leg of her global
journey. Closing her eyes, she leaned back in her seat. Laura’s doubts
continued to grow. Was Anthony, right? This was crazy and impulsive.
She couldn’t explain to her boyfriend why she just could not turn down
this opportunity.
A euphoric warmth filled her supple body as Laura savored the
physical and sexual energy that existed between them. Oh, and what
passion, she thought with a faint smile.
Laura was now turning her back on Anthony and the modern world
he embraced with relish. Anthony was a handsome, intelligent, and
passionate man who enjoyed all the conveniences of modern civilization.
As much as Anthony cared for their relationship, Laura had no doubt
that he would quickly find another someone else. Possibly that was why
she didn’t allow him to take her virginity away not even in their last days
together.
This was crazy and impulsive, but it was an opportunity she just
could not turn down. With the acceptance of this archeological dig,
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Laura knew she had now completely turned her back on the world she
had grown up in. Was she really ready for a future that would not have
Anthony waiting for her when she got back?
With a slow sigh, it was Oscar she was really sadden about leaving.
Laura had her work to get lost in. What about Oscar? Would Oscar
even remember her when she eventually returned home?
Opening her eyes, the young graduate student fumbled through her
backpack until she found a roll of Life Savers. She smiled nervously as
she took one. Then, she exchanged the roll of candy for a small compact.
Laura’s face grew momentarily alarmed as she saw her own reflection
in the small circular mirror. She gasped as she ran her free hand
through the short crop of hair. It scarcely covered her ears. Her lips
trembled at her foolish vanity. A puzzled look surfaced on Laura’s face
in the mirror. Her life had turned upside down and inside out in four
short years.
Fear and doubt were slowly suppressed by growing excitement
about her first major adventure in the bush, thanks to her mentor,
Doctor Charles Brunner. Returning the compact, Laura pulled out a
new, leather-bound journal. She wrote down her thoughts and even
itemized some recent expenses. Jamming the journal back into the
backpack, Laura tugged on a chain around her neck and pulled out a
special locket that was pressed next to her heart. Upon opening the
locket, a small picture popped into view with an inscription.
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To Oscar.
A cosmic orphan set adrift in a vast,
endless sea.
A special summer set our spirits free.
Remember me as I will always cherish
thee.
Laura Hinds
A child less than six years of age was seen sitting on Laura’s lap
staring outward, toward the camera. The child had striking, almost
hypnotic blue eyes that looked beyond the camera lens. Laura knew
this was the summer that somehow had set her on a new path of
discovery. Her thoughts drifted back to that first day so long ago…
"Your background information indicates that you will be a junior at
Capitol University in the fall”, the middle-aged nurse said to a young
woman with strawberry blond hair that flowed down her back. “Is that
right, Miss Hinds?"
"Yes, Nurse Mitchell.”
“But you are not pursuing a degree in psychology?”
“No, I am working towards a degree in engineering physics,” Laura
answered.
The nurse gestured with a hand to indicate that she need not go
further. Then she asked, “May I call you, Laura?”
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Laura nodded.
"As you know, Laura, you were initially turned down for this
program. However, at the last minute one of the accepted applicants
withdrew. I will be honest and tell you I was apprehensive about
bringing you in, but one of the nurses on my staff convinced me
otherwise.

I was not aware of your experience with a mentally

handicapped sibling.”
Laura nodded her head. “Ten years ago, my mother had an accident
while she was pregnant with my brother, Jimmy. When Jimmy was about
two years old, my parents became concerned that something was wrong.
The doctors suspected an injury to the brain resulted from that initial
accident. Doctors estimated his mental retardation at level 3. His IQ
was around 45. My mother has stayed home with Jimmy ever since to
give him the best life possible.”
“Based on your experience, Nurse Johnson recommended I give you
consideration for the position that reopened at the last minute. That is
why we called you in. Nurse Johnson believes this will be an ideal
situation for you and the ward who would be placed in your care.”
Laura was about to speak, but then thought better of it. She smiled
and Nurse Mitchell continued.
"Please understand, Laura, it is evident you are the kind of
individual the program is seeking. You have an excellent family
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background, you are intelligent, and your references speak very highly
of you. These are the key reasons why we accepted your application for
summer employment at our institution."
Nurse Mitchell rose from behind her desk. Laura took the cue to
stand and she followed the gray-haired woman toward the door. "I hope
you brought your possessions with you."
"Yes, Nurse Mitchell, I did. Joyce, I mean Nurse Johnson was
helpful in giving me advice on what I should bring. My things are in the
front lobby.”
Nurse Mitchell gave a nodding smile as they left the office and began
walking down the sterile white corridor. "How do you know Nurse
Johnson?"
"Before joining your staff three years ago, she helped train my
family on caring for Jimmy." Laura answered.
Several hospital residents, aided by care workers, shuffled by Nurse
Mitchell and Laura as the two walked down the corridor. The patients’
faces were void of any expression of emotion. Laura recalled all the
reading she had done over the years. An IQ of 100 splits the general
population in half. A little more than 2% of the general population is
considered gifted with IQ’s above 130. Another 2.5% of the population
is classified retarded, with IQ’s under 75. What might Jimmy have been
like if that accident had never occurred? Sadly, Laura thought, Jimmy
and I are at different ends of the IQ curve.
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“We are one of the largest mental hospitals in the country,” Nurse
Mitchell commented, interrupting Laura’s thoughts. “We have more
than nine thousand patients here of all ages. Though we continually try
to seek a better understanding of their afflictions of the mind, most of
the residents here will never become productive members of our society.
I understand Nurse Johnson has explained the essence of this
experimental program to you.”
Laura nodded. “Nurse Johnson explained to me that I would be
placed with a moderately retarded child having an IQ very similar to
Jimmy’s. She indicated that I would be working with the patient every
day on adaptive skills that include communication, self-care, home
living, social skills, health and safety, self-direction, and functional
academics like reading, writing, and basic math.”
"That is correct. Please also keep in mind why this experiment is
being conducted in the first place. Our hospital is heavily overcrowded
and underfunded. Younger patients have no privacy. They live in the
equivalence of barracks. You will have a small apartment on the
hospital grounds for the summer. You will be a mother, father, brother,
and sister to a single child, caring for all of his or her needs. Depending
upon the age of the child, there could be any number of duties. The two
of you will be isolated so that no outside influences will interfere with
you and your ward. There will be no television or radio in the apartment.
You will have a compiler with access to the internet for your personal
studies. Each week, food and supplies will be delivered outside of your
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apartment. This will include children’s reading books and other
learning tools. Only you and the child will be able to keep each other
company. You will also be required to maintain a daily diary. You will
bring the ward to the hospital every two weeks for a physical and mental
examination. Do you have any questions?"
"What can you tell me about my ward?” Laura asked as they walked
down another corridor. Opening a door, the two stepped into a large
room. Laura saw more than thirty children crawling or plodding
around the room with three nurses overseeing them.
"I need to check the final roster assignments on the clipboard. I
heard there might have been some minor changes this morning. Please
wait here.”
Nurse Mitchell left her near the door, crossed the room and spoke
to a younger nurse for several long moments while reviewing some
paperwork on a clipboard.
“This can’t be right,” Laura overheard Nurse Mitchell say to the
younger nurse. She followed up with the question, “Who substituted him
into the program?”
“Doctor Emery.”
The older nurse handed the clipboard back to the attendant with a
sigh and then shrugged her shoulders. Laura studied each of the
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children, wondering which ward would be sharing an apartment with
her.
"Laura," Nurse Mitchell said, approaching her, "the patient under
your care will be a small boy, approximately three years of age. We
have very little information about the child. The patient was found
abandoned two years ago. There was an odd nametag, or pendant, or
foreign medallion found in the child's possession.
“Local people”, the nurse continued, “could not decipher the
strange hieroglyphics on it. Speculation was that the parents refused to
step forward because they may have been illegal aliens. The boy has
never spoken. The investigation ended quickly when the child exhibited
signs of retardation.
“With city budgets being overstrained at that time, it was easy for
the local medical board to dump him on us almost two years ago. Little
else is known. With a little imagination, some of the odd hieroglyphics
in the middle of the nametag or medallion, appeared to be the letters
o,s,c,a, and r. The boy has been called Oscar ever since.”
“A report from Doctor Emery indicates that he now believes there
may have been an error in the level of retardation initially assigned to
the child. On a hunch, Doctor Emery has upgraded his retardation level
so that Oscar might participate in this program. Oscar will be your ward
this summer.”
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Laura wondered which one of the males was to be hers. The children
stared at the toys before them, but few appeared to know what to do with
them. It was a pathetic sight and Laura's heart went out to each and
every one of them. "Which one is Oscar?"
Nurse Mitchell's expression grew to one of puzzlement as she stared
about the patients. "Nurse Haus, where is Oscar?"
"He's right-" the dark-haired nurse never finished her sentence. "He
was here just a few minutes ago."
The gray-haired woman's eyes slowly scanned the large room. "I
doubt that he has gone far," she whispered more for her own benefit
than for the others. Her eyes came to rest on a linen closet door which
was slightly ajar. Stepping over to it, the head nurse slowly opened it.
All three looked inside. Laura spied some movement on the second shelf
and saw a little foot disappear underneath a stack of towels. Crouching
over, Laura could now see a pair of eyes staring directly into her own.
"Laura, let me introduce you to Oscar."
Laura stooped over and smiled at the child. "Hi, Oscar!” she cooed.
“How are you today? We are going to be spending a lot of time
together over the next few months."
The boy continued to stare out at them in silence.
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Chapter 15 Remote Viewing: MS-018C: Zambrana Jungles

"A handsome, intelligent-looking child," a soft, masculine voice said
in a broken, heavy accent. "His eyes are so full of curiosity. It is as if
his eyes look right at us from beyond the photograph. Is the child
yours?"
Laura turned her attention up and away from the locket and toward
the passenger seated on her right. The gentleman on her left was asleep.
The passenger speaking was a middle-aged man, with pearl-white teeth
and soft brown eyes that smiled at her. Streaks of gray peppered his rich
black hair.
Laura smiled back at the passenger. "No, just a close friend,” she
responded in his native language based on what she picked up from his
accent.
The gentleman’s eyebrows rose in astonishment. “You are speaking
my country’s language almost perfectly!”
“You are too kind. I am still learning.” Laura slowly closed the
locket while smiling at the passenger. “Thank you for the complement.”
Laura slipped the locket under her shirt once more.
"It is a pleasure to meet you. My name is Huijin Xie,” he said
extending his hand to shake hers. “I am at your service.”
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“My name is Laura Hinds,” she replied taking his hand and shaking
it.
“Do you come to my country often?"
“This is my first trip.”
Huijin Xie’s expression was filled with amazement and confusion.
“Your first time”, he said with disbelief. “There are over sixteen
variations of my country’s language. You are speaking my dialect
almost perfectly. Do you speak any of the other dialects?”
“I have studied a few of the regional dialects,” she said switching
from Huijin’s central region dialect to a southern dialect.
Huijin laughed softly. “Incredible. Simply incredible!”
“I am sorry our paths didn’t cross sooner on this trip,” Laura said.
“I have so many questions about Zambrana and its recent
independence.”
Huijin’s bronze face began to flush as he laughed with a nervous
smile. “We still have two connecting flights left. I can help you with any
questions about my developing country and you will make my trip so
much shorter with interesting conversation.”
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On this leg of the journey, Laura learned that Huijin was returning
home to attend the wedding of one of his three daughters. Receiving a
dual degree in history and political science, Huijin has risen to a
midlevel bureaucrat for his country. Huijin had spent close to three
months in Laura’s country negotiating trade agreements for his recently
recognized nation. Now that the wedding ceremony was only ten days
away, Huijin was sneaking home to surprise his family.
By the time, the two stepped off the jet, enjoyed lunch during a twohour layover, and stepped onto a twelve passenger, prop plane, Laura
had caught Huijin up on the high points of her life through graduate
school.
Laura explained her fascination with world cultures, coupled with
her uncanny ability to quickly comprehend and learn new languages. In
four short years, Laura was being recognized as one of the top linguists
on the planet. Finally, the small prop plane began to taxi down the
runway on the last leg of their journey.
Huijin looked at his new friend and exclaimed, “Laura, I can attest
to your linguist abilities. We have been together less than four hours
and your accent is now flawless. Your ear for language is such an
incredible gift.”
With a wrinkled, quizzical face, Huijin said, “With all the world
languages at your fingertips, or should I say lips, why have you come
here to our country?”
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“Huijin, within the woven fabric of evolving world languages, I am
trying to follow a few critical strands backward in time. It is my belief
that, if I can follow these individual strands of language through time
and space, I will discover a single, ancient language that may have
disappeared around the time of our last global ice age.”
“Are you saying a few strands of an ancient language have brought
you to my country?”
Laura leaned close to Huijin as if she feared she might be overheard.
“I believe your country was first settled maybe five to ten thousand years
ago. Your country’s remote location, with limited access to outsiders,
has kept cultural and language contamination to a minimum. This
expedition might give me a glimpse of human heritage just after the last
ice age.
“In just the last five hundred years,” she continued, “can you name
me any nation of the world that has not either conquered, or been
conquered by other cultures repeatedly? Can you list the countries that
have not participated in any of the world wars over the last century?”
“I would guess only a handful,” Huijin answered.
“Your country is one of only four developing nations that fit this
category. More importantly, your total land mass exceeds that of the
three other developing nations combined. With remote jungle valleys
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and high mountain borders, this might be the last place on the planet
that can help me solve my mystery.
Huijin looked past Laura and pointed out the airplane window. “So
much is unknown about the interior, even today. Our jungles are so
ancient and dense; they are called the Green Abyss. Outsiders find it
difficult to survive within them. It is joked, in my country, that oceans
are known for their watery graves, Zambrana is known for its Green
Abyss graves. Lacking roads and rails, the inlands can only be crossed
by air. There was a newspaper article recently about a passenger plane
that crashed in the Green Abyss. The wreckage was not found for five
years. When the wreckage was discovered, it was determined it was
only thirteen minutes away from its final destination.”
“I will be entering the Green Abyss, by river, in two days.”
Huijin’s eyes widened.
Laura continued. “Last year, the Zambrana government granted
permission for anthropologist, Doctor Ruth Reins, to study several of
the interior tribal settlements along the Saxona River.
“Doctor Reins is a very close friend of an archaeologist named
Doctor Charles Brunner. I was part of deciphering team working for
Doctor Brunner. We had cracked a minor dead language from a
civilization that disappeared between four and five thousand years ago.
When Doctor Brunner learned that Doctor Reins had received
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permission to enter the Green Abyss region, he offered to loan my
services to her.
“For this favor I promised Doctor Brunner that if I came across any
interesting artifacts, I would share my discoveries with him. All last
week, I raced around to get the right inoculations, passports and
paperwork done while waiting for funding approval to join Doctor
Reins. Everything cleared three days ago with no time to spare. Doctor
Reins will be meeting me at Zmija when we land. I will have one day to
present my credentials to the proper government officials. Our
expedition will begin its initial two month trek, up the Saxona, at the
end of the week.”
“Miss Hinds, I explored the Saxona River in my youth. Though the
tribes are remote, they have been contaminated by civilization to some
degree. I would think you must go much deeper into the Green Abyss.”
Reaching into her backpack, Laura nodded her head as she pulled
out a map of Zambrana. Opening it up, Laura quickly laid the map out
across their laps.

Huijin saw a long straight line drawn in a

southwesterly direction with its end point in Zmija, their final
destination. Huijin then noticed a large circle draw around several
mountain ranges and valleys just north of the midsection of the penciled
flight path.
“What is this?” Huijin asked as he pointed to the circle Laura had
drawn.
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“This is where I would like to lead an expedition someday.”
“It is definitely north of nowhere. No roads, no rails, no boats, no
plane access anywhere.” Touching the map inside the circle he added,
“This terrain is so difficult to get to. This region might not become
accessible for another ten to twenty years.”
Laura sighed, “I guessed at least ten years…and only if I could also
get permission from your government for such an expedition.”
Laura carefully folded the map and returned it to the backpack. “I
will have to be patient, wait, and be ready for when opportunity knocks.”
Laura suddenly yawned. “Excuse me,” she said. “I have been on
a high for almost a week. Lack of rest is catching up to me.”
Huijin reached up overhead and pulled a pillow out of storage. “We
still have three more hours of travel before a brief fuel stop. Rest up! I
hope we will continue our enjoyable conversation when you have
rested.”
Laura smiled, thanked Huijin for the pillow, and quickly fell asleep.
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Chapter 16 Remote Viewing: MS-018D: A Storm is Coming

Laura sensed a flash of light and an immediate rumble of thunder
as the small plane rocked. Opening her eyes, Laura was momentarily
blinded by another flash of lightening as she glanced out of the window.
A loud deafening clap of thunder filled her ears. Turning away from the
window, Laura saw Huijin returning to his seat.
“You are awake. I hope you rested well,” he said quickly fastening
his seatbelt. “I just came back from speaking to one of the pilots. A
large storm front has formed south of us. The pilot is going to fly
northwest to avoid the storm. Once we get by the storm, the pilots will
turn the plane south again.”
"Have I been out long?" Laura asked, blinking her eyes.
"Maybe one hour."
Laura yawned. "It seemed longer than that," she commented as she
rubbed her eyes with the lower palms of her hands.
“Are you up for more conversation?” Huijin asked.
“Once I freshen up,” Laura answered as she unbuckled her seatbelt
and went to the lavatory. Returning a few minutes later, she buckled in,
smiled and asked, “What would you like to talk about?
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“You had begun to speak about your employment at the state
hospital. It seemed so interesting. Would you continue? I have so many
questions about that experimental program.”
“That is fine. I would be happy to think back to that special
summer, Huijin. I think I told you that due to my brother’s head injury,
doctors had me take a battery of intelligence tests to compare our IQs.
I was fourteen at the time. I knew the tests confirmed that I was very
intelligent, but nothing prepared me for this summer between my
sophomore and junior year. It was almost as if I had an awakening. That
would be a little more than four years ago.”
“That was the summer you cared for the little boy in the
photograph. I think you said his name is Oscar. Might I see the picture
again?”
Laura tugged on a chain around her neck and pulled out the locket.
She opened the locket once more and the picture reappeared.
Huijin stared at the photograph for several minutes in silence. He
looked up at Laura with a puzzled, doubting expression on this face.
“You said the child never spoke?”
“Not once.”
“And the doctors believed his IQ was less than 70?”
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“Maybe even less than 50”, Laura answered.
Huijin stared into Oscar’s large blue eyes as they continued to look
out beyond the camera lens. “What an interesting young child! His
eyes seem so powerful and intelligent. Was he like your brother,
Jimmy?”
“Well, at first I kept comparing Oscar to Jimmy. Like Jimmy, Oscar
was confused and withdrawn with strangers. Jimmy liked my attention.
He looked forward to seeing me. That was not true of Oscar.
Laura smiled as she said, “I swear Oscar had the uncanny ability
to stay as far away from me as possible in our small apartment, at least
initially. In the first few days and weeks, it seemed we were always
playing hide and seek. He would hide and I would seek. It was also a
battle to feed him, clean him, and even play with him. I would roll a ball
to him and he would just look at me. Reading aloud to him was not much
better. Oscar would squirm and turn in my arms while I tried to read to
him the children’s books the hospital gave me.
“If it wasn’t for the fact, I needed the tuition for my junior year of
college and a roof over my head, I might have given up.”
Huijin looked at the picture and then at the inscription. “You said
the first few weeks were difficult. Later, you had some success?”
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Laura felt the plane dip and vibrate as a clapping sound of thunder
rumbled through the plane. Peeking out the window, she sensed the
pilots were still attempting to outrun the powerful storm. Laura
hesitated with some inner struggle before turning back to Huijin. After
a few more moments of silence she said, “One night, when Oscar was
sleeping in his room, I cracked open a box of engineering textbooks I
would be using in the fall. I got heavily engrossed in one of the books
when, from the corner of my eye, I saw Oscar standing in the doorway
to the small living room. He seemed to be peeking around the corner,
with a small blanket in one hand.
As if reliving the revelation again for the first time, Laura smiled as
she said, “I had an inspirational thought of trying some reverse
psychology with Oscar. Rather than putting the book aside and lavishing
attention upon Oscar, I would ignore him and continue reading. I read
for hours. I would slowly raise my eyes, smile at him, and then return to
my reading. When I tired, and closed the book for the night, he was
gone.
“The very next day, I sensed the slightest of changes in Oscar. He
was a little less fidgety when I worked with him. In the evening, after
putting him to bed, I sat down in the living room chair and began
reading another textbook. I wondered if he would reappear or if the last
evening was a fluke. After about 30 minutes, Oscar reappeared, blanket
in hand. This time, instead of standing by the door, he sat just inside the
room. He would stare at me in silence as I continued to read. I would
peak over the top of the textbook at him every so often. I was amazed at
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how content he appeared to be. Once I completed that particular
textbook I looked up. Oscar had disappeared once more.
“This continued for several weeks. He kept moving closer to the
chair each evening. Then one evening, blanket in hand, Oscar crawled
into my lap, and laid his head against my breast. Tears flowed down my
face as I continued to read in silence. When I finished the textbook, he
was asleep in my arms. He felt so at ease in my arms. I slept in the chair
that night.”
“By the end of the first month I was surprised to discover I had gone
through all the textbooks in the box. I began re-reading one of the initial
textbooks but discovered I could recall every word, in a photographic
manner. A silly, irrational fear suddenly entered my head. Oscar would
regress if I did not find something new to read each night?
Laura looked a little sheepish. “I know it sounds crazy, Huijin, but
I jumped on the small compiler in the apartment and searched to see
what might be of interest to me in the hospital library as well as local
community libraries. Books could be dropped off and picked up daily.”
“Is this when you were suddenly drawn to the humanities?” Huijin
asked.
Laura reflected on the question as the plane hit some turbulence.
Both watched the lights flutter on the plane before burning steady again.
“No, that was a few weeks later. Initially, I had a voracious appetite for
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mathematics, astronomy, and planet sciences. Planet sciences gave way
to world history. World history spilled over to the humanities. Soon
after that I couldn’t get my hands on enough textbooks related to
archeology, anthropology, and ancient history. I felt like an addict in
search of a fix. I just could not figure out what I was looking for.
Researching the internet, I discovered several recently published
textbooks I had to read. Unfortunately, they had not been translated yet.
“I was furious! Angry! Frustrated! I couldn’t explain it. There was
a void in me that had to be filled. I put a request in for foreign language
tutorials. Off in my own little world, it almost seemed natural to pick up
foreign languages as easily as I did. After a few tutorial language books,
I began reading foreign papers and textbooks on the internet.”
“What was happening with Oscar all this time?” Huijin asked.
Laura looked at a loss. “I was assigned to help Oscar, on a daily
repetitive basis, to learn some simple tasks by the end of the summer.
Oscar was performing all these simple tasks by the end of the fifth week.
He was feeding himself and taking care of his own personal hygiene.”
“The state hospital must have been very impressed”, Huijin
exclaimed nervously, as the plane hit a turbulent pocket of air.
Laura’s fingers gripped the arm rests as the plane whined and
briefly plunged like a rollercoaster. Laura opened her mouth to speak
and then paused as if words were caught in her throat. She finally spit
the words out.
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“The hospital never figured out what was happening.”
There was an awkward moment of silence. “The isolation was
building a powerful bond between Oscar and me” she continued.
“What if Oscar was punished for his remarkable gains? The
hospital staff might disqualify him or pull him from the program to
conduct their own battery of tests on him. Before I knew it, I found myself
falsifying the daily diary entries. I kept documenting normal daily
repetitive tasks. In actuality, I was spending all my time reading books
and surfing the worldwide web.”
“Why didn’t the hospital staff discover his achievements during the
semi-monthly testing?”
Laura nodded her head. “That is what I thought would happen.
Every other week, Oscar would spend almost six hours going through a
battery of physical and mental tests. I was not allowed to be present. I
was given access to a car so I could go into the city during each of these
examinations. Each time I returned; I expected a huge list of questions
about his rapid improvements. It never happened.
“One time, when Doctor Emery wrapped up the hospital tests, he
attempted to console me. Doctor Emery indicated that Oscar was
performing just well enough to be kept in the program. Doctor Emery
encouraged me not to get frustrated with Oscar and to keep up the good
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effort. Oscar and I returned to the apartment and continued our own
personal routines for the rest of the summer.”
Laura continued to hold the pendant in her hands. “With the
permission of the hospital, Nurse Johnson and I arranged for an all day
trip into the city with Oscar.”
“Is that when the photograph was taken?”
Laura nodded her head. “I purchased two identical lockets and had
pictures and inscriptions placed in each. Nurse Johnson promised me
that even though he could not keep the locket, she would keep it with his
other personal possessions. As a favor to me, she would keep an eye on
Oscar and show him the locket at least once a week. Nurse Johnson
hoped this would help him remember me for future visits.”
“So, you went back?” Huijin exclaimed.
“As often as I could. I stopped by to see him last week. Nurse
Johnson and I held a small birthday party for him without any other
seven year old’s available. I tried to explain to Oscar that I was going
on a trip and that I would not see him for a long time.”
“Did he understand?”
“Oscar has still never spoken. When I left the hospital, I hugged him
and waved goodbye. Nurse Johnson waved her hand and then lifted
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Oscar’s hand and waved his little arm at me.”
The plane heaved up and down again in the rough air turbulence.
The pendant popped out of her hand and fluttered from the chain around
her neck. Laura looked out of the window. It seemed as if the storm had
caught up and swallowed them. When Laura turned back to face Huijin,
he was gone. She saw his backside as he leaned past a curtain to speak
to the pilots.
It was when Laura looked directly into Huijin's face, as he sat down
in his seat, that she realized something was terribly wrong.
"Huijin, what...what is happening?"
"I am afraid we are unable to get around the storm,” he answered
with contrived calmness as he buckled his seat belt again. “Could you
pull out your map again? The pilots gave me the coordinates of our
present location. I wanted to check them out on your map.”
Laura reached into her backpack and quickly laid it across their
laps. "Where are we?"
"We are here," he answered pointing his finger at the upper portion
of the map.
Laura was startled to learn how far off course they were. Huijin’s
finger pointed to a position due north of the circle Laura had drawn on
the map.
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"We are this far off course?"
Huijin nodded. “If you could see out the window, we will be flying
directly over the Green Abyss region you wish to visit one day. The head
winds from the south are so powerful that they added considerable
distance to our northwest flight path. The pilot informed me that they
are going to turn directly south and fly directly into the storm. He hopes
we might punch through the storm quickly.
“The pilot hopes…” Laura’s voice fell to a whisper. “What does
ground control advise at that small refueling airport?”
Huijin fidgeted in his passenger seat. “One of the lightning strikes
damaged the radio. The pilot lost radio contact with ground control
about fifteen minutes ago.”
The two stared at each other for several long moments. Laura
finally said, “No one knows where we are?”
Huijin said nothing.
Another clap of thunder echoed through the cabin. The two stared
at each other in silence as the prop plane rocked momentarily in
darkness.
The cabin lights flickered on again. Laura saw fear on the faces of
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each passenger as she looked around the cabin. Looking down at her
own hands, she realized she was trembling visibly. Then she saw the
open locket with Oscar staring up at her. A surreal calmness filled her
as she reached over and squeezed Huijin’s hand.
“Huijin”, she said calmly, “we will be alright. Would you mind
putting your arm around me?” Laura closed the locket and slipped it
under her shirt.
Huijin slipped his left arm around Laura as she squeezed his right
hand with her own. Kissing his cheek, Laura lowered her head and
rested it against his chest. As he held this gentle and kind young woman,
he wondered if he might ever hold his wife and daughters in his arms
again. Laura could not see the tears swelling up in Huijin’s eyes. She
had a silly thought about the call, she promised Doctor Brunner upon
arrival.
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Chapter 17 Remote Viewing: MS-018E: Zambrana’s Missing Plane

Charles Brunner was known by all his contemporaries as a success.
A few strands of grey could be seen in his hair. It was combed back to
the left. While the barber had kept the length the same over the last
twenty years, by university standards, his appearance had drifted from
liberal to moderately conservative. Only the bottom lobes of his ears
could be seen. His face was aristocratic, with sharp features and a deep
tan chiseled from long days in the sun.
Chairman of the archaeology department at Capitol University for
only four months, Brunner was mildly surprised to find himself relatively
free of appointments on a sunny afternoon before a long weekend.
Setting down his pen on the desk, beside the compiler, the good
doctor reread the pages of a chapter while taking short, quick puffs on
his pipe. He knew time was now growing short as the waning months of
summer trickled into fall. He must get the first eight chapters to the
publishers by the end of the month for the initial review.
Suddenly, there was a knock at his door. "Come in," he said picking
up a pen and running a single line through a sentence. He then added
a new sentence.
"Doctor Brunner?"
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"Yes, Millie," he answered recognizing the voice of his secretary.
"I know you didn't want to be disturbed but you have a long distance
call from Doctor Reins. Maybe Laura is with her now."
"Please put it right through, Millie." Brunner broke into a smile of
pleasant surprise. Looking at his watch he tried to recall what time it
would be halfway around the world. Laura should be with her by now.
The telephone rang almost immediately and picking it up, he heard
a faint voice. "Ruth, is that you?" The Doctor's eyes brightened. "It's
good hearing from you. Has my favorite graduate student arrived yet?"
Brunner's smile dissolved.
"Ruth? Could you speak up? I'm not certain I heard you. The
connection is weak," he added in a raised voice. "You said Laura’s plane
is missing?"
The doctor chewed on his pipe as he listened. "Ruth, have they
started an air search? What? Tomorrow? Good?
“Ruth…no…don’t wait. You have to shove off. You and I both know
Green Abyss rarely gives up what it captures. Please have your contacts
in Zmija keep me informed of any new developments. Good-bye, Ruth.
Good luck!”
Quietly replacing the receiver, Doctor Brunner found his pen and
returned to the pages before him. The lines around his hazel eyes were
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pronounced, showing he was tired and deeply troubled. He commenced
to write and continued for several minutes but then came to an abrupt
stop. "Millie?" he said pressing the intercom button.
"Yes, Doctor Brunner?"
"If anyone asks for me, please give them my apologies. I’ll be out
for the rest of the afternoon."
"Yes, Doctor."
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Chapter 18 Die a Hero or Survive as an Accused Traitor

Chief engineer and first-mate, Tagore, finished his morning rounds of inspection throughout
the new vessel. He crossed paths with Crewman Bea. They nodded at each other as they
passed each other going in opposite directions. Since the early morning ‘accident’, Bea’s face
swelling had almost disappeared thanks to modern medicine. No doubt Crewman Bea’s ego
would require a lot more time to heal.

Crewman Bea, like many other spacers, who in recent years enlisted in Solar Fleet Command,
cited the now infamous 191 Space Battle of Sector Bravo as their reason for joining. They too
wanted to defeat the growing evil rebellion arising in the solar system. Medal of Honor
winner, Kishon Moan, and his successful adventures against the Tanakhian rebels, smugglers,
sex-slavers was helping unite spacers throughout the fractured solar system.

Bea, and others like him, could not comprehend how their heroic idol, after such a meteoric
and legendary rise, how could such an individual, at age of 30, find himself captaining a cargo
vessel? What crimes, what villainy must he have committed to be hurled to the bottom of the
military heap? There had been rumors of treason, and involvement in the sex-trade and other
seedy enterprises but true believers in the Moan chronicles refused to even acknowledge these
possibilities.

Tagore’s thoughts returned to the navy hospital three years earlier. The remaining nine months
of 191 was a hazy blur to Tagore. Once the navy was certain Lieutenant Commander Moan
would return to full health, and a confidential investigation was complete, it was formally
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announced that Lieutenant Commander Kishon Moan was the sole survivor and hero of the
Sector Bravo naval battle.

This did not set well with the powerful and wealthy parents of Captain Vlack, who
commanded the Wasp when it was destroyed. The powerful Vlack family had a lot of
influence over the media. When it was announced that Lieutenant Commander Moan had
been the sole survivor, the Vlack family initially attempted to get unsubstantiated accusations
out to the public. They wanted to influence the investigation findings.

Vice Admiral Nain anticipated such a stunt and ordered the media to delay any publication
concerning the alleged charges until after the naval investigation was complete. That would
take up to six weeks.

While Captain Moan was in and out of surgeries to replace lost body parts and repairing
other flesh ravages of space vacuum and absolute zero temperatures, Vice Admiral Nain
made certain the investigation was non-political.

The Vlack parents stated they received communique from Captain Vlack, suggesting he
believed Lieutenant-Command Moan was a glory seeker, a gold brick, a fraud, and coward
even before he physically met the man for the first time. Captain Vlack also accused
Kishon Moan of continually undermining his first command and was repeatedly
attempting to embarrass the Captain by countermanding his orders before the bridge
officers and crew.

The parents cited several incidents of sabotage by Lieutenant Commander Moan. There
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was a number of dart pilots killed while exiting a launch tube under heavy fire. That was
Moan’s error due to his incompetence, not the Captain’s. They also accused Lieutenant
Commander Moan of goading Captain Vlack into lowering the Wasp’s defensive
shielding.

The parents stated Lieutenant Commander Moan scoffed at the idea of any other enemy
ships being in the asteroid area. Lieutenant Commander Moan then volunteered to inspect
a smaller Tanakhian vessel the Wasp had successfully chased down and destroyed. The
Wasp would have to briefly lower its energy field to let him pass through to get to the small
destroyed Tanakhian vessel.

It was alleged, by the Vlacks, that the Tanakhian cruiser waited until Lieutenant
Commander Moan escaped from the vessel before opening fire on the Wasp. The enemy
waited until the energy shields were lowered to allow Moan to reach the Tanakhian
wreckage. Captain Vlack and his crew fought valiantly against the cruiser and almost won
the day, but Lieutenant Commander Moan’s prior treachery was too much to overcome.

The Vlacks emphasized that it should be their son, who should have received the Medal of
Honor. Kishon Moan should be tried as a traitor! The parents finished their closed door
testimony before the military judges, adding that Kishon made certain he was the only one
to survive so that his treasonous acts could never be exposed by Captain Vlack nor any of
Vlack’s loyal crew.

Solar Fleet Command can appreciate the pain and anguish of the Vlack parents in losing
their only son. It was for that reason they thoroughly investigated their accusations. At the
end of the 191 investigation, Solar Fleet Command indicated all the Vlack charges were
investigated and found to be without merit. SFC released as much information as possible
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concerning the Space Battle of Sector Bravo to prove Captain Moan did indeed preform
the remarkable feats as cited.

Based on all the evidence there was no doubt, in the minds of the officials, that Captain Kishon
Moan’s actions were extraordinary and will go down in the annals of navy history. The case
was closed.

Vice Admiral Nain spoke to the Vlack family privately and warned them if they ever
attempted to filed false reports against Captain Moan, they would be held in contempt of the
military court. Vice Admiral Nain told the Vlacks he would do everything in his power to
protect the lives and reputations of those men and women who serve the military with
distinction and honor. With that he dismissed the Vlacks.

In addition to being awarded the Medal of Honor, Moan was technically promoted to
commander and immediately thereafter to the rank of captain. He was given command of a
new destroyer. Captain Moan was allowed to hand pick his officers and crew for the new
navy vessel. Hari Tagore came onboard as the 2nd ranking engineer.

After three successful years at the helm of a top line, E-Class, space destroyer, Scorpion,
Captain Moan, and his crew had repeatedly distinguished themselves against terrorists,
pirates, and rogue rebellions. Captain Moan’s lustrative career path was out pacing the
amazing feats of the present Admiral of the space navy, Admiral Clifford High. Due to
the striking physical similarities between Captain Moan and Admiral High, there were
rumors floating around as to whether Moan was related, in some way, to the legendary
Admiral.
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There were popular rumors in early 194 circulating around suggesting Captain Moan and
his crew might take command of a new battleship, Starburst, when it came out of the
shipyards in late 195?

It was around this time, in early 194, some ugly stories began leaking out in tabloids, seedy
publications and the dark web pages. There were clickbait articles concerning a possible
shadier and murkier side of Captain Moan. Was he a bastard child of Admiral High? Was
Admiral High behind Moan’s meteoric rise in the Solar Fleet Command? There were more
anonymous suggestions there had been a cover-up of the 191 Battle of Sector Bravo.
Operatives of unknown factions started attacking the following narrative with questions.

The legendary story of the Tanakhian cruiser ambushing of the Wasp; of a lone survivor
bravely turning the tables in a small fighter dart was inspiring but was it too good to be true?

Can any single individual actually make a difference! Lieutenant Commander Moan
supposedly avenged his dead crewmates against the Tanakhian cruiser, thanks to his
ingenuity and daring. It was claimed Captain Moan was directly responsible for the ultimate
destruction of a secret enemy asteroid base housing the cruiser and a number of other enemy
vessels.

What if Moan originally betrayed the Wasp, its Captain Vlack and the crew?

An anonymous source, high up in Solar Fleet Command, speculated when Captain Vlack was
given command of the Wasp— instead of Kishon Moan—the officer turned against the SFC.
Did Moan actually begin working in collusion with the Tanakhians after this slight?
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The same anonymous source wondered if Moan was actually being escorted back to the secret
base, alongside the Tanakhian cruiser. When the Solar Fleet Command’s Second Fleet
suddenly appeared, while the Tanakhian cruiser was entering into its secret base, was this
when the alleged traitor, Lieutenant Commander Moan, decided to double cross his
benefactors and appear as an SFC hero? Unfortunately, anyone who could give direct
testimony on this matter is dead.

Did Solar Fleet Command make up the entire story of Moan being found on the edge of death
so as to stall any immediate questioning of the alleged dart pilot for five months? Did this
give SFC the necessary time to fabricate a feasible story to tell the public? Was this merely
propaganda for saving face and increasing recruitment? There will be more investigations
and more facts coming out in the future. Stay tuned!

By mid-194 a fire hydrant of libelous articles were sweeping through the solar system
against Captain Moan. A sting operation would eventually expose the leaker within Solar
Fleet Command. Investigators would thereafter follow the ongoing bribery payments back
to the powerful and wealthy parents of the late Captain Vlack.

In the course of the investigation, Vice Admiral Nain learned the Vlack family had been
sloppy in paying media prostitutes to write anonymous articles stating that Captain Vlack
had been the real hero of the 191 Space Battle of Sector Bravo and should have received
the Medal of Honor, not the treasonous Captain Moan.

The same inside SFC officer who had betrayed the SFC to the Vlacks, had also leaked
secret undercover mission information, concerning the Scorpion crew’s involvement to a
Ryan sector operation involving sex trade and contraband smuggling. SFC investigators
could only attempt to guess who these other “interested parties” were.

This breach of confidential mission feedback almost got Moan and his men caught in a fire
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fight between unknown commandoes and slave smugglers two days earlier. The betrayal
of confidential information, in an active undercover mission over the last ten days,
prevented Captain Moan and his team from successfully achieving several of their
mission’s objectives. Captain Moan and his team lost out on discovering what group was
masterminding this particular sex slave operation. Moan’s undercover team also had come
upon a highly valuable asset, identified merely as Property F0111. This package was
whisked away from undercover team in the fire fight resulting from the leaked information.

Unknown third party commandoes had successfully snatched Property F0111 away from
SFC’s undercover team. To add insult to injury, when Captain Moan and his ship still had
an opportunity to recover Property F0111, Moan’s XO received orders from unknown
parties, from Vice Admiral Nain’s own headquarters, to stand down and permit the
commandoes to leave with their package pickup!

Upon consulting with Admiral High, Vice Admiral Nain took immediate action. Nain
purposely reopened the infamous 191 Space Battle of Sector Bravo case. He invited the
Vlack parents and the heads of three mainstream media firms to an “off the record” session
with himself at SFC headquarters the very next morning.

Up until this point few individuals knew that all actions taking place on the bridge of military
vessels was continuously recorded and downloaded back at fleet headquarters. Vice Admiral
Nain proceeded to playback all the critical bridge events, over a three hour period, which
destroyed any assertions that Captain Vlack was a victim as portrayed by the Vlack parents.
If this information ever got out, the Vlack reputation would be destroyed forever. The Vlack
parents were devastated by the images on the screen including seeing their son torn apart by
the energy torpedoes striking the bridge of the Wasp. The deaths of every Wasp crewmen
was directly the result of the incompetence of their son, Captain Vlack.
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Nain told the heads of the three main stream media, right in front of the Vlack parents, that if
ever discovered the Vlacks again interfering with the reputation of any of his honorable navy
personnel, he would grant them permission to publish everything they saw and heard today.

Upon dismissing the media heads, Vice Admiral Nain, completed one last scheduled task
while the Vlacks were still in his presence. He took the two to a courtyard where they all
witnessed the execution of a military officer who had been convicted of treason by the military
courts. Vice Admiral Nain made no mention to the Vlacks that he was well aware this
executed traitor was well known to the Vlacks. He did not have to. He then dismissed the
shaken parents of the deceased Captain Vlack. He had made his point.

With that problem taken care of, Vice Admiral Nain had to prepare for the return of Captain
Moen from the Ryan Sector mission. He would be meeting with Moan and the officer who
headed the away undercover mission, Lieutenant Commander, Hari Tagore. They would all
meet, at an off base site, later in the afternoon. Vice Admiral Nain would personally apologize,
to both men, for the breach in security. He would update them on what actions he had taken
to stem down the leaks. Unfortunately, Nain had yet to learn who else was involved in
betraying the SFC. There were more traitors to weed out amongst his headquarter staff.

Recognizing the SFC personnel was still compromised, Captain Moan and Lieutenant
Commanded Tagore had requested the private, offsite meeting. Vice Admiral Nain pondered
it the two fleet officers could shine any further light concerning the where about of Property
F0111? They must do all they can to recapture this package. Could it even be remotely true
that every spacer life, in the solar system, might presently be in jeopardy and Property F0111
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might provide clues to an insidious scheme of genocide? If such a possibility exists, however
remote, Solar Fleet Command must do everything in its power to get Property F0111 back.

As the body of the traitor was removed from the courtyard, Vice Admiral Nain returned to his
headquarters’ office to prepare for the afternoon meeting with the two Scorpion officers.
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Chapter 19 Remote Viewing: MS-027A: Charles Brunner
With the exception of the sound of breathing, silence enveloped the darkened room
where the shape of a young, woman’s body lay motionless on a bed. Her body lay
under a sheer sheet of fabric. The expression on the peaceful face suggested she was
transcending once more into a deep, trancelike sleep.
One of the walls in the room began to flicker typed in images which had earlier been
beamed into the mind of the remote viewer. When the focus was adjusted on the
large compiler screen wall, the following images came into view to be filmed and
sorted for future archive retrieval.
Session: MS4-0045
Target
21:11:195 QB
23:12:199 QB
08:59:41
13:58:01
Home Planet Coordinates:
7°18′48″S72°24′40″E
44°18’38”N 69°46’48” W
The target this time was a regional city on the other side of the planet. Again, it was
a little more than four years into the future. The researchers continued to repeatedly
fail to get but a few minutes beyond the designated time period. The continually
probed different regions of the planet for before continuing with their ongoing
exploration of historical secrets from the distant past.
Colors on the wall bled into each other and slowly brighten. The subject on the bed
began to take short, shallow breaths.

Her facial and body muscles twitched

intermittently.
The wall came alive the compiler graphics generated from her vision. Blue and
white ocean waves rhythmically crashed up against a rocky shoreline painted against
it. The sounds could be heard though they were very faint at first. It was sounds of
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the sea. These sounds began to build up in strength and intensity.
The image on the room’s wall expanded outward from a fine two-dimensional living
painting landscape into a three-dimensional hologram. The bed, and its sleeping
occupant slowly faded and eventually disappeared inside the hologram.
At first it was a tranquil scene, with a darkening sky as the sun set. A small greenish blue
ocean wave would slowly build up speed and size only to then break over itself and
onto the jagged coastline. As the assault of the sea against the land grew more intense,
random images flashed in and out of the hologram.
There were random flashing images of people going about their tasks as the day was
ending. Initially, there appeared no apparent concern by the people in the images.
There was a sudden flash on the horizon a few minutes after the sun set. There was
what appeared to be glimpses of confusion, possible fright and alarm surfacing on
the people’s faces who had noticed the surge of light beyond the twilight’s horizon.
The hologram disappeared and the compiler image again returned to a blank white
screen wall with the exception of the compiler digital data. The future clock had
only advanced around six minutes before the session ended.
“Alright people let’s reset the time target to a new this new value and location. Set
it at 00:30:000. That is almost two hundred years earlier. Make certain all video
and sound equipment is fully operational. Let’s try again people.
Target
00:00:00 QB
13:45:00
Home Planet Coordinates:
01°17′11″S 36°49′02″E

The wall with the compiler graphics, appeared to come alive again. Blue and white
ocean waves rhythmically crashed up against a rocky shoreline painted against it.
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The faint sounds of the sea arose again. These sounds began to build up in strength
and intensity.

The image on the room’s wall transformed from a fine two-

dimensional living painting landscape into a three-dimensional hologram which
filled the entire room for a second time in the last few minutes. The bed, and its
sleeping subject again faded and eventually disappeared within the hologram as it
filled the entire room.
They video equipment captured the tranquil scene, with a blue sky, sunshine, and warmth.
A small greenish blue ocean wave built up speed and size only to then break over
itself and onto the jagged coastline. As the assault of the sea against the land grew
more intense, random images flashed in and out of the hologram.
Within the large hologram was flashing images of a smaller hologram, on a
conference room table. The image was of a windowless, bullet-shaped dome. The
sound of human voices seemed to echo through time and space.
"The man seen in the previous images," Dharma began, "was Doctor Charles
Brunner, one of the leading archaeologists of the last century. You might say the
prelude to the demise of the nuclear industry occurred three and one-half years
before the destruction of the Keybore reactor. Doctor Brunner was at Capitol
University and received word that one of his top graduate students had
disappeared in a plane crash over the unexplored jungles of Zambrana. It was a
terrible loss. It was said this remarkable graduate student picked up languages,
modern and ancient, like other kids picked up stones. International news
accounts detailed the plane’s pilot last garbled words before his message cut out
was…
“I am taking course action in attempts to fly around a huge electrical storm
which is coming immediately at us...”
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“A little under fifty-four years ago, the pilot, plane and all its passengers
disappeared into history. This was not the first commercial plane to be
swallowed up by the vast and dense Zambrana jungles. All the passengers were
eventually given up for lost.
“Three years later, six months before the reactor crisis, there was jubilation
in Zambrana because Huijin Xie, a native passenger on that ill-fated plane
stepped out of the Green Abyss jungles. He waved down a passing vehicle
going west. He eventually made his way to capitol of Zambrana where he was
hailed by the local media as a hero. He happen to be a highly respected
member of the government who had returned home, three years earlier, to
participate in one of his daughter’s wedding. He said little to the media except
to say he was looking forward to reuniting with his wife, his two daughters
and his new grandchildren. The Zambrana native then went into seclusion
with his immediate family for several months.

There was talk and

encouragement for Huijin Xie to run for higher office. A decade later he
became the supreme leader of the prospering Zambrana nation.
“At the same time and location where Huijin was getting into a vehicle
heading west, passing witnesses, in other vehicles, indicated they saw a
relatively young non-native woman waved down a vehicle heading eastwards,
towards the sea. The media eventually tracked down the driver of the vehicle
which had aided the woman. The driver said the woman was fluent in their
language and indicated she was just hiking through the countryside. She had
a large backpack with her.
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When the driver was shown a picture of Laura Hinds, the driver said he could
not be certain. All non-native women look alike to him. He added this woman
did not look malnourished. The woman definitely did not look like she had
just escaped from three years in the Green Abyss. She was very polite and
thanked the driver once he dropped her off at a large coastal city. She gave
him a small diamond for going out of his way to take her all the way to the
coast.
“The woman was never seen or heard of after that. The trail went cold”, he
added.
“Laura Hinds was indeed the other surviving passenger,” exclaimed
Dharma. “Laura used her passport and another small diamond to secure
passage on a cargo vessel sailing east. She was returning to a world in which
everyone, even family and friends had long since given up hope of anyone ever
escaping the Green Abyss.” Dharma added, "This remarkable woman could
have written her own ticket to fame and fortune.”
Dharma began to pace as he continued. “Why not cry out to the world about
your amazing feat? It seems, this graduate student had made a number of
startling discoveries while surviving the jungle plane crash. These revelations
both excited and frightened her. These discoveries would change the course
of human history. Before she could make the decision whether to publish her
findings immediately, or delay…she would have to consult with someone she
trusted on the repercussions of such revelations. Laura wanted to hunt out
her old professor, Doctor Charles Brunner."
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“Miss Meroth Sophia,” Dharma exclaimed. He then paused, picked up a
glass of water and slowly sipped at the lubricating fluid for several long
moments while staring intensely at Bertha Pierce’s empty chair as if in deep
thought. The others at the conference table, looked around the room to
see if someone had entered. They saw nothing.

Dharma’s thoughts reached out through time and space to exclaim politely,
“I am afraid you and your friends must leave. This is a private meeting. The
people in the laboratory behind the glass wall cannot hear the thoughts I share
between you and myself.
“It is indeed a great pleasure to meet you Miss Meroth Sophia. A sense you
are quite remarkable and a very old, old soul. Thank you so much for
dropping by and introducing yourself to me. Regrettably, you must leave now
but only because of those who are watching through you. I impart with you
the ability to fully remember our little conversation and the ability to
remember everything else you see and hear from this time forward. I look
forward to the day we can both meet in person. I will have a gift for you before
First Light. Good-bye Miss Meroth Sophia…that is until we meet again.”
The hologram suddenly darkened and briefly turned black, like the compiler was in
the middle of a reboot.
“Okay, people, something happen. Did I hear one of the subjects from almost two
years in the past, mention the remote viewer’s name? Anybody? Anybody? It looks
like Sophie is going to take us on another roller coaster ride,” the laboratory director
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exclaimed. “Can we zero in on location and time? Where is she taking us? Anyone?
Anyone?”
“Same hemisphere but we have jumped back again to around -54 QB, Director,” an
assistant answered.
It was a matter of tradition at Capitol University that classes were never
cancelled during finals week, even for inclement weather. This was a bitter
cold winter's day with blizzard-like winds swirling great clouds of blinding
snow across campus grounds. Barbara Blain shivered as she trudged
carefully through newly forming snow drifts. Fighting the numbness that
ebbed through her clothing, Barbara trudged on. Occasionally she would spy
dark figures trickling through the white powder, books in one hand and using
the other to draw scarfs across frosty faces. Wrenched with cold feet and frigid
fingers, Barbara climbed up the marble steps of the archaeology building and
stepped into the main corridor. Stamping her feet for feeling and shaking her
coat to rid herself of clinging snow, the young woman continued down the
main corridor.
She passed several doors before stopping before the one that read.
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY
DOCTOR CHARLES L. BRUNNER
CHAIRMAN
Pulling some keys from her purse, Barbara reached for the door. She
paused when she discovered the door was ajar.

Was this janitor's

forgetfulness? Pushing the door open, she stepped inside and hung up her coat
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in a nearby closet. Shivering, the dark-haired secretary started the coffee
before even switching on the office lights. Barbara thought she heard some
movement in the adjoining office.
"Doctor Brunner? Doctor Brunner, is that you?" There was no reply.
Barbara drew open the blinds next to her desk. Looking through the frosty
window, a chill ran through her warming body as she watched a sea of frozen
faces scurry to their class finals. The smell of brewing coffee turned her
attention back to her office. Turning on her office lights, Barbara poured
herself a cup, she sipped. It was as if her feet and fingers began to instantly
thaw. Looking at the clock, Barbara had fifteen minutes to settle in and get
the two offices in order before Doctor Brunner arrived.
The secretary turned on her compiler. Through a corner of her eye,
Barbara thought she spied some movement beyond the smoky glass window
of Doctor Brunner’s unlit office. Barbara was about to call out when the
telephone rang
.
"Archaeology department, Blain speaking.”
Barbara listened. “Oh, good morning Doctor Brunner.” She listened
some more. Barbara opened up the calendar book on her desk.
“You have an appointment with a graduate student named Glacius
Dharma at 2:00 P.M.”
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Barbara nodded her head as she wrote some notes into the daily
appointment book. “Yes, Doctor Brunner, if anyone calls you will not be in
until after lunch.” Barbara hung up the telephone, closed the appointment
book, and proceeded to take another sip of coffee as she stepped over to the
compiler.
Having finished her first cup of coffee, Barbara turned her attention back
to Doctor Brunner's darkened office. There was no need to hurry now, she
thought to herself.
Pouring herself a second cup of coffee, she sipped and set the cup down
on her desk. She then picked up some folders Doctor Brunner left on her desk
from the prior day. The file cabinets were near the door to Doctor Brunner’s
office. Barbara began to feel uneasy.
Unlocked doors and imaginary moving shadows were at the back of her
mind. Stepping over to the file cabinets, she opened several different draws
and filed the folders away. She was about to file away the folder on Glacius
Dharma when she suddenly remembered the 2 P.M. appointment. No, she
thought, Doctor Brunner would want this folder on his desk for the afternoon
appointment.
Barbara retrieved the partially filed folder, closed the file drawer, and
returned to her desk. She would need to get the key for Doctor Brunner’s
locked door. Barbara took another sip of coffee and then pulled the keys from
a corner drawer of the desk.
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Looking at the door with some uneasiness, Barbara became conscious of
her bladder screaming at her to go pee. Setting down the keys, Barbara
stepped out of the front office door, walked down the corridor, and
disappeared into the lady’s room.
Returning to the office several minutes later, Barbara picked up the keys,
unlocked Doctor Brunner’s office door. Still a little uneasy, Barbara reached
in the office and quickly switched on a light and looked around the room. It
was empty.
The secretary stepped over to the window and drew open the blinds. The
winter storm was dying. There was even a faint glow of sun light burning
through some of the thinner clouds to the East. Turning her back to the
window, Barbara carefully stepped around Brunner’s large desk trying not to
bump anything. The top of desk might be described as organized chaos. There
were undergraduate exam papers in one pile. Graduate thesis bundles, of all
sizes and thicknesses, in a second and third pile.
Finally, the biggest pile of personal papers, documents and manuscripts
were kept right next to the compiler. When Doctor Brunner’s publishing agent
called, his reference materials were at his fingertips. What a mess, Barbara
thought as she carefully backed away from the desk. Retracing her steps,
Barbara switched off the light before closing and locking the door behind her.
There were always a lot of students milling around during finals week.
Barbara locked the door and returned the key to her desk.
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Chapter 20 Remote Viewing: MS-027B: Glacius Dharma

Barbara lifted her eyes from the compiler as she saw Doctor Brunner
shake hands with Glacius Dharma while escorting him to the front door. As
the young man disappeared into a sea of humanity, Brunner scratched his
head in puzzlement while forcing a smile at Barbara.
“Is something wrong, Doctor Brunner?” Barbara asked with mild
concern.
“No,” he whispered. “In fact,” he said with some enthusiasm, “it is quite
the opposite. I guess I am just stunned at my possible good fortune.”
Barbara raised her eyebrows in confusion. Doctor Brunner continued.
“The young man that just left here,” Brunner said pointing to the empty
doorway, “is being chased by all the major universities and corporations in
the country. Some of the college departments, on this campus, have even been
chasing young Dharma. That is how I first heard of this remarkable young
man. With Dharma visiting the campus, competing department heads from
physics, mathematics, and medicine have been taking verbal swipes at each
other.
Seeing Barbara’s puzzlement, Doctor Brunner added, “If we were
speaking in the vernacular of professional athletes, Glacius Dharma would be
the equivalent of a number one draft pick in several sports.”
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Doctor Brunner sat on the corner of Barbara’s desk and continued. “I
was surprised when, out of the blue, I received a call from Mr. Dharma.
Dharma wanted to interview for the graduate assistant position I am seeking
to fill. It’s was a bittersweet interview.”
“Bittersweet?” Barbara probed.
“Barbara,” Brunner said with a smile, “you have settled in so well I keep
forgetting you have only been with us a few short months now. A while back, I
had a superstar, like Dharma. My superstar’s name was Laura Hinds. “She
was brilliant and yet so endowed with common-sense. Laura downplayed her
intelligence, but it didn’t take me long to conclude she was a multi-disciplined
prodigy. The way her mind reconstructs a puzzle before even touching it was
almost frightening.”
“With all she had going for her up here,” Brunner said pointing to his
head, “she also had it here,” he finished pointing to his heart. “She had such
a passion for her work. Laura was a beautiful, pleasant young woman that
was just beginning to be recognized by her peers for…,” Brunner stopped in
mid-sentence.
Rising from the desk Brunner sighed, “This Dharma fellow reminded me
how much I miss my brainstorming sessions with Laura.”
Brunner began walking to his office. Barbara rose from her chair and
followed.
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“What happened to Laura?” she asked. “Where is she now?”
“Laura was flying out to join an expedition under Doctor Reins. Her
plane was caught in a major storm. The plane disappeared over the dense
jungles of northern Zambrana.”
“I am so sorry,” Barbara said emphatically. “Was everyone killed?”
Doctor Brunner’s shoulders stiffened. “Laura’s plane was never found.”
There was a long pause then he continued as he approached his desk.
“There were a number of air searches along several possible routes the
plane may have taken in the storm. They actually found two older plane
wrecks, but they never discovered her plane.”
“If the plane has not been found by now, I guess there is little hope?”
Brunner sat at his desk. He shifted in the chair uncomfortable. Barbara
stood behind one of two guest chairs facing the desk. She rested her hands on
the leather backing.
Brunner smiled at Barbara as he reminisced. “Laura use to spend a lot of
time in the chair you are holding. She would flash me one of her devious little
smiles and either warn me she was going to rip into one of my pet theories or
we would have some brainstorming session on some ancient artifact into the
wee hours of the morning. Laura was also so full of surprises. Rummaging
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through the files and binders on my desk, I would sometimes find buried
treasure from her.”
Brunner’s voice softened. “After the accident, I can’t count the number
of times I would look up from my desk and expect to see Laura sitting right
there,” he said pointing to the empty chair.”
As if reading Barbara’s mind, he continued “The world has long sense
given up any hope for survivors.”
“What about you? Have you given up?”
Brunner shook his head. “No.” With a brooding tone he continued,
“Without the plane, without bodies, there is still a little part of me that believes
she may be out there somewhere.”
Brunner shifted in his chair again and looked directly in Barbara’s eyes.
“Laura is a survivor. The tentacles of civilization are now rapidly spreading
throughout the jungles of Zambrana today. The jungles will eventually give
up its secrets. The plane will eventually be discovered. Maybe then this
mystery will have a final chapter.”
“I dedicated my first book to the memory of Laura Hinds and took some
of the profits to offer a hefty reward for any information that would lead to her
rescue.”
Confusion surfaced on Barbara’s face. Doctor Brunner’s first book was
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published several years ago. Her eyes widened as she asked, “How long ago
did this plane disappear?”
Brunner began rummaging around the papers and briefs that were piled
high and deep on his desk. With a frown, Brunner stepped away from the desk
and reached up to a shelf and pulled down a book. Opening it, Brunner look
at the inside jacket and said, based on this book’s publication date, Laura’s
plane disappear a little shy of three years ago.
“The worse part of this is every so often a rumor will arise that either the
plane has been found or someone run into a woman, in the Green Abyss that
might have been Laura Hinds. They all turned out to be false leads.
“There is a rumor going around that a passenger from that very plane
stepped out of the Green Abyss a couple of weeks ago. He supposedly flagged
down a vehicle on the new timber logging highway and is with his family now.
At the same time, it was reported a young woman came out with him, but that
they split up. She is nowhere to be found. I have learned not to get my hopes
up unless I hear directly from Dr. Ruth Reins. Unfortunately, she is in the bush
right now. I have no eyes and no ears in Zambrana for several more weeks.”
Barbara opened her mouth, but she couldn’t find the proper words of
regret. She watched Brunner put the book back on the shelf. He returned to
the desk then continued rummaging. “Is something wrong?” she said.
“I kept a unique, first printed copy of that same book on my desk. It started
out as a gag gift. The book was twice as thick as the original one you just
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saw. There was a blank page adjacent every printed page. I told Laura it was
going to be on my desk waiting for her return. The book had an inscription
that joked that with her new field discoveries she might just want to rewrite all
my theories about great civilizations of the past, page by page.”
Doctor Brunner paused from his search, looked up at Barbara and added,
“I totally forgot about the gag gift when I learned of the accident. About the
time my book was published, gag gift arrived. It was bound handsomely in
leather with Laura’s name embossed in gold on the side binding. I decided to
keep it hoping I might still be able to give it to her someday. Over the years I
also penciled in related thoughts and questions about some of my theories that
will someday be revised. Some of these changes are directly the result of
Laura’s work prior to the plane disappearance.”
Brunner’s eyes returned to the desk. Barbara’s eyes peeked over the
stacks of papers and binders. “When did you last see it?”
“Yesterday afternoon. I made a few notes and set it near the compiler.
Barbara grew a little uncomfortable remembering the unlocked main
office door this morning. “What about this Dharma fellow?”
“We sat on the couch and had our refreshments over there,” he said
pointing to one side of the room.”
“Hello,’ he said with a puzzled face, “what is this?” Barbara saw Doctor
Brunner raised a medium sized package with his hand. It was heavily taped
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and approximately where the leather bound gift lay next to the compiler.
Barbara shrugged her shoulders. “I have no idea.”
“Have any of the undergraduate or graduate students been in the offices
today?”
“Sure, but only in the main office, at least to my knowledge,” Barbara
declared defensively.
Doctor Brunner flashed Barbara a reassuring smile. “I take a lot of work
home with me all the time. Before I get cantankerous, I will probably discover
I have the book sitting at the home office desk.”
Brunner eyed the package in his hand. Scribbled on it were the words,
‘For Professor Charles Brunner’s eyes only.’ He shook the package. It was
solid and pretty hefty. He then put it to his ear.
“It isn’t ticking. That’s always a good sign,” he joked. Brunner
attempted to peel the tape back, but it was strong and bound too tightly. He
would eventually have to cut the package open with a box cutter. There were
no return names or addresses on the package.
“It couldn’t have been delivered by interoffice mail if you didn’t handle it.
There are no names or addresses so we can rule out general mail. If you have
not seen it before either, I can only conclude someone came into our offices
and placed the package on the corner of the desk to make certain it was
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found”.
Barbara was not certain what she could say. She only had hunches and
suspicions. She watched Doctor Brunner reached to one side of the desk and
picked up his briefcase. Opening it, he slipped the large foreign package in
and then some work papers.“
“Well,” he sighed, “this is one mystery I must postpone until the
weekend.”
“Don’t forget the facility meeting tonight-“
“I haven’t. Mr. Dharma is one of the invited guests tonight. Faculty
heads will be climbing over each other to get gain his employment. I don’t
want to miss that!” he exclaimed.
Brunner’s thoughts returned to his surroundings. Eyeing the room, he
said, “Barbara, please email maintenance and request new locks on all the
doors. I can’t remember the last time I requested a change.”
“Yes, Doctor Brunner. Is there anything else?”
Brunner closed down the compiler as he peeked out the window. He
snapped his briefcase shut. “No, I don’t think so. I will have to change for the
reception and the weather is worsening. I am going to take off now. If you
don’t see any student traffic in the next half hour, go ahead and lock up for the
weekend.”
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“Thanks, Doctor Brunner.”
“Oh, by the way, how did the interview go with Mr. Dharma? Barbara
asked.
Brunner smiled, “I told Mr. Dharma his background and skills so
reminded me of an assistant I had a three years earlier. I told him I knew he
would be a tremendous asset to my program if he decided to join us. I
informed Mr. Dharma if he wanted to help me solve a lot of mysteries of past
civilizations the position was his for the asking.”
“What did young Dharma say?”
“He thanked me for taking the time to meet with him on such short notice
and said he would make his announcement next week.”
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Chapter 21 Remote Viewing: MS-027C: Martha Brunner
Recording the last test paper score in his grade book, Brunner looked up
from his living room armchair at the dwindling flames in the fireplace.
Warmth filled his body and setting the grade book aside, the doctor rose and
stretched. Since his exams had been scheduled early, he wanted to post the
scores before the students left for their homes over the brief vacation break.
"Are you through, Charles?" Martha said stepping into the room. She was
almost as tall as her husband and of lighter color. Her face had only recently
shown her advancing middle-age with the fine lines around the lips, eyes, and
forehead. Martha never tried to hide it, rather, she accepted it gracefully.
"Yes, at least for now." he responded.
"Would you care for something to drink?"
"Hmmm, I could sure use a little more coffee. Is there any left?"
"I think so. I'll see."
Brunner turned and stooping beside the fire, opened the metal screen and
threw a split log on the red ambers. He liked fires. The warmth not only felt
good to him on such a cold night, but also the burning wood rekindled
memories of past expeditions. Rising to his feet, the doctor returned to the
chair and gathered up the graded papers and slipped them into the leather
briefcase. His left hand reappeared with the heavily taped package from
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earlier in the day.
"Martha?" he called out to his wife in the kitchen.
"What, Charles?" a muffled voice answered.
"Could you bring me a sharp knife or a box cutter?" The telephone rang
before he heard her reply.
"I'll take it, Charles." She yelled out.
Moving back toward the fire, Brunner placed the bounded package on the
mantle and rubbed his backside as he turned it toward the flames.
"It was Amy Watts," Martha said reappearing with coffee in one hand and
a box cutter in the other. "They will be coming by early because of the storm.
What's the box cutter for?"
Brunner took the coffee first and sipped before taking the sharp
implement. "Oh," he sighed softly taking the mug from his lips and pointing it
toward the package on the mantle. "Someone dropped a mystery package on
my desk in the last 24 hours."
"What is it?"
"I don't have the faintest idea. I thought I might leave it on the mantle as
a conversation piece. It goes well with the wall, don’t you think?”
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Martha looked at her watch. "You've got to change, Charles. We're
running late as it is!"
"I'll be upstairs in a minute. I just want to clear up a small mystery. I'll be
right behind you."
Martha handed him the box cutter. "I know you don’t like these receptions.
Don’t get blood all over the floor just to get out of the reception,” she teased.
“Alright, I'll be right behind you."
Taking another sip of the hot liquid, Brunner moved toward the fireplace
mantle, coffee in one hand and the box cutter in the other. Setting the coffee
mug down, he picked up the package and began to carefully cut four slits to
form a small square at a base corner of the package. He patiently peeled away
the tape to expose a leather cover. Two more slits allowed him to guess this
was some kind of leather book…or maybe a journal or logbook?
"Charles, please come up and change. I don't want to keep the Watts
waiting."
Brunner sighed with frustration. This mystery would have to wait until
tomorrow. Returning the package to the mantle, carefully snatched up the
coffee mug forty-and turned towards the stairs. “I’m coming up.”
The windshield wipers made a whipping noise as the Watts drove through
the snowy countryside. As a car's lights entered their back seat, he was struck
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by how very attractive his wife was even at forty-eight. Twenty-seven years of
marriage, he thought to himself in mild surprise. They had their differences,
but Martha was a seductive woman who enjoyed life to its fullest and had no
inhibitions to speak of. Realizing it was communication and not, sex that
constituted the major portion of intercourse between a husband and wife he
was pleased at marrying one as intelligent and gifted as she. There were many
memories, good and bad, from one room apartments and little food to the
death of their only daughter at an early age. They were still together after this.
One time a close friend who had just divorced his second wife asked him
how he and Martha had survived through all these years of marriage. Brunner
remembered looking at him and asking, "John, how long have we been good
friends?" John looked at him and answered, "Since we were kids, I guess. It
must be a good forty years, Charlie."
The University President's home was a large gray stone mansion set amid
tall old trees on a large, snowy estate. The building and grounds were more
than two hundred years old and retained the flavor of antiquity. Paneling and
woodwork, tall spacious rooms and wide stairways filled with large giltframed paintings yielded memories of a time when labor was cheap and fine
detail in craftsmanship was the true sign of wealth.
The door chimes rang, and Mrs. Miller appeared at the door. She was a
tall woman, taller than her husband with all the charm and grace needed to
help her husband rise to such a position. She was always kind and thoughtful
of company never forgetting names or ranks or any recent marks of distinction.
It was very difficult to dislike such a woman.
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"How do you do, Doctor Thomas Watts? I hope the driving was not too
treacherous...and Amy, what a charming dress. Oh...is that Doctor Brunner
behind you? How are you, Charles? I just have to tell you how much I enjoyed
your latest book. It is marvelous. I just know it will do very well. Martha," she
sighed kissing her on the cheek, "I'm glad all of you could make it in such
inclement weather. Please have the help put your hats and coats in the cloak
room. Most of the guests have already arrived so please make yourselves
comfortable."
Upon leaving the cloak room, Brunner heard a loud burst of laughter
from the main ballroom of the one hundred year old mansion. He was well
familiar with the man the laugh belonged to. It could only be Doctor Richard
Druze, chairman of the psychology department. Chairman Druze was a loud,
gruff man. A tall man with a big gait, bulging eyes, a heavy veined nose, a red
moustache, and heavy eyebrows. He had a knack of bringing in a lot of
financial funding to the university. You could not argue with success and he
usually got what he wanted, and he wanted young Dharma.
Watching the man sampling hors d'oeuvres between sentences, Brunner
recalled a few rumors over the years about possible plagiarizing and the
outright theft of entire works from the sweat of graduate assistants. Rumors
from a few disgruntled graduate students are not indictments. Still, Brunner
recalled a favored graduate student of Druze, once comment half drunk, “It
may be true, that under pressure, the cream always rises to the top but also
remember…scum floats.”
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"Charles, would you care for a drink?"
Brunner's thoughts returned to Martha who stood beside him. "A drink?"
he said repeating, her question. "Yes, I think that might be an excellent idea.
Would you like one too?"
"Hmmm, please, Martha said. “Then you and I will mingle a little bit
together. Not too long though”, she added. “I have a lot of catching up to do
on the latest gossip! We can’t talk with you men around."
Brunner nodded to his head once to his wife in acknowledgement. "Two
drinks coming up!"
The university president held a number of major receptions at his home
each year. Due to the proximity to national museums, a special arrangement
allowed famous artifacts and paintings to grace the tables and walls of the
twenty-three room mansion during these events. The reception was now
approaching its third hour. Brunner sipped at his drink as he waded through
a sea of bubbling voices along one of the long corridors. He had seen Mr.
Dharma, from a far, several times.
Chairman Druze had repeatedly attempted to dominate the young man’s
time and attention. There was one brief moment during the evening, that
Charles and young Dharma actually made eye contact with each other. Each
raise their drinks above the heads of the guests between them, and with a single
nod of the heads, toasted each other in silence. Each returned their attention
to the people around them.
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Brunner looked down at his wristwatch. Having enjoyed the company of
good friends and associates, Brunner had about forty-five minutes to explore
the remaining corridors and rooms before his party of four would depart the
reception.
“Thank you,” Brunner said warmly as one servant refilled his wine glass and
another allowed him to sample some tasty oeuvres on the silver tray. Brunner
walked down one of the opulent corridors at a brisk pace. Brunner estimated that by
quickening his pace, he might have enough time to navigate in and out of each of the
remaining room to examine all the artifacts and paintings prior to leaving.

Filling his glass and then another for Martha, Brunner decided to learn
where she had disappeared to for the last fifteen or twenty minutes. She could
be in any one of three rooms. The doctor stepped toward the double door
leading to the main dining room. Three caterers were still serving what
remained of the slices of ham and cheeses.
Looking about the room, Brunner couldn't find her, but the slivers of cake
and coffee looked appetizing.
"....so, I talked to Frank, trying to decide if possibly I should send her to a
school for children with such natural endowment. I’m certain she got her
intelligence from my side of the family. Don't you think so, Martha?"
"Well...Mary, that might be true, but I do think Frank might have had
something to do with it too."
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"Mr. Dharma," Mary said turning to the young man beside her, "what do
you think of my little Mary scoring a 142 on her I.Q. examination? Do you think
she should get special schooling?"
Martha's mouth curled in female amusement. Mary did not hesitate to
move closer to the graduate student, her blond hair brushing against his
shoulder. Wearing a low-cut green chiffon, she lavishly showed her big creamy
breasts. The young man had a handsome face topped with jet black hair.
Even though he wore a loose sports jacket over his long sleeve shirt,
Martha could see he had the powerful, well-proportioned frame of an athlete.
Dharma reminded Martha of Charles in his youth.
Mr. Dharma eyed Mary and then Martha as if he were looking for help.
Looking at Mary once more, he attempted not to drop his eyes too far as he
tried to find the proper words.
"Well, Mrs. Barker," he began and then cleared his throat, "I'm afraid I
am not an expert in-these matter and-"
"Oh, you're too modest and please call me Mary. I listened to you earlier
and you seemed very knowledgeable on this subject. Being a physicist, you must
have known a lot of geniuses. Frank thinks I should leave my little Laura in
school with her friends but what does Frank know?" she added as an
afterthought.
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Mr. Dharma laughed softly and then smiled at the woman. "I'm afraid I do
not know very many geniuses, Mrs. Baker. I know a lot of hard working,
intelligent men and women in many fields of science and humanities but-"
"Oh, you're being modest again, Mr. Dharma," Mary interrupted, "I've
heard some say you are a genius."
"Mrs. Baker, I am afraid genius is a word that is abused. too frequently."
"How is it abused?" asked one of the other three women in the small circle.
"Well, in psychology, it refers to a person of extraordinary intellectual
power. I believe most people confuse the word and it's use in two closely related
but somewhat different senses."
Mr. Dharma looked at the faces of each of the women about him. "Possibly
some of you know what I mean?"
Martha spoke up. "Yes, I think you may be speaking about potential as
compared to attainment."
"Why, yes, Mrs. Brunner, that is exactly what I am referring to." Mr.
Dharma turned his head toward Mrs. Barker and continued"You see, Mrs. Barker, in the case of your daughter, Mary, we are talking;
about intellectual ability as measured by performance on that standardized
intelligent test. I believe the term, gifted child, is far more practical and
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accurate."
"I've heard that term many times," commented Mrs. Ackley. "I always
thought of genius and gifted child as being one in the same."
"Many people do, Mrs. Ackley."
"What classifies a child as gifted?" asked Mrs. Becket.
Dharma sipped at the liquid in his glass and then said, "Well, first of all,
gifted children are classified as first and second order and only four in every
thousand from the general population reach this first plateau, this first order of
gifted children."
"And second order?" Martha Brunner probed.
"Hmm, it's four in every ten thousand or something of that magnitude. The
second order gifted children are drawn from the top ten percent of the first
order."
"Well then," interrupted Mrs. Barker as she twisted the drinking glass in
her hand, "what is a genius?"
Martha smiled when she saw Mr. Dharma momentarily scratch his head
after accidently dropping his eyes onto Mary's quivering breasts. He appeared
to recover quickly.
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"Genius is used to describe creative ability of...of exceptionally high
quality and is demonstrated by actual achievement."
"Would my little Mary's 142 put her in the second order of gifted children?"
"Your Mary would fall initially into the first order."
"And also, into the second order?" Mary Barker pressed.
"In my personal opinion, I think it is quite unlikely but as I commented
earlier, I am certainly no expert on this matter."
"Ah," Mrs. Barker quipped finishing her drink, "I guess you are not."
The woman's face was flushed. It was difficult to tell if it was from
embarrassment or from her drinking.
"I don't see how you could be right," she suddenly snapped. "You say
geniuses are judged by their achievements. I have several brothers who never
scored as high as my Mary yet being very talented at what they do, they are
very successful. If Mary isn't a genius, they certainly couldn't be!"
Mr. Dharma nodded his head slowly in agreement. A smile of triumph
surfaced on Mary's face. Martha figured Mary felt she had saved face with her
friends after all the bragging she had done in the evening,
"I must agree with you, Mrs. Barker. It appears your brothers are very
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talented but are probably not geniuses. Talent refers to an aptitude for some
special kind of work and implies a relatively quick and easy ability to acquire
a particular skill. Genius involves originality, creativeness, and the ability to
work and flourish in new areas not previously explored."
Martha began to cough and choke.
"Are you alright," asked Susan Ackley slapping her softly on her back.
Martha nodded her head trying to catch her breath. "I am alright," Martha
exclaimed trying to fight back an urge for laughter.
Looking at her empty glass, Martha had a means of escape. "If you'll
excuse me, I am going to get a refill. Is anyone else interested in a refill?"
Martha looked directly at Glacius Dharma.
"I think I will also get some punch. Ladies, if you don't mind...." Dharma
said.
Martha saw no response from the girls. She then turned her attention to
Mary. Mrs. Barker was still beet red with both anger and embarrassment as
the two turned and left.
Now halfway across the room, Martha couldn't contain her laughter any
longer. Dharma stopped, turned, and smiled at her.
"I'm afraid I may have gotten Mrs. Barker upset at me," he sighed. "Thank
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you for rescuing me from myself.”
Smothering her weakening laughter with a free hand, Martha stared at the
young man. She saw his powerful eyes gleaming at her. "I wouldn't be too
worried, Mr. Dharma. You don't realize the service you've done us. You not
only informed her that her little Mary isn't quite yet a genius, but you also got
her to admit that her two brothers are very talented but....oh, well, I would have
hated to miss it. Let's get that punch." she added with a wide grin.
"Mrs. Brunner," Dharma said now sipping at his drink, "I have been
wanting to ask you a question."
"Oh , and what is that Mr. Dharma? "
"Your husband wouldn't be Doctor Charles Brunner, the archaeologist, by
any chance?"
Martha laughed. "I don't think anyone else would have him. Do you know
Charles?"
It was Dharma's turn to smile. " I met him for the first time, formally, today,
Mrs. Brunner." Dharma suddenly gestured toward a couch now vacant behind
Martha. "Ah, there's the couch we have been waiting for!"
"And not too soon," Martha sighed with relief. "I've been on my feet all
evening." Sitting, Martha studied the man seated. beside her. There...there was
an aura that seemed to surround this young, attractive man, she thought to
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herself. Martha found herself both fascinated and curious by this Glacius
Dharma.
"You know of my husband's work?" Martha said initiating the
conversation.
Dharma nodded his head lightly. "Yes. In fact, I believe I have read just
about everything he has ever written. I have great respect for your husband's
work."
"I'm certain he would find that flattering, Mr. Dharma." Martha sipped her
drink and continued. "I'm a little surprised since you mentioned earlier, your
undergraduate degree was in engineering physics, Mr. Dharma. I would have
thought your attention would be focused more on the future rather than the
past."
Dharma laughed softly and drank from his glass. "It might be true with
some or many in my field, but I have always held a great interest for your
husband's area of research and his excavations."
"And what is it you like about my husband's work?" Martha asked as her
lip curled in feminine amusement.
Dharma sighed leaning back on the couch, "I sense Doctor Brunner is
obsessed with the how, when, why and where of human origins. He once
remarked in an article how frustrating it was to explain to others what he did.
He finally used an analogy of a medical doctor treating a patient having
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amnesia."
"Oh, yes, I remember," Martha injected, "and he was the doctor, and our
civilized society was the patient. I guess you are indeed a great admirer of my
husband's work to recall such detail. I'm curious, Mr. Dh-"
"Please, call me Glacius."
"Possibly you should have majored in archaeology since you appear to
have a fondness for it, Glacius."
"Unfortunately, in today's society, there are more calls for economists and
physicists than archaeologists. I am a polymath and polyglot who enjoys all
the disciplines. Fortunately, one does not necessarily have to exclude any of
their interest if they can find the time to pursue all of them. In fact, I am hoping
Doctor Brunner might allow me to audit many of his courses and possibly
pursue a unique PhD format which allows me to incorporate a number of
disciplines including archaeology while I am here."
Martha stared at Glacius in amazement, not knowing if he were actually
serious or not. "Well, “she said hesitantly, "I cannot speak for Charles, but I do
not think he would object to at least listening to your request. He has made a
single exception in the past. I might add it was surprisingly similar to your own
a unique situation about five years ago.'
Straitening himself, Dharma sighed, "possibly I can persuade Doctor
Brunner into making a second exception."
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Chapter 22 Secret Undercover Mission: Penetrate and Expose Sex Slave Smuggling
Ring

Upon the Scorpion docking at a military spaceport hanger in Questor, Lieutenant
Commander Tagore and Captain Moan found ground military transportation waiting for
them. The two were being whisked to a private rendezvous meeting with Vice Admiral
Nain.

These were indeed treacherous times. Two days earlier their secret, undercover mission
had been betrayed within SFC headquarters. Vice Admiral Nain took swift and
immediate action. He announced to all SFC headquarters personnel earlier that morning,
one of their own had been convicted of treason the previous evening. A special feed
from a military courtyard was fed in to all SFC headquarters staff. The execution was
also selectively being directly fed to the Scorpion bridge. Both Moan and Tagore were
intrigued to see the parents of Vlack standing next to Vice Admiral Nain as he gave the
executioner the signal to release the trap door. This occurred just about ninety minutes
prior to the Scorpion docking.

As the two officers sat quietly in the hovercraft, Lieutenant Commander Tagore was
certain this execution was directly related to the betrayal of their recent secret mission.
Was there only one traitor inside SFC headquarters or were there more? As the two
watched large swats of Questor pass beneath them, Tagore reflected on all which had
happened since he first met his doppelgänger almost a fortnight earlier.

He was appreciative that Captain Moan would be doing all the talking and explanation at
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the upcoming meeting with Vice Admiral Nain. Tagore would only need to speak when
called upon. This would essentially be the opposite of what he had to endure over the last
ten days when their rolls and been reversed.

Tagore went through his mind about all that had happened in the last two weeks when he
participated in his first undercover mission. A little more than ten days earlier, it seemed
like a routine day as second engineer on the vessel, Scorpion. He then received an odd call
to come to the security detention center of the destroyer. When Tagore arrived, he was
startled to see a doppelgänger of himself, in a different uniform, staring directly back at
him.

The Scorpion vessel had intercepted a small human trafficking ship, with a crew of five.
The crew of the ‘Howling Mermaid’ were notorious smugglers of just about anything
profitable which could not be bolted down.

Prison planet contraband was highly profitable, especially items such as music, movies,
and books. Such items were strictly prohibited for distribution to spacers. The undeclared
reason was due to all the subliminal propaganda carefully woven and weaved into prison
planet indoctrination. Over a span of three centuries, the global elites had been successfully
keeping the inmates of the home world dumbed down. Almost the entire population had
no idea they were living on a prison planet and that a breakaway civilization existed above
them.

To a lesser degree, certain foods, plants, and exotic animals were prohibited from export
too. The biggest and most profitable black market cargo though was humans. All shapes
and colors were welcomed.
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Tagore was well aware of a flourishing black market for young prison planet humans, both
male and female. In addition to illegal activities involving the sex-slave market, many of
the children were treated worse than hens in chicken cages. Tagore had witnessed this
firsthand. Kidnapped kids were terrorized in their cages for the purpose of energizing their
blood with adrenaline. The energized blood is immediately extracted and eventually
marketed to clients willing to pay much for the superhuman like powers they grew addicted
to. After several years of abuse, the victim is either ultimately killed in one final act of
terror to extract Adrenochrome from the spine at the base of the neck with a syringe, or
they are sold as future working slaves. Some become part of a haram while others might
be dumped into the sex trade industry.

In recent years there had been growing rumors of young, kidnapped victims being held in
stasis for extended periods of time to permit their souls to be forcefully transferred into
clones. Should the clones be killed, the soul is immediately recaptured by the original body
held in stasis. The soul is thereafter once more transferred to another clone. There were
likely many more devious reasons to traffic in human flesh, but Tagore didn’t want to think
about any situation involving another human being which was done against their consent.

Whether for illegal sex traders, slavers for outer-world colonists or even the more nefarious
research laboratories requiring fresh, warm bodies, it rarely turned out well for the human
inmates delivered to the wealthy buyers of the solar system. There was a lot of cryptos to
be made for the smugglers in the black market of human slaves.

This particular smuggler vessel was going to rendezvous with several other smugglers at a
remote colony in the Ryan sector. There had been reports that there was going to be a major
auction and transfer of human slave cargo there. Captain Moan suspected this captured
crew was heavily involved with human contraband and may have been on their way to that
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very auction. Fortunately, there were outstanding warrants for their arrest. They were taken
into custody and the vessel, ‘Howling Mermaid’, was seized.

Captain Moan noticed Lieutenant Commander Tagore looked so much like the lead
smuggler that the Captain hatched a plan. He would replace the smugglers with Tagore,
as the captain, himself as the first mate, Larsa as the second mate. Larsa would select two
other Scorpion crewmen from security and they would continue on to the rendezvous.
They would join up with the other sex traffickers and capture a bunch of them in the illegal
act of buying humans for their benefactors on distant worlds.

With a special mind device, both Tagore and Moan had everything known about the lead
smuggler and his associates imprinted and downloaded into their memories. Captain
Moan and his crew proceeded to go undercover for a total of ten days. They would keep
the Scorpion appraised of their activities. The Scorpion would then pass on this
information to Solar Fleet Command headquarters.

Vice Admiral Hain of Solar Fleet Command agreed with their plan and gave them the go
ahead. The Scorpion destroyer would continue on with its patrol of the Ryan sector until
Captain Moan and his mission group call them in to orbit around the remote colony. Any
vessel moored at the colony would be ordered to stand down and be inspected. If they
attempted to escape, the standing order was to disable them. If any ship chose to fire on
the Scorpion, they could return fire and neutralize the attacking vessel. Their primary
objective was to rescue all illegal human cargo; discover who ran the auction and to arrest
all smugglers and buyers of illegal contraband at the human trafficking auction house.
During their first week at the smugglers’ market there were growing rumors involving a
rare, beautiful young woman who was among those who may have originated from the
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prison planet. It was said she could be worth a king’s ransom. She was in her twenties,
spoke multiple languages, and was an outstandingly rare and beautiful virgin. It was said
that in addition to the sex slave industry being interested in her, a not to be named spacer
research laboratory was highly interested in her psychic…or rumored remote channeling
abilities. It was said, that under hypnosis, she could be directed into channeling her mind
into past, present, even future events involving specific individuals and locations.

Unfortunately for the remote viewing laboratory, she was so outstandingly beautiful and
intelligent, competition would be fierce in the auction of Property F0111. The young
woman was destined to be either sold off to a sex trader, to a rich mogul seeking another
wife, or to a black opts artificial intelligence laboratory. If the laboratory won out, Property
F0111 would lose her mind, literally. Property F0111’s would be placed in suspended
animation and then be incorporated into an experimental artificial remote viewing machine
which might we warrantied for a century.

A query was sent back to Solar Fleet Command concerning the Property F0111. Does
anyone have any information on the identity of Property F0111? Have there been any
reported abductions of a famous and wealthy young woman either on the prison planet or
elsewhere throughout the solar system? They had yet to get a response from headquarters.

During the early morning hours of the day of the auction, they continued the charade of
representing one of the major sex trade moguls seeking to bid on several female properties.
For an inspection fee, Hari Tagore and Kishon Moan could spend a few minutes with
the merchandise just prior to the auction. If they ultimately ended up purchasing any of
the inspected stock, their auction entrance fee would be deducted from the final price. The
rules were simple…you can look and speak to any of the auction items for up to ten
minutes…but you cannot touch the merchandise.
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Kishon whispered to Tagore he was intrigued with tales about Property F0111. Tagore
indicated to the smugglers they would accept and pay for the pre-inspection proposal.
When the smuggler’s treasury agent informed them of the fixed auction fee, and that they
had to pay up front, Kishon wasn’t certain if their private crypto wallet had enough in it to
cover this huge fee.
To Kishon’s surprise, Tagore hadn’t batted an eye. Tagore went to the treasurer’s
compiler, typed in a private code, and then nodded to the treasurer the transaction had been
completed. The treasurer nodded and smiled upon confirmation that the fee had been
processes instantly and was paid in full.

Two security guards escorted Tagore and Kishon to a secluded area of a highly guarded
compound. They were taken to a large holding cell where most of the female prisoners
were kept. Though washed and cleaned and dressed in simple smocks, with a package
code on it. The was “F” for female followed by a four digit number. You could see terror
of the unknown on many of their faces. Others had been sedated with drugs. Others again
appeared paralyzed with fear or shock due the dramatic sudden change in their
circumstances. Some were sobbing with the realization they likely would never see their
loved ones again. The females appeared to range in age from fourteen to the mid-twenties.
Pre-teens were kept in a different holding cell and the same were true with young men.

After inspecting a handful of the females, Kishon asked the guards about Property F0111.
It appeared she was not among these women. They asked if they could inspect that female
too? The security guards nodded.

They left this large cell and proceeded to a private suite where Property F0111 was being
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housed under even higher security. One of the security guards actually knocked on the
door to let the occupant know there were visitors entering the suite.
Tagore and Kishon didn’t know what to expect. It appeared Property F0111 being treated
like royalty in deference to the high value they thought they could fetch at today’s auction.
They didn’t want a mark on her. They wanted Property F0111 as flawless as possible.

Property F0111 opened the door, stared at the four men standing before her. She ignored
the two security men. Tagore and Kishon thought they were on prepared to face anything
as they entered the suite. The two were totally surprised when the woman thanked the
security guards, closed the door, and smiled at her two guests and said pleasantly, “would
you both please follow me into the living room?”

The criminal cartel had only provided Property F0111 the same simple, shear white smock
and a pair of sandals they had given to the others. Property F0111 wore the smock as if
she were in an expensive gown. Property F0111 turned away from them and proceeded
back to the living room. Tagore and Kishon hesitantly followed her wondering if they
were walking into a trap.

Property F0111 motioned the two men to sit at the couch. She took the chair facing them.
The tall, attractive, woman examined each of them carefully. She suddenly paid closer
attention to Kishon as he was surveying the room.

While she continued her now intense focus on Kishon, both Tagore and Kishon noted all
the spying equipment about the apartment watching and listening to their every move.
They knew they had to suppress the bewilderment and play to the audience watching them.
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“Property F0111” Tagore began, “do you know why we are here?”
“Of course, you are buyers of human flesh”, Property F0111 replied without emotion.
Tagore nodded. “Would you please stand for our inspection, “ he said more as a question
than a demand.

Property F0111 hesitated at first but then smiled and slowly rose to her feet to comply with
Tagore’s request. She was tall and had a long, graceful neck and slender limbs. The dress
was sheer enough to see her breasts were firm and shapely with small perky nipples. She
was a very well-proportioned young woman. Based on what they saw through the thin
fabric of the smock, Property F0111 appeared to be a natural strawberry blond. She had a
button nose, a tanned face sprinkled with a spoonful of freckles and blueish-green eyes.
There was a radiant, warming energy which seem to exude out of every pore of her body.
They were standing before a young woman who glowed like a woman deeply in love.
Tagore’s heart was deeply captivated by this remarkable lady before them. Tagore
concluded she must have this effect on almost everyone who met her.

Tagore motioned for her to turn slowly around for further inspection. She complied.
Tagore thought she was exquisite. Property F0111 used her five long thin fingers and
thumb to brush her wavy hair from the front of her face as she stared back at them.

It was at that point both Tagore and Kishon noticed she also had six appendages on the
other hand. They then glanced down at her well-formed feet. Property F0111 also had six
toes on each foot. They looked very natural on her.
Tagore exclaimed, “you are a sexdactyly”.
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Property F0111 turned towards them and motioned as if asking if she could sit once more.
Tagore nodded she could. Sitting in the chair she nodded and said, “it is a dominate trait
which runs in my family as far back as anyone can recall. It sure helps us add a new
dimension to the playing of musical stringed instruments,” she said with a dry smile.
Property F0111’s eyes continued to carefully examine the physical features of each of the
flesh peddlers sitting before her as if she were at a tea party or social gathering.

Tagore and Kishon both sensed from her measured words, diction, and the intensity of her
attentive stare, she was highly intelligent and educated. Property F0111 was amazingly
very comfortable in her own skin. She had the strength within herself to let others lead.
She didn’t volunteer anything further. She sat in silence waiting for their next question.
“It has been rumored you are a remote viewing specialist?” Tagore said breaking the brief
silence. “Is this true?”
“Do you even know what remote viewing even means?” Property F0111 asked.
Tagore answered, “Remote viewing (RV) is the practice of seeking impressions about a
distant or unseen target, purportedly using extrasensory perception (ESP) or "sensing" with
the mind. Do you have such abilities?”
Property F0111 looked up at the cameras and then shrugged her shoulders and laughed. “I
have heard that very same rumor. I don’t know where it comes from. If I had such an
ability through time, and I was good at it, how could I explain the present situation I find
myself in? If I were to state I was indeed a remote viewing specialist, I’d understand others
concluding I was not very good at my trade.”
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Property F0111 rose to her feet and stepped over to the small kitchen and fixed herself a
drink. Can I get both of you a drink?”
Kishon nodded and Tagore replied. “Yes, we will have whatever you are having.”
“Well then, three virgin screwdrivers coming up!”

Tagore noticed Property F0111 appeared even more at ease. It made no sense to Tagore
for a woman who has been kidnapped for sex slavery or worse to be so nonchalant about
it. Property F0111 handed each of them a glass of fresh squeezed orange juice and then
returned to her chair. “Enjoy” she said raising her glass and then taking a sip.

Property F0111 then leaned forward as if she was controlling the conversation and
remarked, “your sidekick doesn’t talk much.” She stared directly at Kishon.

Kishon raised his glass of orange juice, nodded at her and then sipped. He continued to
say nothing.

Property F0111 leaned back in her chair. She continued to carefully scan their faces in
silence sipping at her own drink as the man who pretended to be in charge, spoke. “I
haven’t given him permission to speak,” he replied for the benefit of the cameras and
listening devices.

Property F0111 purposely displayed a brief expression suggesting she did not believe
Tagore, but she let that pass as she continued to stare at Captain Moan over the top of her
glass as she sipped from it. “Your first mate” Property F0111 added, “happens to remind
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me of my former lover from another lifetime.”
Tagore became confused and he remarked, “My understanding for the auction is you are
a virgin.”

Property F0111 turned her attention back to Lieutenant Commander Tagore and lowering
her glass replied, “Our souls are eternal. In this present life I have been waiting for the
return of my soulmate for twenty-four years. I came to the realization my soulmate,
whether male or female, was not on the surface of my planet. I decided I would have to
take some risks and leave my planet if I hoped to connect with my lover. It has led me to
where I am today.”

The three stared at each other in silence digesting on what Property F0111 just shared with
them. Was Property F0111 sharing a profound truth of the universe or had she convinced
the two men seated and those eavesdropping that she was insane?

It was announced over a speaker the interview had come to an end. The auction would
begin in one hour. The three finished their drinks. As they all rose to their feet and headed
to the door, Property F0111 said loudly to make certain she was heard on the mics, “let me
have your glasses”.

As she smiled and collected them, she shocked the two men against when Property F0111
whispered. “Lieutenant Commander Tagore,” then her eyes shifted to the first mate, and
Captain Moan, my name is Meroth Sophia.” She then whispered rapidly, “time is
running out for every complex organism in this solar system.”

As they then reached the door and opened it, the first light of day poured in from a
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distant sun. In a loud voice Property F0111 exclaimed, “first light”. She continued; I
will take this as an omen. Though you might want to bid on me today, you cannot
compete with those who will snatch me up at the auction. Don’t leave in despair. On
this day, a year from now, we will again meet on first light.”
She turned and looked directly in and through Kishon’s eyes as she said, “Goodbye,
first mate. Maybe your captain will give you permission to speak the next time we
meet.”

As Property F0111 stepped away from the two bewildered men, she turned and carried
the three glasses back to the kitchen. She never looked back. The two smugglers
were escorted back to the treasurer’s office by the security guards.

The slave auction commenced an hour later. The fact that they had not been arrested by
the smugglers confirmed Property F0111 didn’t blow their cover. She could have
bargained for her freedom with this information and yet she did not. Why? With security
guards around them along with dozens of human traffickers and buyers, Captain Moan
and Lieutenant Commander Tagore had no opportunity to privately discuss what just
happened. They decided to split up and listen in on different conversations and gather as
much evidence as possible against the men and women attending this sex trafficking
auction.

Each woman, teenager and child were brought up, one by one, onto a large platform two
meters above the bidding audience. The bidders would raise their registered number up
and down until the last winning bid was acknowledged. Each property which was brought
up to the stage was ordered to drop their simple smock or have it removed forcefully by
nearby security guards.
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The buyers eventually broke for lunch. Tagore and Kishon continued to have freedom of
movement so it further confirmed Property F0111 didn’t give them up to save herself from
the auction block.

The slave auction continued well into the afternoon until the last

property came up for bid. Everyone had been anticipating this announcement.
“Now Up for Auction, Property F0111.”

A clamor amongst the bidders arose as Property F0111 was escorted up onto the stage by
the two security guards. When she was ordered to drop her smock like all the others had,
she hesitated. To the delight of the crowd, the thin smock was ripped away from her body.
The buyers cheered and applauded in what might be described as a rising blood lust for
this remarkable, flawless creature.

Property F0111 initially put her forearm against her breasts and the other hand over the
fork between her legs. After the initial shock wore off, Property F0111 lowered both arms
and looked defiantly at the crowd of men and women sitting just a few meters away lusting
after her radiating innocence. The sea of buyers seated before her continued to laugh and
whistle with delight.

The auctioneer initially began calling out crypto values with a slow cadence. Registered
bidders began flashing the numbers up and down suggesting just about everyone seated
wanted to purchase this property.

Kishon Moan was smitten by the bravery and defiance the young woman exhibited.
Kishon’s courtesy drink slowly rocked back and forth in his right hand between sips. He
saw Lieutenant Command Tagore raise and lower his registered number in the bidding
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process on Property F0111 just as he had done earlier with some other properties. It helped
to keep the façade up. Tagore had strategically lost the earlier bids to escape any
embarrassment with Solar Fleet Command.

Captain Moan took another sip of his drink and began rocking the glass back and forth
again as his attention returned to Property 0111. The glass rotation suddenly froze when
Property F0111 and Kishon suddenly locked eyes with each other.
Kishon ’s third internal eye suddenly widened as if he were having a flashback to a time and
place buried deep within the recesses of his memories. Was this déjà vu. The blood lust cries
of all the men and women around him had suddenly triggered a long suppressed memory…not
a nightmare he repeatedly experienced as a very small child.
Kishon felt a warm liquid dribbling up his wrists and he sensed his life slowly draining from
his body. He remembered terror tearing at his body when suddenly he heard the soft
enveloping words of a young woman whispering in his head, “Calm your mind if you wish
to ruin your enemies’ banquet. They might drain your mortal life away, but they will
not capture and consume your soul. You will rise again in another time and place.
With this action, I release your soul back to the embrace of the planet to spring forth
on our eternal journey through time and space. Sleep, sleep until we reunite again.”
As Property F0111 continued to lock her eyes with Kishon, he saw a smile surface
onto her face as if she were reading his very thoughts. Kishon suddenly blinked
twice not certain what he was experiencing nor visualizing. He saw a transparent
apparition of himself standing in front of Property F0111 shielding her from the
excited throng of buyers. An apparition of Property F0111 took one step forward.
The apparitions embraced and tenderly held each other. The embrace filled the
young naked woman with his warmth and love as Property F0111 slowly raised her
arms as if she were embracing a secret invisible lover. Kishon could see Property
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F0111 draw upon his energy to help calm her mind and soul as the auction bidding
was reaching a frenzied pitch. Property F0111 momentarily looked to away from
him to someone else in the crowd on the other side of the room. Property F0111
then immediately returned her attention to Kishon. It appeared no one else could see
their apparitions embracing each other. The security guards were on each side of
them and saw nothing unusual.
The crypto bids were breaking all previous slave auction records. It finally came down to
two internet bidders and a local bidder, each offering a king’s ransom for this remarkable
property. As the gavel was about to hammer down on the record breaking winning bid, a
sudden explosion rocked the large auction room.
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Chapter 23 On the Trail of a Property F0111

A battle immediately broke out afterwards. Six men and four women, of what must have
been special forces, were in protective head gear, electronic body shielding with weapons
drawn. They poured in through two doors. The security guards on the stage went down.
The auctioneer dropped his gavel and escaped the stage by leaping into the crowd of
bidders. Two female special service soldiers draped a body shielding blanket around
Property F0111 while pulling her off stage at the same time.

Kishon kept his head down and weapon holstered not certain if he would be battling
friendlies. The special service professionals appeared to only be shooting anyone aiming
a weapon at them. Kishon wondered if this was some last moment military rogue rescue
operation. Otherwise why hadn’t they coordinated this package retrieval mission with the
Solar Fleet Command (SFC).
Kishon saw Property F0111 glance in his direction one last time. She didn’t look at all
surprised about the assault and rescue and was now willingly leaving with them. Property
F0111 looked back in his direction to make certain he was safe. He then saw her repeatedly
mouthed the words, FIND ME…FIRST LIGHT…FIND ME…FIRST LIGHT. She
then ran with the extraction team and disappeared through a side door.

A number of smugglers, and their henchmen were being killed in the raging gun battle as
the unknown assault team carefully retreated out the same two doors. They were using
military style precision in both their attack and now their extraction and retreat.
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Captain Moan used this distraction to call in reinforcements earlier than he had planned on
a hidden communicator. He repeated a single code word twice. While finding cover
behind a stone wall Kishon saw one member of the assault team member’s, a woman, get
knock down from a lucky weapon fire shot. Two members of the assault team killed the
shooter instantly. When they determine their partner’s, injury was too severe to move, they
executed her on the spot. They then triggered something in the soldier’s clothing. The
corpse immediately incinerated. That was something Kishon had not witnessed in the past.
If they were friendlies, they could have left the wounded soldier with local medical doctors.
Something was alarmingly wrong about this package extraction.

Over the next two hours, with the aid of local law enforcement, all the local smugglers had
been successfully captured or killed in weapons fire. The kidnapping squad was another
matter. When Captain Moan, Lieutenant Commander Tagore and the other three crewmen
shuttled up to the Scorpion, they all agreed this unknown extraction was by either a top
caliber military or at least a top ex-military team. It was a question of whose military were
they.

Moan and Tagore headed directly to the bridge while Crewman Larson and his men
headed to security.
“What is the status, Commander Benton?” Moan called out as he took the captain’s chair
from the XO officer.
“We captured three smuggler ships, disabled two others who refused to stand down and
attempted to leave orbit. A sixth one was destroyed when they made the fatal decision to
fire on us.
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Kishon and Tagore looked at each other with alarm. They were about to voice their
concerns with the XO officer continued.
“There was a seventh ship which came into port three hours before the attack on the
auction. It was unmarked and unregistered. The reason cited for docking was to pick up
fresh supplies. Cameras showed two-squads, each comprised of three men and two
women, leaving the vessel about ten minutes apart. The same number of personnel
returned to the vessel an hour ago. Again, each group had three men and two women.”
“Has the ship been targeted and warned not to disembark?” Kishon asked.
“Initially they were, Captain. Within five minutes of issuing them that communique, we
received an urgent message from headquarters to stand down and not interfere with this
particular vessel. We were ordered to give them a wide berth.”
“What is the vessel’s present status?” Captain Moan asked with growing intrigue and
alarm.
“The vessel left port twenty minutes ago. Captain, I might add, the vessel has class five
engines. I don’t think there is a ship in Solar Fleet Command which can match it for
speed.”
“Commander Benton,” Moan continued, “was the headquarters message reverified and
confirmed?”
“Yes, Captain.”
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Moan looked more closely at his XO. There was something else he was holding back.
“Alright, Benton, let’s have it. What else should I know?”
The XO smiled as he added, “Before we were given official orders to stand down, one of
our men put a hidden tracking device on the ship when the supplies were delivered to the
unmarked vessel. We will know their final destination when they make their next port.”
Captain Moan eyed his XO and grinned. “I will be in the ready room preparing our report
for headquarters. Let me know when you can confirm their destination.”
“Yes, Captain.”

Moan and Tagore worked on their debriefing report together. As they recorded all the
events which took place chronologically, Tagore paused the briefing recording and spoke
off the record.
“Captain, I fear what just happened reinforces my ongoing suspicion that Solar Fleet
Command has been compromised. That unmarked vessel could only have been tipped off
about Property F0111 by SFC. Besides SFC only you, myself and Benson knew about
Property F0111. The XO’s quick thinking on placing a tracker rules him out as a snitch.
You and I can rule each other out. Circumstantial evidence points us right back to the SFC.

Kishon nodded his head in agreement with the logic.
“Suddenly Property F0111 is far more valuable than anyone can imagine,” Tagore
continued. “For a military extraction team to be dispatched, at such a short notice, with all
these unknown risks, with no upfront planning except for shooting their way in and out, is
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nuts!” Tagore was working out a lot of tension from his first major mission.
“At least that is my way of thinking. They got their package, and we don’t have any idea
who they are and where they have taken her.” Tagore finished with slumped shoulders.
“Well,” Kishon said, “When they extracted Property F0111, she was alive and well. I also
noticed she went with them willingly. When we reviewed the video of the two five-team
squads returning, the package was in the first group.”
Tagore commented. “I have a bad feeling about this. I feel like we let her down somehow.
She could have turned us in at any time. That played heavily on my mind as the bidding
continued on Property F0111. I don’t think we should mention the name she gave us in
the apartment. When I think back, she must have ESP. She knew immediately you were
the actual Captain. She knew all the cameras and bugs were about and she was toying with
us. What a remarkable woman. “

Tagore suddenly looked sheepish and it was hard for him to look his friend directly in the
eye. “When I saw her up there all alone and stripped naked, I almost lost it. I wasn’t certain
what I was going to do but my hand started reaching for my gun. It was at that point, she
looked directly at me. She seemed to open my mind. Suddenly I saw you embracing her
on stage with a security guard on each side of you. I then looked over to where I had last
seen you. You were sitting at the table with your drink. I looked back at the stage again.
I still saw you there, shielding the woman from the crowd. Apparently, I was the only one
witnessing this apparition. I might have to see a shrink.”
Kishon thought it over for a few long moments. “Tagore, if you think you need to visit a
shrink, I will have to join you. I saw myself up there too. Someday I will tell you the
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whole story but only after I figure it all out for myself.”
Captain Moan shrugged his shoulders and sighed, “We will never mention Property
F0111’s real name to anyone or in any report. When we are back at SFC, I will meet
privately with Vice Admiral Nain and catch him up to speed on our suspicions.”

Kishon was about to turn that video recorder back on to continue with the formal report.
Kishon recalled another question he had meant to ask Tagore. “Who won the auction for
Property F0111? I heard the auctioneer say sold and he was about to slam the gavel when
the bomb exploded.”
Tagore’s eyes widen as he mumbled, “we did or I guess I should say, I did.”

Kishon looked at his friend for several long moments. Kishon opened his mouth to speak,
but then he closed it and looked at his friend for several more, long moments. He was
aware of his friend’s family connections and that they were very wealthy. It was at this
moment he began to fully realize how wealthy Tagore really was.
Kishon suddenly had a thought. “The auction was interrupted before the sale could be
completed. We will leave it as such in our report,” Kishon concluded.
“Did Property F0111 know you risked your own funds to rescue her?”
“If she does have ESP, she knows we both would do anything in our power to rescue and
save her.” Tagore answered.

Captain Moan and Lieutenant Commander Tagore had just sent their mission
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report to SFC when they both saw the intercom light begin to blink. It had to
be Commander Benson.
Moan flipped a switch. “Yes, Benson.”
“Captain, the vessel’s destination was the prison planet. The vessel landed at the
following coordinates: 7°18′48″S72°24′40″E” It’s a secret military space port on an
island in one of their oceans.
“Thank you, Benson. Great work! Captain out!”

Captain Moan suddenly slumped in his chair. Property F0111 has been taken to the
prison planet,” he said with alarm. The prison planet is off limits to spacers and SFC
personnel.
Tagore suddenly gave Captain Moan a steely-eyed look. He said, “How serious are you
about retrieving our package back? Would you pass up a promotion to captain the
battleship, Starburst?”
Kishon did not even hesitate. “In a heartbeat. Do you have a plan on how we can
retrieve the package?”

I know that the Rand Shipyard, in addition to building the Starburst, was building a new
advanced cargo ship. The important fact is this vessel is being dedicated to delivering cargo
to and from the prison planet to ports throughout the solar system. It will be commissioned
within the next few months. It is a joint venture between the Rand shipyard and a semigovernment agency on the home planet.”
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Tagore jumped on the compiler, typed in some passwords, did some word searches, typed
in another password, and found what he was looking for. Cargo Vessel Code:19449333
is actually a little bit ahead of schedule. The shipyard recently expanded its business
portfolio model to include both the construction and operation of cargo vessels. This will
be the first such business venture.”
Tagore made additional keystrokes on the compiler and continued. “The shipyard is
presently taking applications for ship captains and crews for this cargo vessel. They wish
to complete the selection process within the next three months so they can provide several
months of training on all advance technologies associated with this vessel.”
Captain Moan’s face grew puzzled as he watched Tagore tear though Rand Shipyard
security to gain all this information. How was it possible? When Tagore looked up at
Captain Moan, he guessed his commander’s puzzlement.
“I don’t recall it I ever mentioned to you my mother and father met at the Rand shipyards
as top, senior naval engineers working together. They eventually married and I have an
older twin sister, by one minute. My sister’s name is Diya. She recently became vice
president and chief operating officer over engineering and manufacturing. If I had not
decided to join Solar Fleet Command, I would have likely been working alongside other
family members as one of the senior engineers. Needless to say, my parents were deeply
disappointed with my career choice. They kept all my passwords in tack hoping I might
one day return to the family corporation.”

Kishon found himself continually astounded by the revelations slowly being peeled away
from Lieutenant Commander Hari Tagore life’s history. Now Kishon was aware Hari
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came from a family of engineers, actually from generations of engineers on both sides
of his parents. Hari’s family had visited him often at the naval hospital while he was
recovering from the battle injury on the Hawk. Kishon had in fact met Hari’s parents,
Deepak, and Ayn Tagore, just before departing on the Wasp’s last ill-fated mission.

The parents were so thankful for Kishon taking Hari under his wing. There were no
pretenses with this couple. They reminded Kishon of a younger version of his
grandparents. Deepak and Ayn Tagore were genuinely nice people. Hari’s parents
opined their daughter had hoped to meet her brother’s best friend. Deepak Tagore
regretted their daughter had to attend urgent matter earlier in the day. She had not
returned to the hospital yet.
As Kishon visualized each of Hari’s parent’s faces, from three years earlier, his right
eyebrow suddenly rose in wonderment. Looking at Hari, Kishon exclaimed, “your
mother wouldn’t happen to be a Rand, would she?”

Lieutenant Commander Tagore smiled sheepishly as he nodded his head.
Kishon thought it best to change the topic. “Have they named the vessel yet?” Kishon
asked.
Tagore did a search as he continued to lean over the screen. “No as of last week there was
still only a vessel code. Let me see if there are any recent updates since last week…” his
voice trailed off. “Wait a second, here is something from ten minutes ago.” Tagore eyes
widen in disbelief. He fell back into a chair and shook his head not believing what he just
learned.
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Captain Moan eyed Tagore with alarm. “What is it? What’s wrong?”

Lieutenant Commander Tagore was lost in deep thought for several seconds brooding
over earlier events in the day. He looked over at Kishon and asked, “You said Property
F0111 attempted to cry out something to you just before disappearing. Do you recall
what she called out to you?”
“She repeated the phrase twice”, Kishon answered. “She said ‘find me, first light.”
“Do you recall what she said at the apartment as we were leaving?” Tagore raised his
open hand at Kishon gesturing for him to hold off on answering. “We don’t have to
recall. I have the actual video clip from the smuggler’s video system! We have access
to it now.”

Tagore jumped back on the complier. After some rapid keystrokes, he found what he
was looking for. Tagore turned the compiler screen to where both of them could
watch. He pressed play.

They examined the screen and watched themselves walking towards the door with
Property F0111. They heard Property F0111 exclaim loudly, “first light. I will take it
as a good omen.” Tagore paused to screen image.
“You recall that,” he asked Kishon. “ Those were the words you said she called out to
you later.”

Kishon nodded his head in confirmation.
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Tagore grew more excited as he was assembling the puzzle pieces together. “Property
F0111 also commented she knew I would bid on her. I mistakenly interpreted her to
say we would lose in the auction and don’t be disappointed. I thought I proved her
wrong as the gavel began to come down when suddenly the concussion grenade hit
and Property F0111, was snatched away from us. Now let’s start up the video again
and hear her exact words.”
Property F0111 began speaking again on the video. “Though you might want to bid
on me today, you cannot compete with those who will snatch me up at the auction.
Don’t leave in despair. On this day, a year from now, we will again meet on first light.”

They watched on screen as Property F0111 turned to stared directly at Moan and
continue speaking. “Goodbye, first mate. Maybe your captain will give you
permission to speak the next time we meet.”

As Property F0111 stepped away from the two men, she turned towards the hidden
camera while carrying the three glasses into the kitchen. She looked up into the camera
and said, “Find me, First Light”. The video showed her smiling and then it went
black.”
Tagore commented, “We were able to carefully review these events from the past
thanks to a video camera and recorder. I believe Property X0111, through her ESP,
remote viewing, whatever we want to call it, she can not only look backward and
revisit these events, but she can also look forward and do the same in seeing the future.”
“Tagore, what as this to do with the cargo ship name you were checking up on?”
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Lieutenant Commander Tagore said, “you better sit down for this one. The cargo vessel
was just officially named less than an hour ago. The cargo ship has been named the ‘First
Diya’.
Kishon replied as a statement, “So it was named in honor of your sister. What am I
missing? “
Tagore explained, “It is a private joke between my parents, my sister and myself. My
father’s name, Deepak, means source of light. Both my sister’s name, Diya and my own,
Hari, each translate to light. My father always bragged that we are the light and then boasts
he is the source of the light. My parents, in private code, essentially named the ship, First
Light!”

That was yesterday. Lieutenant Commander Tagore’s thoughts returned to the present as
the hovercraft began to decelerate and descend. The next hour was going to be crucial
to the plans Captain Moan had sketched out to him a year-long undercover mission.
Would Vice Admiral Nain approve it? Captain Moan thought he might. Would Vice
Admiral Nain allow Captain Moan’s legendary reputation to be forever tarnished? Could
Captain Moan pull it off? He would be shunned by his peers as a leper.

The rumors would go rabid. He would be branded as an untouchable to stay well clear
of. Everyone would conclude Captain Moan must have been guilty of something so
heinous that he not only lost the future command of the battleship, Starburst…he was
stripped of his Scorpion command and forced to resign his commission. The legendary
commander would be relegated to the lowly and embarrassing command of a cargo
bucket?
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Lieutenant Commander Tagore reluctantly agreed with his captain that he must resign his
commission for reasons unknown and let the general public and media come to their own
conclusions of why. Otherwise it might smell of a secret mission to the spies within SFC
headquarters. It must appear that after Vice Admiral Nain and Captain Moan met the
commander submitted his resignation from the service. Nothing else need be said. The
Vlack parents had spent a lot of funds on bad press concerning Captain Moan. The SFC
might as well take advantage of all the well paid bad press.

The media, throughout the solar system, would naturally conclude this was an obvious
reprimand or punishment. If no reason for the resignation is given it will be suggested by
the media that SFC held critical information back from the public to minimize
embarrassment.

Would Vice Admiral Nain allow the SFC, which he loved, to be tarnished by such a
plan? The SFC was continually attempting to recruit more fighting men and women to
the fleet? Once this got out, recruitment might fall. Lieutenant Commander Tagore had
his doubts that Vice Admiral Nain would agree to go along with this crazy charade.

Still, if it were approved, well, that would be when Lieutenant Commander Tagore
would spring his surprise on both officers. He would remind Captain Moan that the
media and public would logically infer the demotion involved their last mission
assignment. Since Tagore technically led that mission, both should be disciplined
together, otherwise it might further complicate and undermine their mission of retrieving
the package snatched from both of them.

The hovercraft was landing on the top of a hotel roof landing pad. Lieutenant
Commander Tagore saw Vice Admiral Nain, standing out there with some security
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personnel, preparing to greet and welcome the two officers once the hovercraft landed.
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Chapter 24 The Most State-of-the-Art Vessel in the Solar System

Hari Tagore reached out from his bunk and silenced the beeping alarm. Slowly opening
his eyes, he reached up and switched on an overhead monitor in the dark. A small, white
screen instantly glowed with a kaleidoscope of rich colors. Tagore lay on his bunk,
blinking several times, as objects and past events came back into sharp focus.

Their vessel had just arrived at Questor a few days earlier. Except for a skeleton crew, the
rest of the members were enjoying shore leave. Tagore suddenly winced upon recalling
Vice Admiral Nain’s emotional outburst, almost a year ago, when Captain Moan first
proposed his plan at the private hotel meeting.

They ultimately came to a compromise. Vice Admiral Nain wanted ten weeks to try and
flush out the handful of traitors he suspected was embedded in the Solar Command staff. If
Nain were successful, they could then attempt to hatch an alternative plan to extract Property
X0111 from the prison planet. In the meantime, Vice Admiral Nain ordered Moan and
Tagore to fly out to the Rand Shipyards and monitor the completion of the Starburst battleship.
It had been seven years since Hari Tagore enjoyed any extended company with his
older twin sister, Diya. Now they would be working shoulder to shoulder for the next
nine months at the vast Rand spaceport drydocks.

The Rand Shipyard and adjacent floating city were the most heavily secured sites in
the solar system. There were over a quarter of a million spacers employed directly or
in directly by the Rand Space Shipyard. There were another twenty thousand military
personnel and bureaucrats stationed in the colony. Few space shuttles had access to
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every public and private construction project taking place at these space docks. Diya’s
personnel shuttle craft was one of these few vessels.

They took a quick fly over the intimidating and colossus battleship nearing the end of
construction and fitting. It was about ten percent larger than the Battleship Hive, which
was constructed a quarter of a century earlier. The Starburst, the third battleship ever
built, would be commissioned in another six months. It was tipping a little over three
thousand meters in length. The Starburst’s port and starboard hanger bays, when fully
extended contributed to the ships overall breadth of five hundred and fifty meters. Her
total height was two hundred and forty-four meters. The Starburst would one day
house dozens of space shuttles for troop deployment, one hundred fighter darts and
around twenty-five larger combat ships called vipers.

As the twins flew around the battleship, they saw all the activity as outside scaffolding
was being disassembled and removed. The double hull plating had been completed
and the residual work would now mostly be confined to the interior. In addition to war
rooms, medical rooms, cargo bays, kitchen galleys, laser cannon, energy torpedoes,
bridge electronics, life-support systems, officers’ quarters, engineering, hanger bays,
there was also the mundane; toilets, crew bunk quarters, gyms, entertainment centers,
food replicators and thousands of other odds and ends to make long stays on mission
more tolerable. There were also intentions of eventually finding a means of breaking
through the energy dampening field enveloping the solar system and to commence on
travel between the stars.

While the prior two battleships were always refitted and upgraded with the most
advanced weapons each decade, the Starburst’s weaponry would be second to none
inside the solar system. There would be over three thousand personnel on board when
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fully crewed for day-to-day combat operations. This figure included fighter pilots but
not temporary marines being transported and staged for deployment.
“When commissioned by the end of 195, the Starburst would be the newest flagship
designated for a third Solar Fleet Command naval task group. After taking two more
passes around the Starburst, Diya smiled at her brother and said, “Have you seen
enough of what might have been?”

Hari nodded to his sister without any hesitation. Diya steered the shuttle away from
the Starburst and moved away from the center of construction operations. They
streaked by several other construction sites of various space vessels until they reached
a remote space dock region which had very limited flow through traffic from VIP
visitation. This space dock seemed to be at the outer limits of military security.

Diya expertly maneuvered the shuttle craft through a large hanger door force field
which kept the vacuum out and atmosphere in. The shuttle landed near an interior roof
of a large platform structure. Diya opened the shuttle craft door, rose to her feet and
with a beaming broad smile she said, “Follow me if you wish to take a peek at your
future home amongst the stars!”
“As they stepped out of the shuttle, the artificial gravity along the platform was set at
about 75% of the Questor standard. That was good for a span of ten meters on either
the top or lower surface of the platform. Hari could see his sister was bubbling with
pride and excitement as they approached the vessel named after her.
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“Little brother, what I am going to share with you is in strictest of confidence. Only
immediate Rand/Tagore family members are aware of what I am going to disclose to
you. As you know we were informed by our great-grandparents, Tom and Julie Rand,
the long kept secret which our parents and grandparents were aware of. Almost two
centuries ago, our great-grandparents were given access to ancient space technology
by two men…Dr. Charles Brunner and Dr. Glacis Dharma.

The spacecraft

technology remains at least a thousand years ahead of anything operating in Solar Fleet
Command today.
“Almost two centuries earlier a plan was hatched by the Project Paradise team for our
great grandparents to be promoted out into the cabal’s secret space program. A few
baubles of Sidonian technology was to be dangled before the globalists by the Rands
so that they could immediately be advanced beyond the confines of the prison planet.
“New secret mission orders, by the Project Paradise team, required our great
grandparents to return to the prison planet. Since returning they successfully reunited
with team members. It is only through some re-engineering breakthroughs, by our
great grandparents, the Project Paradise team was able to reactivate the Sidonian
vessel. It has since been delivered to our space docks to be absorbed into the nervous
system of the First Diya. This is possible because of the Sidonian vessel is comprised
of what might best be described as “smart or intelligent metal”.

These Sidonian

special alloys can bend and reshape to the commands of its designated authority.
Presently, the smart metal will only respond to the will of our blood line…our genetic
code.
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“This is why it was so opportune recent events place you as the chief engineer of the
First Diya. Otherwise we would have required one of our cousins to be a crew
member.
“The Sidonian technology is so compact and advanced, we were able to hide many of
these advancements in plain sight.
“As an example, the vessel is equipped with the standard force shield. It can resist the
weapons fire of the smaller pirate ships. You also have weapons to return fire and
destroy these smaller attackers. Now if you are ever attacked by a more powerful
warship, there is an advance Sidonian force shield system which we believe in theory,
can stand up against the most powerful battleship weapons.
“In addition to the standard propulsion system, there is a Sidonian propulsion system
incorporated which folds time and space. When under attack, it is best to use it when
cloaked.
“Over the next few months, I will be personally instructing you on all these additional
safety features embedded throughout engineering. It appears the Sidonians did not
take much interest in offensive weapons which suggests they were more of an ancient
peaceful race.

The First Diya is both a cargo and passenger vessel. It has accommodations for up to five
hundred personnel and passengers. In a pinch, a crew of nine could easily manage her. The
vessel had both military and public cargo bays. There are also unique research and
manufacturing facilities on board.
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“I know you will be teased by all your engineering comrades in the navy fleet about being
crazy for turning your back of being in charge of the engineering of a top-of-the-line
battleship. Only family members will know the truth about the advanced engineering
capabilities of the First Diya.
“Well, shall we go below and begin your education on your new vessel, the First Diya?
Tagore’s thoughts returned to the present in his cabin. Glancing beneath the screen, chief
engineer Tagore check the chronometer. It read.
24:11:195 QB
05:45:31
Countdown:
010D:00HR:01MIN
First Diya
If the prophecy of Property F0111 was correct, there’s only ten days remaining
before first light.
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Chapter 25 The Bigger You Are, The Harder You Fall

Though never confirmed, and Captain Moan avoided the topic, older naval officers noticed
a striking resemblance between Captain Moan, age 30 and Admiral High, age 69. While
Admiral High was a lifetime bachelor, some wondered if he might have some bastard
children sown about the solar system. Admiral High had spent a lot of time amongst the
planets and space colonies throughout his career. Though married to the Navy, the
Admiral had for many decades been deemed one of the most desired catches, if any woman
could snare him. There had been rumors of possible trysts, but nothing more. Some
believed Captain Moan was the bastard son of Admiral Clif High and strings had been
pulled overtime to benefit him.
When news leaked to the media, that Vice Admiral Nain had rescinded Captain Moan’s
orders to take command of the Starburst battleship, rumors immediately exploded across
the solar system concerning the alleged military hero.

Old ugly stories resurfaced. New scuttle butt suggested Captain Moan must have
committed some major muck-up which was being covered up due to his war hero status.
Other mainstream headlines, from anonymous sources, accused Captain Moan have
having been criminally involved with a pirating black-market ring which had been selling
prison planet contraband throughout the spacer federation. These stories also involved his
chief engineer, They had heard, through the grapevine, that Captain Moan has a second
identity as a sex slave smuggler.
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There was other talk about the battleship had been snatched from Captain Moan because
he countered an order to destroy a fleeing vessel rumored to have contraband sex traffickers
on board. Others say it was more than just Captain Moan reversing a superior’s order to
destroy the fleeing vessel. There were rumors the infamous Sector Bravo naval battle
Medal of Honor winner had lost his heart to a mysterious woman he crossed paths
with on an undercover mission.

The media continued writing savage articles on Captain Moan for months. Eventually,
Solar Fleet Command disclosed Captain Moan had resigned his commission and was
returning to private life.

A few weeks later a small media article titled: Where is the Hero of 191 Space Battle of
Sector Bravo, indicated Captain Moan had fallen to a new low in his career. Rand
Shipyards had recently hired Captain Moan to run their new cargo/passenger vessel, First
Diya. He would be rejoined by his old Chief Engineer Hari Tagore who also recently
resigned from Solar Fleet Command to return to the family engineering business, namely
Rand Space Docks.

It is suspected that former Chief Engineer, Hari Tagore pulled some personal strings in
asking his shipyard family to provide some kind of ship command to the discredited
officer.

The corporate Mainstream Media is certain we will ever never have to waste ink about the
exploits of Captain Kishon Moan in the future. Remember…the old adage, the bigger you
are, the harder you fall! The military officer who captured the hearts and minds of all
spacers just got hurled down a black hole. Hopefully, Captain Vlack and the crew of the
Wasp can finally rest in peace.
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